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Abstract

This thesis presents a numerical simulation study for the heat and mass transfer inside and outside individual boards of a stack during kiln drying of wood and on the effect of side gaps between the boards. The objective is to optimize the drying process for efficiency and high quality products.

A literature survey in the area is presented. The importance of the correct link between the transport processes in wood, and heat/mass transfer and fluid flow in the surrounding drying air is emphasized. Objectives, motivations and needs for the present study are also presented. This is followed by a detailed account of the governing equations, description of models, physical properties, and discretization and solution procedures used in the present study.

A sample stack of planks has been used to evaluate the performance of various turbulence models and upwinding schemes of the CFX software developed for predicting the transport parameters in air. Given a typical stack set up for drying 105 x 105 mm western hemlock lumber, the effects of side gaps on surface coefficients are studied for different air velocities. An optimum gap size for maximum heat/mass transfer is suggested.

The model developed for heat and mass transfer inside the wood is validated for a one dimensional case by comparing the numerical results with published results. The improved performance using a newly proposed relationship for the diffusivity of bound water has been demonstrated. Also a new relationship for the mass transfer boundary condition at the surfaces was proposed to incorporate the effect of the surface resistance. Relative effects of model unknowns in predicting the average moisture content and board center temperatures are discussed.
A Fortran program was developed to solve the two-dimensional coupled heat and mass transfer equations inside the wood during the drying process. The model considers the changes in air temperature and humidity due to heat and mass transfer to and from the boards. The iterative SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) method was modified to increase accuracy and stability. Predictions for average and local moisture content are in good agreement with experiments. The effect of side gap on the drying process inside the wood was also examined. A plot of standard deviation of each board versus the board average moisture content is suggested for the judgement about the uniformity of the products. Results indicate that without using the extra gap size there exists a considerable difference between the maximum and minimum final average moisture content of the boards in each row. The first and last boards are usually over-dried. By using the previously suggested gap size the maximum difference of the final average moisture content is almost half the case without the extra gap.

Average diffusion and surface coefficients are extracted from the experimental data of drying a stack without side gap. A software tool has been developed to solve the simple unsteady one-dimensional diffusion problem. Results are compared with experiments. The introduced method can be used to obtain the average diffusion and surface coefficients.
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Nomenclature

\( A \) coefficient in calculating capillary pressure
\( A_1 \) coefficient in Eqn. 8.1
\( B \) coefficient in calculating capillary pressure
\( B_1 \) coefficient in Eqn. 8.1
\( B_2 \) coefficient in Eqn. 8.1
\( B_X, B_T \) coefficients in calculating the flux of bound water
\( c_u, c_k \) coefficients for describing \( u^+ \) in turbulent flows
\( c_p \) specific heat capacity
\( c_{c1}, c_{c2} \) coefficients used for \( \varepsilon - \) equation in turbulent flows
\( D \) apparent moisture diffusion coefficient of wood
\( D_{AB} \) un-delayed water vapour diffusion coefficient
\( D_a \) diffusion coefficient of drying moist air
\( D_{av} \) average diffusion coefficient of moisture in wood
\( D_b \) bound water diffusion coefficient
\( D_{eff} \) effective water vapour diffusion coefficient
\( D_h \) hydraulic diameter of the duct
\( D_{\mu} \) coefficient of the drying model related to bound water
\( E_l \) effective permeability to liquid flow in wood
NOMENCLATURE

$F_X$ coefficient in calculating the flux of free water

$G$ turbulent kinetik energy generation

$g$ side gap size

$h$ convective heat transfer coefficient from surface

$h_a$ enthalpy of air

$h_b$ enthalpy of bound water

$h_f$ enthalpy of free water

$h_v$ enthalpy of water vapour

$h_m$ convective mass transfer coefficient from surface

$J$ vector of total moisture flux

$J_a$ vector of air mass flux in wood

$J_b$ vector of bound water mass flux

$J_f$ vector of free water mass flux

$J_v$ vector of water vapour mass flux

$K_l$ permeability of unsaturated wood to liquid water flow

$K_{ls}$ permeability of saturated wood to liquid water flow

$k$ kinetik energy of the fluctuation motion in turbulent flows

$r$ mass transfer rate

$m_w$ molar mass of water

$Nu$ Nusselt number

$n_{st}$ number of stacks per kiln

$P_c$ capillary pressure

$Pe$ Peclet number

$P_l$ liquid water pressure

$Pr$ Prandtl number

$P_{sv}$ saturation water vapour pressure in wood
NOMENCLATURE

$P_v$  partial water vapour pressure in wood
$Q$  heat transfer
$q$  heat transfer per unit volume of lumber
$R$  ideal gas constant
$R_h$  relative humidity of the drying air
$s$  molar entropy
$S$  saturation
$S_{av}$  average surface mass transfer coefficient
$Sc$  Schmidt number
$S_{err}$  summation of errors in SOR method
$S_{min}$  minimum saturation for free water flow
$Sh$  Sherwood number
$S_T$  coefficient of the drying model related to bound water
$t$  time
$T$  temperature
$\bar{T}$  local time average temperature of air
$u^+$  dimensionless velocity in turbulent flows
$u_a$  internal energy of dry air inside the wood
$u_b$  internal energy of bound water
$u_d$  internal energy of the dry wood
$u_f$  internal energy of free water
$u_v$  internal energy of water vapour
$v$  molar volume
$V$  volume
$V_i, V_j$  velocity components
$V_X, V_T$  coefficients in calculating the flux of water vapour
**NOMENCLATURE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$x_i, x_j$</td>
<td>Cartesian coordinate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>local moisture content in wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{eq}$</td>
<td>equilibrium moisture content of the drying air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{FSP}$</td>
<td>moisture content at the fibre saturation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{max}$</td>
<td>moisture content if the entire void structure is filled with water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{min}$</td>
<td>minimum moisture content for liquid flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_v$</td>
<td>vapour mole fraction in humid air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y^+$</td>
<td>dimensionless distance from wall in turbulent flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y$</td>
<td>air humidity, dry basis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Greek symbols

\( \alpha \)  
attenuation factor of wood structure in eqns. 5 and 7

\( \delta x \)  
distance between two adjacent points in \( x \) direction

\( \delta y \)  
distance between two adjacent points in \( y \) direction

\( \Delta t \)  
time step

\( \Delta x \)  
\( x \) direction step size

\( \Delta y \)  
\( y \) direction step size

\( \varepsilon \)  
viscous dissipation in turbulent flows

\( \epsilon \)  
void fraction

\( \eta_i \)  
viscosity of liquid water

\( \lambda_a \)  
thermal conductivity of air

\( \lambda \)  
thermal conductivity of moist wood

\( \mu \)  
viscosity of air

\( \mu_b \)  
chemical potential for bound water

\( \mu_t \)  
turbulent eddy viscosity

\( \xi \)  
residue at each point in the SOR method

\( \rho, \rho_a \)  
density of air

\( \rho_b \)  
density of bound water

\( \rho_l, \rho_f \)  
density of liquid (free) water

\( \rho_d \)  
density of dry wood

\( \rho_v \)  
density of water vapour

\( \rho_{wt} \)  
total moisture density in wood

\( \tau_w \)  
wall shear stress

\( \Phi \)  
dissipation term in turbulent flows

\( \psi(X,T) \)  
coefficient for partial vapor pressure in wood
NOMENCLATURE

\( \omega \) \quad \text{absolute humidity of the drying air}

\( \Omega \) \quad \text{over relaxation factor in the SOR method}

Superscripts

\( . \) \quad \text{time rate}

\( - \) \quad \text{turbulent time average values}

\( ' \) \quad \text{turbulent fluctuation terms}

\( n \) \quad \text{time step number}
NOMENCLATURE

Subscripts

\( a \) \quad \text{air}
\( b \) \quad \text{bound water}
\( cell \) \quad \text{wood cell}
\( d \) \quad \text{dry wood}
\( db \) \quad \text{dry-bulb (temperature)}
\( eff \) \quad \text{effective}
\( FSP \) \quad \text{fiber saturation point}
\( f \) \quad \text{free water}
\( l. w \) \quad \text{liquid water}
\( n \) \quad \text{normal to the surface}
\( s \) \quad \text{values at the surface}
\( \infty \) \quad \text{free stream values}
\( (i, j) \) \quad \text{location numbers of control volume cell}
\( v \) \quad \text{water vapour}
\( wb \) \quad \text{wet-bulb (temperature)}
\( x \) \quad \text{component in the x-direction}
\( y \) \quad \text{component in the y-direction}
### NOMENCLATURE

#### Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADI</td>
<td>alternating direction implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSP</td>
<td>fiber saturation point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOR</td>
<td>successive over relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDMA</td>
<td>three diagonal matrix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

Drying is an energy intensive process. This process is used in a variety of applications ranging from food processing to wood drying. For wood drying, there is great interest in studying this process because the wood industry is one of the largest industries in British Columbia and Canada as well as in other countries.

Canada is a major producer of wood. It is certain that the lumber industry and wood products will continue to play a key role in Canada's economy over the next century. The total energy consumption of this industry excluding pulp, paper and printing industries, is approximately 1% (27 Pega Joules in 1998) of the total industrial energy consumption in Canada[1]. Due to its importance, the Canadian wood industry spends about twenty five million dollars annually on research and development related to wood[1].

Material properties of wood are influenced by the amount of its moisture content. Most mechanical properties, such as strength, are better for dry wood than for green wood, with the exception of toughness and shock resistance. For most applications, wood serves best at specific levels of moisture content. The moisture content is the
amount of moisture in wood expressed as a percentage of the weight of the dry wood substance. Wood is a hygroscopic material, that is it gives off or takes in moisture until it is in balance with the air surrounding it. When wood has attained such a balance, it is said to have reached its equilibrium moisture content (EMC). Therefore, wood should be dried ideally to a moisture content close to the EMC that it will attain in service. The values of moisture content in EMC condition vary between 12 to 18 percent for the manufacture of articles for outdoor use, and between 5 and 10 percent for indoor articles[2].

One of the reasons for drying lumber before shipping to the processing workshops, is that the transport charges for lumber, moved by rail or truck, are based on the shipping weight. Principally for this reason, more than 70 percent of non-coastal lumber in Canada is dried[3].

A certain amount of moisture content is necessary in wood to prevent decaying caused by destroying organisms. Based on this fact, the lumber shipped by sea before long trips, e.g. to Japan, is dried even though in this case the transport charges are based on volume. In addition, wood must be relatively dry before it can be satisfactorily painted with oil-based paints, glued or treated with preservatives.

There are two main methods for drying wood, kiln drying and air drying. Kiln drying is used almost exclusively in preference to air drying, because kiln drying permits a producer to gear production to demand and avoids rental of drying yards and, furthermore, provides a more uniform product.

The process of removing moisture from wood in a kiln can be very costly due to: (a) the cost of supplying equipment, labor and energy to accelerate the process, and (b) losses from damage caused to the wood during drying.

Researchers in the field of lumber drying are making efforts in improving the drying process, the main motivation being to reduce the manufacturing costs and degrade
losses so that wood products will continue to be competitive with other products such as plastics and metals.

In order to highlight the importance of improving the energy efficiency of wood drying, it should be noted that, in Canada, the total energy which is used for wood and wood products industry comes almost exclusively from petroleum products. In 1998, it was about 2.2 percent of the total petroleum products consumed in the industrial sector and about 70 percent of this usage is for wood drying[3]. It can be understood that even small improvements in the energy efficiency of wood drying would bring about significant energy savings and environmental benefits. This improvement would decrease the energy consumption per unit of output which decreases both pollution and the release of greenhouse gases such as $CO_2$.

Research in lumber drying is currently concerned with such issues as:

- developing a better understanding of the drying process inside the wood,
- analysing the numerically predicted moisture content and temperature fields in order to obtain the internal stresses during drying,
- determining energy requirements for lumber drying,
- establishing drying procedures for species of wood not previously processed. to obtain their full potential.

In the drying process of lumber of particular species and thickness, the temperature and humidity conditions of the drying air are set by the kiln schedule. Changes of the kiln conditions are usually made at predetermined time intervals, or when preselected levels of moisture content have been reached. The schedule used should dry the lumber in as short a time as possible, while minimizing drying degrade to acceptable levels. Over the years, kiln-drying schedules have been developed based on experience. Research continues to improve these schedules by taking advantage of
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new technologies and meeting the demands of the kiln drying industry. It should be noted that there are many schedule combinations due to changes in the velocity, temperature and relative humidity of the drying air. Also there are different lumber sizes which can be loaded in different configurations. With this wide range of parameters researchers have attempted to improve the schedules to reach optimum choices. In this direction, a complete analysis of the complex process of heat and mass transfer which drives the moisture movement during drying is necessary.

The forces involved in moving the moisture are complex. Such complexities increase with increasing temperature and moisture gradient inside the wood. The objective of kiln drying is to make these forces as high as possible without causing lumber damage and decreasing the quality of lumber. This is usually done by increasing the kiln temperature and by increasing the wet bulb depression (the difference between the dry- and wet-bulb temperatures). For some species, there is a practical limit to the intensity of temperature which may cause discolouration, kiln burn or reduced mechanical strength. Besides the dry- and wet-bulb temperatures, there are other parameters which have significant effects on moisture removing forces, such as: wood structural characteristics, air velocity, and stack configuration. For example, using higher air velocities could result in faster drying. Less obvious factors include the arrangement of the boards in the kiln. In this study the effect of the gaps between the boards is investigated and its importance is brought to light. Of course the introduction of gaps reduces the number of boards that can be placed in a kiln. Thus, these are trade-off effects that open the way for optimization.

When the relative humidity of the drying air is kept very low, in order to provide a high moisture content gradient inside the wood, and the lumber is still wet, some difficulties such as checking arise. High moisture content gradients during drying induce surface shrinkage while the core is unable to shrink. If the resulting stresses
are greater than the strength of the wood, checking will occur as cracks on the wood surface. Checks can be avoided by maintaining a higher relative humidity for air, particularly in the early stages of drying. But this will increase the drying time, total energy consumption, and subsequently the total cost of drying. One of the questions might be: "Can the usage of side gap between the boards, without changing the other parameters of the drying schedule, reduce the total time and cost required for drying a certain amount of lumber?"

Some undesirable conditions such as case hardening can set up high internal stresses that cause defects in the dried lumber during later processes such as sawing. These stresses arise when rapid drying causes shrinkage of the surface while the core remains wet and swollen. Further drying, when the surface is very dry and unyielding, does not facilitate the shrinkage of the core.

Detailed analysis of the state of strain and stress at different locations of different boards of the stack needs a thorough knowledge of the temperature and moisture distributions in the boards. It will be shown in the following chapters that comprehensive analysis of the latter type has yet to be undertaken. Although there are some experimental data for temperature and moisture content at some locations of the boards, an extensive experimental set of data for these quantities at different locations, is not available for different combinations of stack geometry and kiln schedules. Experimental data collection for such a variety of variables is of course very costly and time consuming.

The processes of heat and mass transfer in wood drying can be described by the associated governing differential equations. These equations, however, are nonlinear and coupled, and can only be solved numerically. The main difficulty, however, is not in finding general numerical solutions for the governing equations but the lack of data on certain physical properties needed to obtain specific solutions.
Outline of Thesis

In this thesis, Chapter 2 presents a literature review on the relevant theoretical, numerical and experimental studies of wood drying. In Chapter 3, the objectives and motivations of the present work are discussed. The equations governing the heat and mass transfer and fluid flow are presented for the drying air and the wood in Chapter 4. Also discussed are the models for migration and physical properties of different phases of water inside the wood. Turbulence models and schemes used for drying air flow are also included in this chapter. Chapter 5 begins with studying the performance of different turbulence models and schemes in predicting the air flow characteristics and convective heat/mass transfer surface coefficients for a benchmark case. Then the effect of side gap on the heat transfer between the drying air and board surfaces of a stack is investigated. A procedure is developed to determine the optimum gap size. Based on the results, the optimum gap size is suggested for different air velocities. In Chapter 6, the numerical model proposed for the wood in Chapter 4 is validated against other numerical and experimental results by a one-dimensional simulation. Also the relative effects of some model parameters are brought to light in this Chapter. Chapter 7 presents the two dimensional numerical simulation for the drying of a stack under a selected drying schedule. The effect of air velocity and side gap on the drying process is investigated as well. In Chapter 8, a simple one-dimensional diffusion case is used to study the middle part of the drying process. Finally in Chapter 9, a summary of conclusions is presented and recommendations for future work are given.
Chapter 2

Literature review

It is evident that for an accurate optimum design and control of the wood drying process, a better understanding of moisture movement and accurate prediction of important parameters inside the wood, such as temperature and moisture content, are essential. Studies in this field require mathematical models that describe the process and experimental findings for the needed physical properties. Also heat/mass transfer coefficients between wood surfaces and the drying air are required in boundary conditions for numerical and theoretical studies.

2.1 General models

Research in wood drying started with modelling the mass transfer as a simple diffusion process based on Fick's law[4]. Later this type of model was expressed for moisture concentration, moisture content and water vapour pressure[5]. Then a number of steady state and unsteady state models for finding the diffusion coefficient were described. It was indicated by Choong[6] that moisture movement through wood, due
to the diffusion process, involves two mechanisms:
(1) vapour movement through cells and
(2) bound water movement through the cell walls of the wood.
Experimental results also showed that the bound water and vapour diffusion coefficients in wood vary with moisture content, temperature and direction[2].

Stamm[7] modelled the wood as a bundle of capillaries of equal length. He indicated that the movement of free water in the drying wood, above the fiber saturation point, is a pressure controlled phenomena. Comstock[8] modeled the flow of free water through wood by using Darcy’s law.

Since the moisture content of wood during the drying process can be below or above the fiber saturation point (FSP), it is necessary to develop a general model to include both diffusion and capillary transport. Spolek and Plumb[9] developed an analytical model for the heat and mass transfer in wood drying. A set of coupled partial differential equations for moisture content and temperature, as a function of space and time, were developed. The experimental results of Plumb et al[10] showed that capillary transport was dominant at moisture contents above the saturation point.

Some proposed diffusion models for non-isothermal diffusion and capillary movement of water in wood, based on irreversible thermodynamics, are compared by Siau[11].
2.2 Numerical studies

2.2.1 Approaches

The literature survey shows that in wood drying there have been two main approaches toward numerical simulation of heat and moisture transfer. One approach is based on using the simple diffusion equation for the whole process. Some of the studies that have used the diffusion coefficient are: [12-15]. Others have considered the diffusion tensor [16,17]. In this approach, diffusion coefficients are based on an average value from previous experiments for one dimensional cases with constant boundary conditions. All of the investigations in this field have been undertaken for a single board with constant boundary conditions over all the boundaries. Due to changes of moisture content and phases in space and time, this approach is not sufficient for prediction of local moisture content, especially where the geometry is complicated and boundary conditions change in space and time. Also the proposed diffusion coefficients are based on experiments for boards with low moisture content (below the fiber saturation point).

The second approach is based on a system of differential equations which takes into consideration the effect of the gradient of the thermodynamic properties of different water phases on the various moisture fluxes, by using different forms of driving forces for water transport.

2.2.2 Investigations

A two-dimensional, time-dependent wood drying model, based on local three phase equilibrium, was developed by Kayihan[18]. The model assumes separate governing equations for mass conservation of each phase, and uses the partial pressure of each
phase as one of the main parameters. The model predictions show that various portions of the drying curve are sensitive to convective transfer and to individual diffusion coefficients.

Stanish et al.[19] improved the above model by introducing some new sub-models for each phase and applied it to a one-dimensional case. Results were in very satisfactory agreement with experimental findings. But the model was complex and required the solution of three coupled differential equations.

Mitchel and Bigbee[20] used the model of Kayihan[18] for an industrially motivated study of western hemlock kiln drying. The purpose was to evaluate the relative effect of various wood and kiln parameters on the final outcome of the kiln schedule in an effort to understand the variability that results in kiln drying. The changes in the parameters such as dry and wet bulb temperatures of drying air, air velocity, initial moisture content and wood density were studied. The authors neither mentioned the model unknowns nor compared their results with experimental data. The model was one-dimensional, and as in the case of Kayihan[18], the constant bound water diffusion and fully developed formulation for surface coefficient were used. The effect of heat and mass transfer to and from the upstream boards on the conditions of drying air was not considered. The results of this study brought some insight in understanding the significant impact of variations in the mentioned parameters. However, due to above mentioned shortfalls, the results were neither sufficient nor accurate enough to draw definitive conclusions.

Josserand et al.[13] used a simple one-dimensional diffusion equation for an isothermal unsteady case. This model, which assumes that the diffusion coefficient is a function of moisture content, was applied to a two-dimensional case with constant boundary conditions. Some researchers, e.g. Simpson and Liu[14], have tried to determine the dependence of the diffusion coefficient, in an isothermal problem, on
moisture content. Such coefficients have been used in three dimensional problems for an orthotropic material[17].

The non-isothermal model for diffusion process was improved by Siau[11]. The same problem was numerically solved by Avramidis et al.[21] by taking water chemical potential as the driving force for diffusion. They derived the temperature gradient coefficient in the mass balance equation based on the principles of non-equilibrium thermodynamics. The numerical predictions of average moisture content and temperature, using finite difference method, were in good agreement with the experimental data of desorption from an initial 20 percent moisture content (MC). But the results of the model were not compared with cases with higher MC. In this study, the constant temperature and moisture content were assumed as surface boundary conditions since the air side resistance to heat/mass transfer is assumed to be relatively small.

A two dimensional time dependent finite-element model of isothermal wood drying, based on water potential concept, was presented by Cloutier et al. [22]. This study also used a constant surface mass transfer coefficient.

In 1993, Colignan et al.[23] provided a method of estimating the macroscopic drying kinetics curve and described the internal moisture content profiles of a maritime-pine wood. Moisture gradients and the time evolution of the parameters were analysed as a function of the air drying parameters (dry-bulb, wet-bulb and the velocity) and the product parameters (thickness and density).

They assumed that moisture diffusion occurs only through the main faces of the board and not through the edges. It was also assumed that the heat transfer has a quasi steady nature and, therefore, the energy equation was not solved. The diffusion process was divided into two stages based on whether moisture content of the wood surface is below the fiber saturation point (FSP) or above it. The authors attempted to find the best fit for diffusion coefficients and surface convective coefficients giving
the best fit for the experimental data at each stage. This method is inappropriate for expressing time dependency of local moisture content near the edges, especially for initial stages of drying.

The results of the above study were used as inputs for a model developed for predicting the stresses in the wood which gives rise to flaws called shakes[24]. The model was based on a simplified description of the normal internal stresses. The aim was to evaluate the differences in degradation by the type of drying procedure. The model was based on the assumption that the change in strain between two subsequent times is the sum of a shrinkage due to local variation of moisture content, and an elastic strain. The normal stress at each location was then found and compared with the allowable stress.

The approach in the above two studies has some limitations:

a) it is one-dimensional,
b) it neglects the effects of edges on the moisture content distribution, and
c) it is an isothermal model, does not consider the temperature effects on the moisture content.

Liu et al.[25] developed a mathematical model for coupled heat and mass transfer. The model separated the moisture flux into that of the liquid and that of the vapour phase. The authors applied the model to a one dimensional time dependent case and used the constant surface coefficients based on the boundary layer theory.

Hernandez and Puiggali[26] simulated the drying of a wood sample using the model proposed by Stanish et al.[19]. They also studied the drying process using microwaves. The main purpose of this study was to investigate the drying kinetics (changes of moisture and its gradients with respect to temperature over a period of time).

Avramidis and Hatzikiriakos[27] solved a dynamic non-isothermal set of coupled
partial differential equations for one dimensional heat and mass transfer inside a wood specimen using the Galerkin finite element method. The analysis showed that the moisture-time and temperature-time curves were strongly affected by the values of convective mass and heat transfer coefficients. These coefficients were based on fully developed flow, and the edge and entrance effects were not considered.

There has been an effort, by Dincer and Dost[12], in proposing an analytical model to determine the moisture diffusivities in geometrical solid objects (namely, infinite slab, infinite cylinder, sphere) during the drying process. Comparison with the available data showed the validity of the model for different ranges of Biot numbers (Bi), namely the ratio of internal resistance to external resistance during heat/mass transfer. The authors applied their model to a slab of wood[15].

The profiles of the surface and centre temperature and also average moisture content in the drying of a single *pinus radiata* board were predicted as a function of time by Pang *et al.*[28]. In this work, the heat and mass transfer inside the wood along the air stream direction was not taken into account. The governing equations were solved in the direction perpendicular to the air stream. Since the numerical results of previous studies were not satisfactory[29-31], the direct experimental data of surface coefficients were applied to the equations. The same process was repeated for different locations of stream wise direction considering separate boundary conditions for each location. They reported that variations have been noted in the external mass transfer coefficients in the stream wise direction which leads to differential drying of the board. The effect of reversing the air flow periodically was studied to determine the reduction of these differences in the extent of drying across each board, and some practical suggestions were given.

For the following reasons, the model and suggestions of [28] cannot be extended to study an array of boards. Firstly, the heat/mass transfer of upstream boards will
affect the temperature and relative humidity of air downstream. This problem was not addressed since the [29] study considered only one board. In other words, the surface mass/heat transfer coefficients defined were based on entrance values of concentration/temperature instead of the mean values. Secondly, due to the complexity of flow and having a limited number of boards in a row, the distribution of local surface coefficients for each board is different from that for the other boards in the same row. Thirdly, in the experiments, mass/heat transfer occurred from one board and the other boards did not take part in the process. Fourthly, the mass transfer of naphtaline, which was used in tests would provide the boundary condition of surface concentration/temperature across the test section. But in the real process this changes with time and space. Finally, the mass/heat transfer for side edges of the boards were not considered neither in the experiments nor in computations. This may suggest a lower drying rate and in consequence a higher predicted moisture content than the actual values during drying.

Recently, Turner[32] formulated a two-dimensional mathematical model for an orthotropic single wood board and developed a numerical code based on the finite volume approach. He expressed the governing equations in the longitudinal and streamwise directions. The effect of air stream temperature was studied while the surface coefficients were assumed to be independent of time and space. Although the heat and mass transfer across the wood thickness is much more significant than those in the streamwise direction, they were neglected. In solving the model equations, it was assumed that the board is a perfectly symmetrical body and the external transfer coefficients over the end are the same as those over the flat surfaces.

A simplified one dimensional description of drying kinetics was obtained for the drying behaviour of an array of *pinus radiata* by Pang *et al.*[33]. Mass and heat balances over a control volume in the streamwise direction were coupled with simplified
characteristic drying curves. It was assumed that the drying rate curves for a specific material will remain similar, irrespective of the external condition, and it contains three main periods: initial constant drying rate, and two falling periods with different slopes[34]. This assumption would not hold for locations near the edges of the boards especially when there is a large gap between boards. The study determined the changes in air condition (humidity and temperature) and local average moisture content through the stack using the above simplified one dimensional approach. The influence of air flow reversals under different strategies were investigated in order to make some suggestions for decreasing moisture content differences along the stack.

Gong and Plumb[35,36] proposed a theoretical model for the effect of heterogenous and anisotropic nature of wood on heat and mass transfer process. They implemented their model using a finite difference program capable of predicting the two-dimensional distribution of moisture content and temperature in wood. They conducted experiments using a $\gamma$-ray attenuation system and a near-infrared reflectance analyzer. The internal and surface moisture content were measured by the mentioned instruments. Their main concern was the difference between the transfer process in radial and tangential directions, and that the process in any other direction could be determined based on these two ones. In the model, they ignored the contribution of the gradient of temperature in the mass transfer equation and the gradient of moisture content in the energy equation. Also in the energy equation, the changes in the enthalpy and internal energy of each phase were not considered separately. Instead, a temperature and moisture content dependent relationship for moist wood specific heat was employed (similar to the works of Pang et al.[28] and Avramidis et al.[27]). Also heat of vaporization and rate of changing the liquid to vapor at any point were used for the mentioned parameters.

Kamke and Vanek[37] compared the performance of a number of wood drying
models using a common set of drying data for spruce lumber. Experimental data of the initial values of relevant parameters were supplied to the authors from 16 countries, for comparison of predicted average moisture contents, and moisture content near the surfaces and in the core. The majority of the simulation results were not in good agreement with the test runs. Some explanations were given for poor agreements such as: uncertain coefficients for the models considered as the most important reason; nature of simplifications; and the solution methods used for heat and mass transfer equations. The review emphasized that "there is no universal model available for wood drying, but rather models which are best suited for specific problems due to performance or ease of use". From the comparison of different simulations with experimental data presented in [37], it can be observed that the following programs perform better than others: WOODRY-S originated from Sutherland et al.[38]; SALINA related to Salin's thesis[39]; SAHA developed by Ranta-Maunus[40]; and PROFIL based on Vogel's work[41].

The model by Salin was developed following the earlier work by Stanish et al.[19]. It considers different phases of moisture but neglects the bulk flow of water vapor and air. The model considers the drying of each wood board as an isothermal one dimensional process. The treatment of bound water diffusion as a function of moisture content and temperature is the most important modification of this model compared to its original version. Solution is by the finite difference method, and the convective surface coefficients are velocity dependent.

The original SAHA program is a one-dimensional isotropic model which only considers the diffusion mechanism for mass transfer driven by a gradient in moisture content. The value of the diffusion coefficient was determined by experiments over a range of moisture contents, temperature and density for heartwood and sapwood. Heat transfer is governed by conduction. For the boundary condition at the surface,
the partial water pressure difference with drying air is used instead of the moisture content. The surface coefficients are determined by experiments.

The methodology used in PROFIL is based on a one-dimensional solution to a system of isotropic unsteady state mass diffusion and heat conduction. Here, moisture gradients drive the mass transport. The mass diffusion coefficient is obtained using the procedure proposed by Siau[2] which applies an electrical analogy for parallel and series resistance to bound water and water vapor diffusion. In the heat transfer equation, the contributions of bulk flow and advection term were not taken into account.

A more recent study based on this program, by Akulich and Militzer[42], obtained the solution for a two-dimensional nonisothermal moisture transfer in the anisotropic structure of an specimen. Like the original version, the effect of different phases was not considered separately. Instead, the density and specific heat of vaporization of moist wood were used in the energy equation. The contribution of moisture content in the energy equation was absent while the effect of temperature gradient on the mass transfer was considered. The set of equations was a simplified Luikov equation. The two-dimensional system of equations of heat and mass transfer were solved iteratively by a locally one-dimensional method. The effect of surface resistance was considered by introducing an unknown correction factor, named phase transition. Its value was obtained by a trial and error method, but not as a function of wood properties. Another shortfall is the assumption of constant surface coefficients of fully developed flow. After obtaining the moisture content and temperature fields, the internal stresses in the wood were calculated based on the elasticity theory. The model considers the shrinkage due to drying below the fiber saturation point as the only cause. A Galerkin method was applied and solution was limited to three terms of the infinite series.
Tarasiewicz et al.[43-45] proposed a nonlinear one dimensional system of partial differential equations for predicting the air conditions and average moisture contents of boards in a stack array. The model did not include the heat and mass transfer inside the wood, and considered each board of having a uniform temperature and moisture content. It divides the behaviour of the drying rate curve versus moisture content into four stages. Instead of solving the Navier-Stokes and heat and mass transfer equations for the drying air at every single point of the air duct, the model considers small control volumes extended between the centerlines of two adjacent boards. Then the momentum equation in the main-stream direction as well as the balance of mass and energy are expressed for such control volumes. The effect of heat and mass transfer on the drying air temperature and humidity are taken into account. While the study provides a fast look into the average moisture content and temperature of the boards across a stack, it does not give insight toward local variables even for the drying air. In addition, the same surface coefficients are used for all boards, and the effect of two-dimensionalities in air flow, such as separation and entrance or exit, are not considered.

2.3 Experimental studies, surface coefficients

Apart from the studies in references [12-17], all the cited numerical studies contain experimental results. Temporal changes of moisture content and temperature inside the board were usually reported. The aim of such studies was to determine the diffusion coefficient to model the diffusion component of the drying process. Surface to air convective mass transfer can also be obtained from these experimental data using mathematical approximations. The diffusion coefficient is related to the resistance of moisture leaving the wood surface and being transferred to the ambient drying air.
2.3.1 Investigations

Time dependent moisture content and temperature distribution inside red pine and white birch lumber were reported by Bai and Garrahan[46]. Results of the drying tests indicated:

a) interior temperature increases in direct relation to elapsed time.

b) moisture content drops exponentially with elapsed time, and

c) an exponential relationship exists between the average moisture content and the core temperature of the lumber. The authors mentioned that monitoring of the lumber drying process through measurements of the interior wood temperature may be feasible.

Plumb et al.[47] studied the transport of heat and mass during drying of southern pine and investigated the accuracy of the measurements of moisture content with gamma attenuation. The measured drying rate above the fiber saturation point (FSP), was not a well defined function of moisture content. The drying rate did not appear to be highly temperature dependent at high moisture contents. Below the FSP, the effect of temperature on the dominant diffusion process were evident.

Rice and Young[48] determined the shape of the moisture profile in flat sawn red oak under different conditions during the early periods of drying. Their aim was to investigate differential moisture losses during the early stages of drying which are critical to the development of stresses that result in checking and associated degradation.

Simpson[49] determined the diffusion coefficient of northern red oak as a function of moisture content based on his experiments. He compared the experimentally determined desorption times and local moisture content gradients with those calculated by the diffusion model. The effect of thickness was also investigated.
Soderstrom and Salin[50], after presenting some of the previously published data for surface emission factors, mentioned the large differences between the values obtained from experiments carried out with various wood species under different conditions. They showed that the discrepancies can be explained by the fact that a mathematically incorrect method was used. Also the wrong type of heat and mass transfer sealing of some lateral surfaces, in order to ensure unidirectional moisture flow, was criticized. The authors presented a method to measure the surface emission factors correctly and to analyse the diffusion problem theoretically for wood drying.

A review of the heat and mass transfer coefficients for individual boards and board surfaces was presented by Salin[51]. He aimed to extract results from the vast literature on heat and mass transfer, on situations that are similar enough to kiln stack geometry, and present them in a usable form. Among these cases were: fully developed turbulent flow between parallel plates; entry region in flow between parallel plates; plate(s) in parallel flow; single and multiple rectangular cylinders in cross flow. From the review, it transpired that experimental results are only available for specific geometries and Re numbers. Also the distribution of coefficients on vertical edges were not investigated at all. The only available numerical study for horizontal edges did not reach an accuracy of ±10 percent.

Li et al.[52,59] studied the effects of air gaps and air velocities on the drying characteristics of Western Hemlock 105 × 105 mm boards using a conventional kiln dryer. It was observed that side gaps reduced kiln drying times of planks of similar dry density. They concluded that when pieces of lumber are stacked with vertical air gaps, higher air velocities can reduce drying times, especially when the average moisture content is above the FSP. Higher air velocities did not seem to affect drying times, when vertical gaps were absent. The effect of two different air gaps on degradation did not show the same trend. The total number of case hardened specimen was
increased 15 percent by using 10 mm gaps and decreased 50 percent by using 20 mm gaps, with respect to the case without gaps. The effects of airflow reversal, changing the air temperature, and its relative humidity were not investigated. It seems that a combination of the certain increases in the air velocity with a specific air gap would result in a substantial drying time reduction with acceptable degree of degradation. This issue is still open for investigation.
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Objectives and motivations

As noted in the previous chapters, there has been a constant effort to find ways to improve kiln schedules for wood drying. This, however, requires a detailed knowledge of the complex processes of heat and mass transfer occurring during the drying process. Accurate predictions of the two key parameters, namely, moisture content and temperature, inside the wood in space and time are essential for the understanding of the drying process. Once these parameters are determined accurately, other related wood parameters, such as the shrinkage, strain, stress, defects, and degradation, can be evaluated. There have been numerous experimental efforts to obtain information about these parameters. But it is not feasible to perform a large number of tests for a wide variety of stack configurations and air conditions. Numerical techniques provide a valuable tool for optimization and control of the kiln drying process from viewpoint of energy consumption, time, degradation, and cost. Such an analysis should relate the air parameters (air conditions and stack configurations) to the parameters associated with the wood.

One-dimensional models, by their nature, cannot predict the moisture and heat losses from the vertical surfaces of the boards. These types of models can provide
better predictions for lumber with higher aspect ratios (ratio of width to thickness), when the heat/mass transfer in the main air flow direction becomes negligibly small. Such a simplification will predict a lower drying rate and, as a result, a higher predicted moisture content than the actual values. Otherwise, a higher external transfer coefficient has to be used to compensate for the unaccounted moisture losses. For boards with aspect ratios close to one and especially the square cross sections, a two dimensional model will be necessary.

There are no reported experimental or numerical results for the convective surface coefficients of heat/mass transfer from the vertical faces of the boards. In the measured experimental data for horizontal faces, the local Nu/Sh numbers have been defined based on the inlet temperature/concentration instead of the mean values which should be used in the internal flows. In such tests, the heat/mass transfer occurs only from one surface and the effect of the transfer process from the upstream surfaces is not considered. Also the reported data cannot be used for other blockage ratios (board thickness/\( \frac{\text{board thickness}}{\text{board thickness + sticker thickness}} \)) due to differences in flow characteristics.

A majority of the modelling studies in the literature have not addressed a number of important aspects. For instance, constant Nu/Sh values of the fully developed flow were used and the effect of the entrance and separation bubbles were neglected. The other common incorrect assumption was the application of the surface coefficients to the inlet temperature/concentration instead of the mean parameters. Heat and mass transfer between the drying air and the board surfaces upstream at any location in the stack affects the air wet- and dry-bulb temperatures at that point and thus the drying ability of air downstream. This point was also not included in some models. Even when this was considered, the application of the surface coefficients to the inlet air conditions instead of the mean values resulted in inaccurate predictions of the drying air conditions at all locations of the stack. Another point to be mentioned
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is that some relationships for the external boundary flow surface coefficients have been used, and some studies have adopted isothermal assumptions. Such models do not provide accurate information in the critical initial stages of drying and when air temperature changes continuously or is kept constant for only short periods.

In addition, some of the assumptions made in the derivation of the governing equations may also be the source of poor agreement between numerical and experimental results. Some models used for determining the fluxes of water phases need improvements for better accuracy. Almost all numerical models discussed in the present literature, are based on finite difference or finite element methods. These methods need special treatment in order to satisfy the basic laws (conservation of mass and energy) in each control volume, especially when the convective terms are retained. Such an approach is followed in the finite volume method presented by Patankar[53].

Based on the above discussions, the main objectives of the present work can be summarized as follows.

1-Development of a procedure for numerical analysis of fluid flow and heat/mass transfer in the drying air, using the best available turbulence method and scheme, leading to local Nu/Sh numbers distributions on horizontal and vertical surfaces of the boards, and some relations for these dimensionless numbers.

2-Numerically analyse the heat and mass transfer for detailed time-dependent local moisture content and temperature distributions in the boards. The study uses the finite volume approach and the ADI and Fully Implicit methods for discretization and TDMA and SOR methods to solve the governing equations and sub-models implemented within them.

3-Development of a new model for the diffusion process in the wood and also the verification of the model with experiments.
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4-Verification of the numerical procedure by experiments.

5-Study the effects of different combinations of air velocities on the drying process.

6-Investigation of the effects of side gap between the boards and proposing a procedure for optimizing its value based on dimensionless geometrical and flow characteristics, total drying time, surface coefficients distributions, and total heat/mass transfer rate across the stack.

3.1 Practical applications

As a practical application, kiln drying of 105 × 105mm Western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) boards, the so-called baby squares, will be studied. Western hemlock is the most abundant species in British Columbia. In 1997, about 40 percent of the growing volume of various species in the coastal B.C. were of this type[54]. From the perspective of mature standing and log production, it ranked among the first.

Baby squares are very popular in Japan for construction of wooden houses. Japan is the second largest consumer of B.C. wood products and the largest potential market for B.C. dimensional lumber[54]. In 1991, baby squares accounted for about 70% of all the BC hemlock exported to Japan. Since thick hemlock lumber are quite hard to dry and also because of considerable degradation during kiln drying, about 95 percent of the B.C. exported baby squares are in green condition[54]. Current prices for baby squares are about US$ 432-445/m³, and the value of kiln-dried baby squares is estimated to increase by 15 percent[55]. Evidently, by selling kiln-dried baby squares, larger revenues can be generated by the B.C. forest products industry. Also moulding developed on green lumber during 40 days journey of lumbers is not acceptable to the Japanese customers, since most of the construction lumber is exposed to view.
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While traditional air drying of baby squares results in a good quality lumber, a one-year time requirement makes it inefficient [56]. Kiln drying is called conventional when kiln temperature is less than 100°C, usually between 60 to 90°C. The drying schedules for conventional kiln drying of baby squares are about sixteen to twenty-four days [56]. The long drying schedule, non-uniformity of final moisture content, and subsequent degradation are major problems in conventional kiln drying of hemlock [56]. According to the National Lumber Grades Authority, lumber with moisture content above 19 percent is considered wet or under-dried. The under-dried lumber must be re-dried, requiring additional drying time and cost. The percentage of under-dried hemlock lumber, using the conventional kiln schedule, is about 5 to 10 percent, depending on the wood quality [52]. The improvement in drying of different sizes of hemlock boards is still under study [59]. Experiments conducted thus far, due to the limitations of the number of tests and their costs, are not sufficient to reach an optimum choice for the drying process. Numerical modelling can provide a better perspective for optimization and quality control of this process. It can suggest a few alternatives for optimum choices to be verified by experiments. Neither has there been reported defined coefficients for western hemlock which can be used in modelling the simple diffusion case nor separate diffusion coefficients of bound water and capillarity of free water and water vapour for the sub-models.

There are other reasons which motivated the present study; the two dimensionality of moisture movement process in baby squares, especially when extra side gaps are applied, and large values of lumber thickness (105 mm), to mention just two. The prediction of improving the quality of final products and reducing the total time of drying by introducing side gaps between boards were parts of the motivations behind the experimental work of Li [52]. Naturally, such an experimental program could not separately study the effects of the side gap between the boards and air velocity, due to
differences of moisture content and density of the stack boards. Such a study requires the distribution of surface coefficients on both vertical and horizontal faces of the planks. Also the number of tests performed in [52] was not sufficient for obtaining a final conclusion for optimization of stack arrangement.
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Governing equations

Moisture in wood exists in two forms: *bound* or hygroscopic water and *free* water. *Bound water* is found in the cell wall and is hydrogen bounded to the hydroxyl groups of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Physical properties of wood change gradually and continuously with increasing moisture content till saturation of cells with bound water (Fiber Saturation Point, FSP). After that, an abrupt change in physical properties of wood occurs and additional water is held as *free water* in the voids of wood. Due to evaporation during drying, there is also water vapour (mixed with air) in void spaces. Moisture transfer inside the wood takes place due to different mechanisms. Several mechanisms are cited in the literature, including: diffusion of bound water due to chemical potential driving force, free water movement as a result of capillary pressure, diffusion of water vapour in pores due to water vapour concentration pressure (water vapour concentration) gradient and total pressure gradient, moisture transfer driven by temperature gradient.

In this section, the governing equations of the present model are presented for the wood (solid phase) and for the drying air (fluid phase). We consider heat and mass transfer in the solid phase, and heat and mass transfer and fluid flow in the fluid
4.1 Heat and mass transfer equations in the solid

The basic equations governing the mass and heat transfer in the solid are presented below.

a) The conservation of mass requires that the rate of change of water mass inside a control volume, is equal to the net flux of water from the surfaces of the control volume. Thus by defining:

\[ X = \frac{\text{mass of water inside wood}}{\text{mass of dry wood}} \]  

and:

\[ \rho_d = \frac{\text{mass of dry wood}}{\text{volume of dry wood}} \]  

we write:

\[ -\rho_d \frac{\partial X}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{J} = \frac{\partial J_x}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial J_y}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial J_z}{\partial z} \]  

where \( \mathbf{J} \) is the total mass flux vector entering the control volume and \( \rho_d \) is the dry wood density. Since \( \mathbf{J} \) is a vector, we have:

\[ \mathbf{J} = J_x \mathbf{i} + J_y \mathbf{j} + J_z \mathbf{k} \]  

where, \( i, j, \) and \( k \) are unit vectors and \( J_x, J_y \) and \( J_z \) are components of the vector \( \mathbf{J} \) in \( x, y, \) and \( z \) directions, respectively.

The total mass flux can be written as:

\[ \mathbf{J} = \mathbf{J}_o + \mathbf{J}_b + \mathbf{J}_f \]  

where $J_v$, $J_b$, and $J_f$ are the fluxes of moisture due to water vapour, bound water, and free water, respectively.

b) The balance of energy yields the heat transfer equation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t}(\rho_a u_a + \rho_b u_b + \rho_f u_f + \rho_v u_v + \rho_d u_d) + \nabla \cdot (J_a h_a + J_b h_b + J_f h_f + J_v h_v + J_d h_d) = \nabla \cdot (\lambda \nabla T) \quad (4.6)$$

where $T$ is the temperature, and $\rho_a$, $\rho_b$, $\rho_f$, $\rho_v$, $\rho_d$; $u_a$, $u_b$, $u_f$, $u_v$, $u_d$; and $h_a$, $h_b$, $h_f$, $h_v$ are respectively the densities; specific internal energies and enthalpies of the air, bound water, free water and water vapour phases and the dry wood. All these parameters are functions of temperature. It should be noted that density of all phases are not the same as the usual thermodynamic property with the same name. These densities, representing the amount of moisture in any phase, are related to the moisture content and the total moisture density, $\rho_{wt}$, as:

$$\rho_{wt} = \rho_f + \rho_v + \rho_b = \rho_d X \quad (4.7)$$

The energy balance expresses the equality of the change in internal energy in the element to the differences in the incoming and outgoing enthalpy flows as well as conductive heat flows. Implementation of fluxes of heat and mass transfer at the boundaries of the element will be followed in the present work during the discretization of the governing equations.

Since the total internal pressure gradient is negligible and pressure is assumed to be equal to the ambient pressure, no separate mass balance for air in the wood is required. This implies that air in the wood is immobile with negligible heat capacity. Therefore, two terms representing the contributions of air, namely $\frac{\partial}{\partial t}\rho_a u_a$ and $\nabla \cdot J_a h_a$, are neglected.

Before writing the conservation of mass and energy in final forms, expressions for the fluxes appearing in Eqn. (4.5) will be developed.
4.1.1 Movement of water vapour

Flow of water vapour in the porous body of wood occurs according to two different mechanisms. First, the mixture of vapour and air (humid air) may flow as a consequence of the total pressure gradient. Due to the small size of the pores, the flow is laminar in nature and the vapour flux can be expressed by Darcy’s law[2]. Secondly, vapour migrates due to its concentration (partial pressure) gradient by gas diffusion. In the present work, there is no bulk flow of the humid air since the total pressure gradient is assumed to be negligibly small. Therefore, vapour diffusion may be expressed according to Fick’s law as follows:

\[ J_v = -cm_v D_{eff} \nabla x_v \]  

where:

- \( c \) = mole density of humid air (mole/m^3),
- \( m_v \) = water molecular weight (kg/mol), and
- \( x_v \) = vapour mole fraction in humid air.

Here, \( D_{eff} \) is the effective diffusivity of water vapour. In wood, however, the diffusion of water vapour is slowed down by the solid matrix structure of the wood, and therefore, \( D_{eff} \) must be defined to include this effect[19]:

\[ D_{eff} = \epsilon^2 \alpha D_{AB} \]  

where \( D_{AB} \) is the unhampered diffusivity of water vapour in air. \( \epsilon^2 \) accounts for the volume occupied by the solid and the tortuosity of the void space and \( \alpha \) is an attenuation factor specified for the structure of the wood. While \( \epsilon \), the porosity of wood, is a function of \( T \) and \( X \), \( \alpha \) is one of the unknowns of the model. \( D_{AB} \) is given by the empirical correlation[19]:

\[ D_{AB} = \frac{1.2146 \times 10^{-4}(T)^{1.75}}{p_a + p_v} \]
where $T$ is the temperature in K and $p_a$ is the partial air pressure in wood. When these expressions are combined with the assumption of vapour as ideal gas, the final result, after some modifications, is found to be

$$J_v = -\frac{1.2146 \times 10^{-4} m_v c^2 \alpha(T)^{0.75}}{R} \nabla P_v,$$

where $R$ is the ideal gas constant. $P_v$, the partial vapour pressure is given by the correlation proposed by Simpson and Rosen\[57\] as

$$P_v = P_{sv}(T) \psi(X, T),$$

and $P_{sv}$ is the saturation water pressure, calculated from the empirical relationship which is curve fitted to the steam table values by Simpson and Rosen\[57\]. In order to obtain a better accuracy for the present work, we modified his relationship as:

$$P_{sv}(T) = 132.9020 \times 10^{f(T)},$$

where:

$$f(T) = 16.3737 - \frac{2818.6}{T} - 1.6908 \log_{10} T - 5.7546 \times 10^{-3} T + 4.0070 \times 10^{-6} T^2.$$ (4.14)

$\psi(X, T)$ is given by the following empirical correlation as proposed by Turner et al.\[32\]:

$$\psi(X, T) = \exp[a_1 \times a_2^{92X}],$$

where:

$$a_1 = 17.8840 - 0.1423 T + 23.6300 \times 10^{-5} T^2.$$ (4.16)

$$a_2 = 1.0327 - 67.4000 \times 10^{-5} T.$$ (4.17)

Considering the above equations, the gradient of $P_v$ can be expressed as:

$$\nabla P_v = (\frac{\partial P_{sv}}{\partial T} \psi + P_{sv} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial T}) \nabla T + P_{sv} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial X} \nabla X.$$ (4.18)
The final expression for the flux of water vapor is:

\[
J_v = -\frac{1.2146 \times 10^{-4} m_e \varepsilon^2 \alpha(T)^{0.75}}{R} \left[ \frac{\partial P_{sv}}{\partial T} \psi + P_{sv} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial T} \nabla T + P_{sv} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial X} \nabla X \right].
\] (4.19)

This can be rewritten as:

\[
J_v = -V_X \nabla X - V_T \nabla T.
\] (4.20)

where \( V_X \) and \( V_T \) are positive and defined as

\[
V_X = \frac{1.2146 \times 10^{-4} m_e \varepsilon^2 \alpha(T)^{0.75}}{P_{sv}} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial X},
\] (4.21)

\[
V_T = \frac{1.2146 \times 10^{-4} m_e \varepsilon^2 \alpha(T)^{0.75}}{R} \left( \frac{\partial P_{sv}}{\partial T} \psi + P_{sv} \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial T} \right).
\] (4.22)

\( \varepsilon_d, \varepsilon \) and phase densities

Porosity \( \varepsilon \) is one of the most important characteristics of wood in relation to moisture transport. Its value when wood is completely dry, sometimes called the dry wood void fraction, \( \varepsilon_d \), can be obtained from:

\[
\varepsilon_d = V_{ad}/V_T = 1 - \frac{\rho_d}{\rho_{cell}},
\] (4.23)

where \( V_T \) and \( V_{ad} \) are the total volume of wood and air volume inside the dry wood structure, respectively. \( \rho_{cell} \) is the density of the cell which is almost constant and its value is 1500 kg/m\(^3\) (see Siau[2]). It is assumed that the void space between the cells is filled with free water, air and water vapour. The density of water vapor is neglected compared to the free water. Therefore, the porosity of wet wood is calculated as

\[
\varepsilon = V_d/V_T = 1 - \frac{\rho_d}{\rho_{cell}} - \frac{\rho_v + \rho_f}{\rho_w} \approx 1 - \frac{\rho_d}{1500} - \frac{\rho_f}{\rho_w},
\] (4.24)

where \( \rho_w \) is the density of water at the corresponding temperature.
The moisture in wood is first stored as the bound water till the Fiber Saturation point (FSP). Siau\cite{2} proposed a correlation to calculate $X_{FSP}$, the moisture content at fiber saturation point. We modified his correlation by changing the constant value of 0.3 to 0.28. The modified relationship is:

$$X_{FSP} = 0.28 - 0.001(T - 293.15) .$$  \hfill (4.25)

Further, water after the FSP is not stored as the bound water. Therefore, if $X > X_{FSP}$:

$$\rho_b = \rho_d X_{FSP} .$$ \hfill (4.26)

On the other hand, based on the definition of $\psi$:

$$\rho_v = \epsilon \rho_{sv} \psi(X, T) .$$ \hfill (4.27)

where $\rho_{sv}$ is the saturated water vapor density at wood temperature. The rest is the free water density:

$$\rho_f = \rho_d X - \rho_v - \rho_b \simeq \rho_d X - \rho_b .$$ \hfill (4.28)

For $X < X_{FSP}$, $\rho_f = 0$ and:

$$\rho_b = \rho_d X - \rho_v \simeq \rho_d X .$$ \hfill (4.29)

In both cases, the semi-equilibriums may be used for initial guesses of the densities and by trial and error, the final densities may be calculated.

### 4.1.2 Movement of bound water

Bound water diffusion occurs mostly when the moisture content is below the fiber saturation point (FSP). The flux of bound water can be expressed by (see Salin\cite{39})

$$J_{b-i} = -D_b \frac{\partial \mu_b}{\partial x_i} .$$ \hfill (4.30)
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where \( \mu_b \) is the chemical potential of bound water, \( D_b \) is the bound water transfer coefficient, and \( J_{b,i} \) is the flux of bound water in the \( i \) direction. Stanish et al.\[19\] included a factor of \((1 - \epsilon_d)\) where \( \epsilon_d \) is the fractional void space of the dry solid. This factor was considered for the amount of conductive cell wall material in the volume. Salin\[39\] did not find any clear dependence on wood density and excluded this factor. He did not find \( D_b \) to be a constant, as Stanish et al.\[19\] had supposed. The following correlation was suggested by Salin\[39\] for the dependence of \( D_b \) on moisture content and temperature:

\[
D_b = D_\mu \exp\left(\frac{40\rho_b}{\rho_d} - \frac{4100}{T}\right),
\]

(4.31)

where \( D_\mu \) is a constant. During the present work, it was concluded that the term \( \exp\left(\frac{40\rho_b}{\rho_d} - \frac{4100}{T}\right) \) should be modified to obtain physically meaningful and stable as well as more accurate distributions for moisture content and temperature. It should be noted that:

\[
\frac{\rho_b}{\rho_d} = X_{FSP} \text{ for } (X > X_{FSP}) \text{ and } \frac{\rho_b}{\rho_d} = X - \frac{\rho_b}{\rho_d} \approx X \text{ for } (X < X_{FSP}).
\]

Thus, the term \( \frac{40\rho_b}{\rho_d} \) is always positive which causes the previously mentioned shortfalls. Also the dependence of \( D_b \) on temperature for different species should be considered. Based on the above discussions and after trying different combinations, we propose the following relationship for \( D_b \):

\[
D_b = D_\mu \exp\left[40\left(\frac{\rho_b}{\rho_d} - X_{FSP}\right) - \frac{S_T}{T}\right],
\]

(4.32)

where \( D_\mu \) and \( S_T \) are unknown constants for the specific species. Changing the constant value of 40 did not show any significance in the model. By this combination, the multiplication factor has the following characteristics:

- is always less than 1,
- above $FSP$, is not a function of $X$ and acts almost like $exp(-\frac{1}{4})$ function with respect to $T$, and
- below $FSP$, acts like $exp(X)$ which has the fastest change with respect to $X$.

The significance of this modification can be better understood if we recall that in most of the drying process, $X_{av} < X_{FSP}$ and bound water diffusion is the dominant process. Also the shrinkage of wood, causing the internal stresses and subsequent degredations, starts when moisture content is below the fiber saturation point.

For local thermodynamic equilibrium, the chemical potential of bound water, $\mu_b$, is the same as that for the vapour, $\mu_v$, and it follows that:

\[
m_w \frac{\partial \mu_b}{\partial x_i} = m_w \frac{\partial \mu_v}{\partial x_i} = -s \frac{\partial T}{\partial x_i} + v \frac{\partial p_v}{\partial x_i} .
\]  

(4.33)

The molar entropy, $s(J/mol/K)$, and molar specific volume, $v(m^3/mol)$, are state functions of temperature and pressure. Stanish et al.[19] assumed that the vapour obeys the ideal gas law and the above relationship can be transformed into a computable form in which the chemical potential is related to the local temperature and pressure gradients as follows:

\[
J_b = -\frac{D_b}{m_v} \left\{ -[187 + 35.1 \ln(\frac{T}{298.15}) - 8.314 \ln(\frac{P_v}{101325})] \nabla T + 8.314 \frac{T}{P_v} \nabla P_v \right\} .
\]  

(4.34)

The partial vapour pressure, $P_v$, can be estimated from the thermodynamic relationship of moisture content-temperature, as given by previous equations. The final equation can be expressed in terms of gradients of $X$ and $T$ as:

\[
J_b = -B_X \nabla X + B_T \nabla T ,
\]  

(4.35)

where $B_T$ and $B_X$ are positive and defined as:

\[
B_T = \frac{D_b}{m_v} \left\{ [187 + 35.1 \ln(\frac{T}{298.15}) - 8.314 \ln(\frac{P_v}{101325})] \right. \\
-8.314 \frac{T}{P_v} \left( \frac{\partial P_v}{\partial \psi} + P_v \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial T} \right) \} .
\]  

(4.36)
4.1.3 Movement of free water

The movement of free water, which only occurs for moisture contents higher than FSP, is due to capillarity between liquid and vapour phase within the cell lumens of the wood. The flux of this phase, therefore, is obtained from Darcy’s law[2] as:

\[ J_f = -E_l \nabla P_l = E_l \nabla P_c \]  

(4.38)

where \( P_c \) is the capillary pressure and \( E_l \) is the effective permeability to free water flow. The latter is related to the measured permeability, \( K_i \), by:

\[ E_l = \frac{K_i \rho_l}{\eta_l} \]  

(4.39)

where \( \rho_l \) and \( \eta_l \) are, respectively, the density and viscosity of the liquid water. Spolek and Plumb[9] assumed that the capillary pressure is a simple function of saturation as follows:

\[ P_c = A S^{-B} \]  

(4.40)

where \( A = 10,000 \) and \( B = 0.61 \). The saturation of wood is calculated by:

\[ S = \text{saturation} = \frac{\text{liquid volume}}{\text{void volume}} = \frac{X - X_{\text{FSP}}}{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{FSP}}} \]  

(4.41)

The moisture content at the fiber saturation point is \( X_{\text{FSP}} \) while \( X_{\text{max}} \) is the moisture content of wood when the entire void structure is filled with liquid. It can be obtained as:

\[ X_{\text{max}} = \epsilon_d \frac{\rho_w}{\rho_d} \]  

(4.42)
The minimum saturation for liquid flow is $S_{\text{min}}$. When the saturation is below this point, liquid flow is impossible. Combining the above equations, the flux of free water may be expressed as:

$$J_f = -\frac{A_B E_l (X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{FSP}})^B}{(X - X_{\text{FSP}})^{(1+B)}} \nabla X.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.43)

The liquid permeability of wood, $K_l$, decreases with reduction of the wood saturation. It may be related to the permeability at saturation, $K_{ls}$, by using the correlation of Stanish et al.[19]:

$$K_l = K_{ls} \{1 - \cos\left[\frac{\pi}{2} \left(\frac{S}{1 - S_{\text{min}}} - S_{\text{min}}\right)\right]\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.44)

Therefore, the final expression for the flux of free water is:

$$J_f = -F_X \nabla X,$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.45)

where $F_X$ is positive and defined by:

$$F_X = \frac{A_B K_{ls} \rho_l (X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{FSP}})^B}{\eta_l (X - X_{\text{FSP}})^{(1+B)}} \{1 - \cos\left[\frac{\pi}{2} \left(\frac{X - X_{\text{min}}}{X_{\text{max}} - X_{\text{min}}}\right)\right]\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.46)

It should be mentioned that based on experiments:

$$J_b \ll J_f \text{ for } (X \gg X_{\text{FSP}}) \text{ and }$$

$$J_f = 0 \text{ for } (X < X_{\text{FSP}}) \text{ or } (S < S_{\text{min}}).$$

In this study the flux of bound water was not neglected due to smaller differences between the initial moisture content and $X_{\text{FSP}}$.

### 4.1.4 General form of the equations for internal nodes

Combining the expressions for the fluxes of different moisture phases we obtain:

$$\mathbf{J} = -(V_X + B_X + F_X) \nabla X - (V_{T} - B_{T}) \nabla T.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.47)
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Using the above expression in Eqn. 4.3, the conservation of mass yields:

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial t} = \nabla [(V_X + B_X + F_X)\nabla X + (V_T - B_T)\nabla T] = \nabla (D_X \nabla X + D_T \nabla T) \tag{4.48}
\]

where \(D_X\) and \(D_T\) are positive coefficients.

For the balance of energy, in Eqn. 4.7, since the changes in moisture contents are extremely slow with time, we can neglect the term \(\frac{\partial \rho_L}{\partial t}\) for all the water phases \(\rho_d = \text{constant}\). Therefore, the balance of energy becomes:

\[
[\Sigma \rho_k \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial T}] \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \nabla [(\lambda + h_v V_T - h_B B_T)\nabla T] + \nabla [(h_v V_X + h_B B_X + h_f F_X)\nabla X] \tag{4.49}
\]

or:

\[
(\rho C_p)_{eff} \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \nabla (\lambda_{eff} \nabla T + \lambda_X \nabla X) \tag{4.50}
\]

where \((\rho C_p)_{eff}\), \(\lambda_{eff}\) and \(\lambda_X\) are positive coefficients. The above set of equations are non-linear and coupled.

4.1.5 Boundary conditions

Boundary conditions at the surfaces are obtained from heat and mass transfer between board surface and the surrounding air. For the mass transfer at the surfaces, we have:

\[
J_{s_n} = h_m \epsilon_s \rho_v [X_s - X_{eq}(M)] \tag{4.51}
\]

where \(\rho_v\) is the density of water vapour at the surface, index \(s\) refers to surface values, and \(m\) refers to the mean (bulk) values defined for internal flows. \(X_{eq}(M)\), the equilibrium moisture content of the drying air can be obtained as\[57\]:

\[
X_{eq}(M) = \frac{18}{W} \left[ \frac{k_1 k_2 \phi}{1 + k_1 k_2 \phi} + \frac{k_2 \phi}{1 - k_2 \phi} \right] \tag{4.52}
\]
where $\phi$ is the relative humidity of the drying air. $k_1, k_2,$ and $W$ are modified for temperatures in degrees Kelvin as:

$$k_1 = -45.6988 + 0.3216T - 5.0123 \times 10^{-4}T^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.53)

$$k_2 = -0.1722 + 4.7317 \times 10^{-3}T - 5.5534 \times 10^{-6}T^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.54)

$$W = 1416.502 - 9.4302T + 0.01853T^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.55)

The author believes that $\epsilon_s$ should be used when $J_{sn}$ is calculated in order to consider the surface resistance to mass transfer in addition to air resistance represented by $h_m$. Salin[58] after reviewing the experimental data concluded that the mass transfer coefficient is often one order of magnitude smaller than what could be expected from the analogy between heat and mass transfer. Such phenomenon was first observed by Plumb et. al[10]. Also Gong[36] reported the correction factor values between 0.7 and 0.3, depending on surface moisture content and temperature. The term $\epsilon_s$, where $\epsilon_s$ is the porosity of the surface, provides such order of magnitude.

Heat balance at surface requires that:

$$Q_s/A = h(T_s - T_m) + J_{sn}h_{v-s},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.56)

where the $h_{v-s}$ is the enthalpy of water vapour at the surface. The values of convective heat and mass transfer coefficients at each point of the surfaces, $h$ and $h_m$, are obtained by solving the heat/mass transfer and fluid flow equations in the air.

The integration of heat and mass transfer between the stack inlet and each location in the stack, provides the mean temperature and mean equilibrium moisture content of the drying air.

At the center of the board, the symmetry condition about the $x$ axis requires that:

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial y} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.57)

where $\phi$ will be either temperature $T$, or moisture content $X$, or their derivatives.
4.1.6 Physical properties

Various physical and thermodynamical properties of wood and moisture phases appear in the equations of the present model. Previously, relationships for some of them were presented like: the saturation water pressure, $P_{sw}(T)$; $\psi(X, T)$; moisture content at Fiber Saturation Point, $X_{FSP}$. etc. For the rest of the parameters the following relationships have been used in the modelling.

Free water and water vapor characteristics

Free water and water vapor thermodynamic characteristics (except the density) are the same as the liquid water and water vapor, respectively, at saturation temperature. Relationships has been proposed in the present work for the steam table data in the range of temperature observed in conventional kiln drying. The relationships are in polynomial format and predict the related parameters with better than 0.5 percent accuracy.

Bound water characteristics

The bound water specific heat, enthalpy, and internal energy can be obtained by formulations suggested by Stanish et.al [19] as:

$$C_{pb} = C_{pf} - 0.4(C_{pv} - C_{pf})[1 - \phi_b + \frac{1}{3}\phi_b^2]$$

$$h_b = h_f - 0.4(h_v - h_f)[1 - \phi_b + \frac{1}{3}\phi_b^2]$$

$$u_b = u_f - 0.4(u_v - u_f)[1 - \phi_b + \frac{1}{3}\phi_b^2]$$
where \( f \) and \( v \) subscripts are referred to free water (or saturated water) and water vapor (saturated water vapor),

\[
\phi_b = \frac{\rho_b}{\rho_{bFSP}},
\]

and \( \rho_{bFSP} \) is the density of bound water at fiber saturation point obtained as:

\[
\rho_{bFSP} = \rho_d X_{FSP}.
\]

**Wood characteristics**

The dry wood specific heat and internal energy, and heat conductivity for moist wood can be calculated by relationships proposed by Stanish *et.al* [19] as

\[
C_{Pd} = 1112.0 + 4.85(T - 273.15),
\]

\[
u_d = 123010 - 212.05T + 2.4257T^2,
\]

\[
\lambda = \frac{\rho_d}{\rho_w} [0.2 + 0.5 \frac{\rho_t}{\rho_d}] + 0.024.
\]

### 4.2 Governing equations in the fluid phase

In this section the drying air flow is modelled. The \( Re \) number in the duct flows is one of the parameters which specifies the flow regime and is defined as \( Re = \frac{2sp_u u_{av}}{\mu} \). It involves: fluid properties, \( \rho \) and \( \mu \) density and viscosity; average main flow velocity, \( u_{av} \); and duct characteristic, \( 2s = \text{hydraulic diameter} \), where \( s \) is the sticker thickness. For \( Re > 2000 \) flow regime is turbulent. Based on the average velocities observed in the stack, flow regime is expected to be turbulent. For turbulent flows, Reynolds[60]
separated the instantaneous values of the flow parameters into mean and fluctuating parts, e.g.:

\[ V_i = \overline{V_i} + V' \quad , \quad (4.66) \]
\[ P = \overline{P} + P' \quad , \quad (4.67) \]
\[ T = \overline{T} + T' \quad , \quad (4.68) \]
\[ Y = \overline{Y} + Y' \quad , \quad (4.69) \]

where, \( P, T, V_i, \) and \( Y \) are instantaneous values of pressure, temperature, components of velocity vector and water vapor concentration, respectively. The superscripts (-) and (') refer to the time-mean and corresponding fluctuations about the mean, respectively. The time average of a dependent variable, e.g. \( T \), for a statistically steady flow is defined as:

\[ \overline{T} = \frac{1}{\Delta t} \int_{t_0}^{t_0 + \Delta t} T \, dt \quad . \quad (4.70) \]

where \( \Delta t \) should be selected in a way that it will be long enough compared with the time scale of the turbulent motion and small compared with the time scale of the mean flow.

The air is assumed to be a heat conductive, incompressible, viscous, Newtonian fluid. Under these conditions, the governing equations of the fluid phase are[61]:

**Incompressibility:**

\[ \frac{\partial \overline{V}_i}{\partial x_i} = 0 \quad , \quad (4.71) \]

**Momentum balance:**

\[ \rho \left[ \frac{\partial \overline{V}_i}{\partial t} + \overline{V}_j \frac{\partial \overline{V}_i}{\partial x_j} \right] = - \frac{\partial \overline{P}}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\mu \frac{\partial \overline{V}_i}{\partial x_i}) - \rho \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\overline{V}_i' \overline{V}_j') \quad . \quad (4.72) \]

**Energy balance:**

\[ \frac{\partial (\rho C_{pa} \overline{T})}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho C_{pa} \overline{V}_j T)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\lambda_a \frac{\partial \overline{T}}{\partial x_i}) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho C_{pa} \overline{V}_i' \overline{T}') + \Phi \quad , \quad (4.73) \]
where $\Phi$ is the dissipation term which will be neglected due to low velocities. The first two equations are called Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations.

**Mass conservation for water vapour yields:**

$$\frac{\partial \bar{V}}{\partial t} + \bar{V}_i \frac{\partial \bar{V}}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (D_a \frac{\partial \bar{V}}{\partial x_i}) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\bar{V}_i' \bar{V}_j').$$

Equation (4.74)

It can be seen that the mass transport and energy equations in the absence of viscous dissipation term, have similar forms. Indeed, if the Lewis number ($Le = \frac{Prandtl\ Number(Pr)}{Schmidt\ Number(Sc)} = \frac{\alpha C_{ps} D}{\lambda_a}$) is about one, their dimensionless solutions will be the same. The Lewis number for diffusion of water vapour into air, in the temperatures of the kiln ($50 - 80^\circ C$), is about 1.06-1.09. Therefore, there is no need to solve both Eqs.4.73 and 4.74 for temperature and water concentration. The results of energy equation 4.73 for surface coefficients and heat flux at walls will also be used to provide the parameters of mass transport.

### 4.2.1 Turbulence modelling

In order to solve the above sets of equations, the terms $-\rho \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\bar{V}_i' \bar{V}_j')$ and $-\frac{\partial}{\partial x_i} (\rho C_{ps} \bar{V}_i' \bar{T}')$ must be related to the unknowns of the model. Such a knowledge is obtained by a process of introducing additional algebraic or differential equations, which is called "turbulence modelling". A brief review of the turbulence models used in the present work is presented next. Description of other approaches in turbulence modelling can be found in [62].

One of the two terms which should be modelled is $-\rho \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\bar{V}_i' \bar{V}_j')$, the so called "Reynolds stresses". Bousinesq[63] suggested that, in analogy to the viscous stresses in laminar flows, the turbulent stresses are proportional to the mean velocity gradients or:

$$-\rho \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} (\bar{V}_i' \bar{V}_j') \equiv \mu_t \left( \frac{\partial \bar{V}_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \bar{V}_j}{\partial x_i} \right),$$

Equation (4.75)
where $\mu_t$ is the turbulence eddy viscosity. One approach for determining $\mu_t$ is the "Two Equation Approach" in which $\mu_t$ is defined based on two new parameters. One of these two parameters is the kinetic energy of the fluctuating motion, $k$, defined by:

$$k = \frac{1}{2} \sum V_i^2 V_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.76)

For each of these two new parameters a separate partial differential equation is derived from Navier-Stokes equations. These new partial differential equations contain new terms which are modelled using empirical relations. The system of the new equations and Navier-Stokes equations are then solved for all parameters.

The "Prandtl-Kolmogorov" relation determines the turbulent eddy viscosity as[64]:

$$\mu_t = c_\mu \rho \frac{k^2}{\varepsilon},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.77)

where $c_\mu$ is an empirical constant and $\varepsilon$ is the "Viscous dissipation" defined by:

$$\varepsilon = -\frac{\mu}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial V'_i \partial V'_j}{\partial x_j} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.78)

In heat/mass transfer equation, a direct analogy between turbulent momentum transport and the turbulent heat/mass transport is often assumed. Therefore, the latter is related to the gradient of transported quantity, $\phi$ as:

$$\overline{-V'_i \phi'} = \Gamma \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.79)

where $\Gamma$ is the turbulent diffusivity of heat/mass transfer. $\Gamma$ depends on the state of turbulence and is not a fluid property. The Reynolds analogy between heat/mass and momentum transport suggests that:

$$\Gamma = \frac{\mu_t}{\rho \sigma_t},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.80)

where $\sigma_t$ is called the turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt number. Therefore,

$$\phi = T, \sigma_t = Pr_t, \Gamma = \lambda,$$

$$\phi = Y, \sigma_t = Sc_t, \Gamma = D.$$
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Standard $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model

This model was proposed by Launder and Spalding[65] and uses the following equations, in addition to Eqs. 4.75-4.78:

$k$-equation:

$$\nabla_j \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_k} \right) \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_j} \right] + \rho G - \rho \varepsilon \quad .$$

(4.81)

$\varepsilon$-equation:

$$\nabla_j \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} = \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left[ \left( \mu + \frac{\mu_t}{\sigma_\varepsilon} \right) \frac{\partial \varepsilon}{\partial x_j} \right] + c_{\varepsilon 1} \frac{\rho G \varepsilon}{k} - c_{\varepsilon 2} \frac{\rho \varepsilon^2}{k} + E \quad .$$

(4.82)

where $G$, the turbulent kinetic energy generation, is:

$$G = \frac{\mu_t}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{V}_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{V}_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \frac{\partial \mathbf{V}_i}{\partial x_j} \quad .$$

(4.83)

and $E = 0$, $c_\mu = 0.09$, $c_{\varepsilon 1} = 1.44$, $c_{\varepsilon 2} = 1.92$, $\sigma_k = 1.0$, and $\sigma_\varepsilon = 1.3$.

Here, it is assumed that except the near wall region, $\mu_t >> \mu$.

Wall function

The form of standard $k - \varepsilon$ model is valid for high Re number flows. Near the walls, the kinetic energy, $k$, tends to zero while the dissipation, $\varepsilon$, have a finite value at the wall. This causes a singularity in the last two terms of $\varepsilon$-equation. Also near the walls, the stresses due to viscosity, $\mu$, cannot be neglected compared to the turbulent stresses. An alternative is to estimate the near wall region with wall functions. These functions, based on experiments, assume that flow close to the wall is like a one dimensional boundary flow where the stream wise gradient is negligible and there is a layer in which flow behaves like a laminar flow. This layer is called the "Laminar sublayer".
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Assuming \( \tau_w \) representing the wall shear stress, the dimensionless velocity, \( u^+ \), is defined as:

\[
\frac{u}{u_r} = \frac{u}{\sqrt{\frac{\tau_w}{\rho}}}.
\]  
(4.84)

In the same way, the dimensionless distance from wall, \( y^+ \), is defined as:

\[
y^+ = \frac{u_r \rho y}{\mu} = \frac{\sqrt{\frac{\tau_w}{\rho} \rho y}}{\mu} = \frac{y \sqrt{\tau_w \rho}}{\mu}.
\]  
(4.85)

Here it can be seen that \( y^+ \) looks like a Re number. The laminar sub-layer has the limit of \( y^+ < 5 \) to 12, depending on the surface roughness. The velocity profile in this region is linear and, based on the above definitions, is described as[66]:

\[
u^+ = y^+.
\]  
(4.86)

There is another region called "Outer layer", for \( y^+ > 30 \), in which flow is fully turbulent. The velocity profile in this region is defined based on logarithmic profile such as:

\[
u^+ = \frac{1}{c_u} \ln(y^+) + c_k,
\]  
(4.87)

where \( c_u = 0.41 \) is the "von Karman constant" and \( c_k \) is a function of surface roughness. The distance between these two regions is called "Buffer layer". In this region an interpolation between the two velocity profiles of laminar and outer layers is used.

The integration of \( k- \) and \( \varepsilon- \) equations from fully turbulent region to the wall results in this equation for the wall shear stress:

\[
\tau_w = \frac{\rho c_u c_k^{1/4} k^{1/2}}{\ln(y^+)} \bar{U},
\]  
(4.88)

where \( \bar{U} \) is the average velocity component parallel to the wall. Similarly, the following expression is obtained for \( \varepsilon \) near the wall region:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{c_k^{3/4} k^{3/2}}{c_u y} \ln(c_k y^+).
\]  
(4.89)
Low Re $k - \varepsilon$ model of Launder and Sharma

Launder and Sharma[67] used the original idea of Standard $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model. This model, like the other low Re number models, does not implement the law of the wall for velocity profile near the wall. Instead it uses other types of velocity profile, e.g. linear or quadratic, with more nodes close to the wall for a better accuracy of velocity profile. A couple of nodes inside the laminar sublayer are needed for such accuracy.

In the standard $k - \varepsilon$ model, the value of $\varepsilon$ at wall as a boundary condition for $\varepsilon$-equation comes from the integration of $\varepsilon$-equation between the wall and the outer layer using the wall function. In the Launder and Sharma model, this value is considered from the distribution of $k$ near wall such as:

$$\varepsilon_w = 2\mu \left( \frac{\partial \sqrt{k}}{\partial y} \right)^2.$$  \hfill (4.90)

Launder and Sharma proposed new non-constant expressions for $c_\mu$ and $c_{\varepsilon 2}$ based on a newly defined turbulent Re number. This Re number is defined as:

$$R_T = \frac{\rho k^2}{\mu \varepsilon}.$$  \hfill (4.91)

The expression for $c_\mu$ and $c_{\varepsilon 2}$ are exponential decaying functions of $R_T$ so that at high Re numbers they become the same as the constants used in standard version. The following expressions can be used along with the Eqs. 4.81 and 4.82:

$$c_\mu = 0.09exp\left[\frac{-3.4}{(1 + \frac{R_T}{56})^2}\right].$$  \hfill (4.92)

$$c_{\varepsilon 2} = 1.92[1 - 0.3exp(-R_T^2)].$$  \hfill (4.93)

The other difference with the standard model is using a non-zero $E$ term in the $\varepsilon$-equation as:

$$E = \frac{2\mu \mu_t}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial^2 U}{\partial y^2} \right).$$  \hfill (4.94)
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One can interpret that in the standard version it is assumed where either $\mu$ or $\mu_t$ is considerable the other one is negligible and the $E$ term in the $\varepsilon$-equation is neglected due to multiplication of them.

General form of the governing equations

The system of Eqs. 4.71-4.73, 4.81 and 4.82, can be written in the general form:

$$\frac{\partial (\rho \phi)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho \phi V_j)}{\partial x_j} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( \Gamma \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial x_j} \right) + S_\phi , \quad (4.95)$$

where $\phi$ represents either of $(V_j, P, T, k, \varepsilon)$ and $S_\phi$ is the source term. The source term may be dependent on $\phi$ and other variables. Therefore, it is linearized as:

$$S_\phi = S_P \phi_P + S_U , \quad (4.96)$$

where subscript P refers to the point in which the equation is written. $S_U$ and $S_P$ are calculated from the last values during iteration. Patankar [53] has presented the guidelines for linearization of the source term.

4.2.2 Discretization process

The CFX software uses the integration technique of governing equations over the control volume surrounding a node. This method known as “Finite volume” guarantees the conservation of mass and momentum over any arbitrary group of control volumes as well as the entire computational domain. In the non-staggered grid system used by the software, the scalar variables as well as the velocity components are stored at the centres of control volumes.

When the general form of the equation is integrated over the control volume, the diffusion and advection flux terms at the surfaces of computational cells appear.
For diffusion terms, the diffusion coefficients at the surfaces can be obtained from harmonic average between two adjacent points as suggested by Patankar[53].

The integration of the advection term \( \frac{\partial (\rho \phi V_i)}{\partial x_j} \) at the control surfaces between points \((i, j)\) and \((i + 1, j)\) results in terms like \( \rho V_i(i + \frac{1}{2}, j) \phi(i + \frac{1}{2}, j) = C_{(i + \frac{1}{2}, j)} \phi(i + \frac{1}{2}, j) = L_{(i + \frac{1}{2}, j)} \). The way such terms are dealt with is related to "Upwinding schemes". Here some of the upwinding schemes related to the present work are discussed.

**Central Differencing Scheme (CDS)**

In this scheme, \( L_{(i + \frac{1}{2}, j)} \) is an arithmetic average of \( L \) values at two neighboring points of \((i, j)\) and \((i + 1, j)\) after considering the changes of cell length. While this scheme is second order accurate, it is subject to instabilities especially at high Re numbers.

**Upwind Differencing Scheme (UDS)**

This scheme was first put forward by Courant, Isaacson and Rees[68]. The scheme assumes that the advection term is much larger than the diffusion one or \( Pe >> 1 \). Here, \( Pe = \frac{\rho V_i \delta x}{\mu} \), the "cell Peclet number" is the ratio of advection to diffusion flux at each control volume. Therefore, the advection term value at the intermediate face is the value at the grid point on the upward side of the face or:

\[
L_{(i + \frac{1}{2}, j)} = L_{(i, j)} \text{ if } V_i(i + \frac{1}{2}, j) > 0 ,
\]
\[
L_{(i + \frac{1}{2}, j)} = L_{(i + 1, j)} \text{ if } V_i(i + \frac{1}{2}, j) < 0 .
\]

This scheme is first order accurate and unconditionally stable, but produces false diffusion and is not recommended for \( Pe < 2 \).
Hybrid Differencing Scheme (HDS)

This is a modification to upwind scheme. In this method Central differencing is used if absolute $Pe$ number is less than 2. Otherwise, Upwind Differencing is used. This scheme is stable and provides a relative good accuracy but suffers from the false diffusion when $1 < Pe < 30$ [53].

Quadratic Upwind Differencing Scheme (QUICK)

This is a third-order accurate upwinded scheme. It uses two upstream points and one downstream point. The formulation for $V_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} > 0$ is:

$$L_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} = \frac{3}{8}L_{(i+1,j)} + \frac{3}{4}L_{(i-1,j)} - \frac{1}{8}L_{(i+2,j)} .$$

(4.97)

Bounded Quadratic Upwind Differencing Scheme (CCCT)

While $QUICK$ scheme has a high order accuracy, it can suffer from non-physical overshoots in its solutions. For example, turbulent kinetic energy can become negative. $CCCT$ is a modification of the $QUICK$ scheme which is bounded and can eliminate these overshoots. For the similar case of $QUICK$ it has the form of:

$$L_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} = (\frac{3}{8} - \alpha)L_{(i+1,j)} + (\frac{3}{4} + 2\alpha)L_{(i-1,j)} - (\frac{1}{8} + \alpha)L_{(i+2,j)} .$$

(4.98)

where $\alpha$ depends on the curvature of the variable $\phi$. The scheme is then treated like the $QUICK$ scheme. Full details of the calculations of $\alpha$ are given by Alderton and Wilkes[69].
Chapter 5

Numerical simulation of air flow in stack

5.1 Bench mark case (Kho's geometry)

In this section we consider the air flow over a stack of planks arranged in a pattern which will be referred to as the Kho's geometry[29]. In each row, five boards, each 100x25 mm, are placed next to each other without side gaps in a way to provide a 500 mm long passage between two rows of boards. The distance between two rows of boards is the same as each row thickness ($D$), $D=25$ mm. Therefore, the blockage ratio is 50 percent and the length of each passage is $20D$. Due to large ratios of $l/D$ in commercial kilns, where $l$ is the length of each board in the third direction, the flow can be considered as two-dimensional. The configuration of flow and computational domain is shown in Figure 5.1. This case was also investigated numerically by Langrish et al[30-31], but comparisons of their results with experimental data were not satisfactory. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 present typical flow patterns after the leading and
trailing edges of the stack, respectively. The separation bubbles and air recirculation due to backward flow inside them can be seen in these figures.

5.1.1 Solution method

This study was conducted with the standard $k - \varepsilon$ and low Reynolds number turbulence models. The following differencing schemes were used: hybrid, QUICK, and CCCT (bounded QUICK). In the first step, a finite volume formulation of $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and hybrid discretization scheme along with the logarithmic wall treatment were chosen from the menus of the CFX-F4.1 software to solve the isothermal flow of air at $54.3^\circ C$. For the uniform flow boundary condition at inlet, the kinetic energy and the dissipation rate were chosen based on the values measured by Kho.
et al [29]. Because of symmetry, the computational domain was considered between the centre line of the boards and the centre line of the space between the boards. The following boundary conditions were imposed: zero stream wise gradient across the outlet, zero gradients with respect to y-direction and zero y- velocity component along the axis of symmetry.

5.1.2 Effect of the inlet and outlet locations

To determine the effect of the locations of inlet and outlet boundaries, \( l_u \) and \( l_d \), some computations were carried out for an intermediate Reynolds number of \( Re = \frac{6u_{avg} s}{\mu} = 13660 \) (\( u_{inlet} = 2.5m/s \)) for a relatively fine grid. Here, \( \mu \) and \( \rho \) are the viscosity and the density of the drying air, \( u_{avg} \) is the average air velocity between the boards, and \( s = D \) is the sticker thickness which is half the hydraulic diameter of the duct. For \( l_u > 10D \), the location of inlet boundary was found to have no noticeable effect on the
flow in the recirculation region after the leading edge (typically less than 0.4 percent change in the length of the separation bubble). The same phenomena was observed for the effect of \( l_d > 14D \) on the recirculation zone downstream the trailing edge of the board (less than 0.1 percent change in the length of the downstream separation bubble). Therefore, in all subsequent computations \( l_u = 11D \) and \( l_d = 16D \) were used.

### 5.1.3 Mesh arrangement

A proper refinement of grids immediately upstream and around the leading and trailing edge corners was performed to obtain a more accurate solution. A typical grid distribution is shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The expansion factors in grid generation, \( E_x \) and \( E_y \), were chosen based on some of the values suggested by Djilali et al.[70]. For the \( y \)-direction, since all grids are within the important area, \( E_y < 1.1 \) was up-
held. The same condition was applied to $E_x$ within two separation bubbles regions. $D$ distance before the leading edge and also $D$ distance before the trailing edge. Once the preliminary computations resulted in approximate sizes of the separation bubbles, the grid in the $x$ direction was locally refined around the approximate stream wise locations of the boundaries of separation bubbles. This refinement provides a more accurate prediction of the length of the separation bubbles. The reattachment point downstream the leading edge, where wall shear stress vanishes, is calculated by linear interpolation from calculated wall shear stresses. For separation bubble downstream the trailing edge, a similar process is carried out for stream wise velocity distribution on the symmetry line passing through the middle of the boards.
5.1.4 Preliminary computations

After monitoring the effect of mass residue on the length of separation bubbles for different Reynolds numbers, a value of less than 0.012 percent of the total mass flux for a relatively fine grid of 228x44 was considered as a convergence criterion in this preliminary case. This grid array was used at the lowest Reynolds number of 8200 ($u_{inlet} = 1.5m/s$) for comparing the results of standard $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and hybrid discretization scheme with the results of low Reynolds number $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and QUICK discretization scheme. While QUICK scheme resulted in oscillations in the residues even after 8000 iterations, the velocity profile appeared stable and predicted longer recirculation zones- 33 percent longer for the one adjacent to the leading edge and 22.4 percent for the one after the trailing edge. The results show that the first point adjacent to the wall is in the laminar sublayer for the most sections of the upper wall as well as the trailing edge wall ($y^+ \text{ was between } 2.5 \text{ and } 4, \text{i.e., less than } 11.2, \text{the border of laminar sublayer and buffer layer}$). A second computation using RNG $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model with hybrid discretization scheme predicted values of $y^+$ within the same range.

Effect of grid refinement

It is known that $y^+$ of the adjacent point to the wall has a significant effect on the prediction of wall shear stress as well as the dimension-less heat transfer from the wall. $y^+$ has a distribution over the the wall which reaches an asymptotic value. $y_{as}^+$. Different grid sizes in the y-direction were used along with the standard $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and the hybrid scheme to study the effect of $\frac{\Delta y_{min}}{D}$ at the lowest Reynolds number of 8200 on $\frac{e_B}{D}$, $\frac{\delta}{D}$ and $y_{as}^+$ of the horizontal wall. Table 1 provides the results of this investigation. Comparison of results for an array of 168x60 with
those of 160x55 showed a difference of about 2.5 percent in $\frac{f^*}{D}$ and less than 0.5 percent in $\frac{f}{D}$. The array of 168x60 with $\frac{\Delta y_{max}}{D} = 0.3$ percent resulted in $y^*_a = 1.2$.

Coarser grids in the y-direction were then used until the condition of $y^*_a > 11.2$, for the first point near the wall, was reached. When this happened, the corresponding grid of 16 vertical points resulted in $\frac{\Delta y_{max}}{D} = 4.3$ percent. Previous computations showed the following predictions for the dimension-less height of the separation bubble adjacent to the leading edge ($\frac{y^*}{D}$): 4.1 percent from low Re $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence model with the QUICK scheme, and 2.5 percent from the standard $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence model with the hybrid scheme. Comparing these values with $\frac{\Delta y_{max}}{D} = 4.3$ and noticing such low values of $y^*_a$ for the grid independency of $\frac{f^*}{D}$ in the case of using high Reynolds number turbulence models, we draw the conclusion that using such a coarse grid, which satisfies the condition of $y^*_a > 11.2$, a high Reynolds number turbulence model...
Table 5.1: Results of length of separation bubbles and other parameters for Re=8200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_i \times N_j$</th>
<th>$N_t$</th>
<th>$\bar{y}/D$</th>
<th>$l_a/D$</th>
<th>$y_{as}^+$ of first point</th>
<th>$\Delta y_{min}/D$ percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>140*16</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>0.2164</td>
<td>2.097</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>4.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140*20</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>0.2602</td>
<td>2.173</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150*30</td>
<td>3424</td>
<td>0.2571</td>
<td>2.222</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155*44</td>
<td>4686</td>
<td>0.2662</td>
<td>2.223</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160*55</td>
<td>5994</td>
<td>0.2558</td>
<td>2.212</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168*60</td>
<td>7530</td>
<td>0.2493</td>
<td>2.203</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cannot resolve the flow inside the separation bubble. Therefore, the low Re $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence model must be used.

5.1.5 Results and discussions

For low Reynolds number $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence models, non-logarithmic wall treatment velocity profiles should be used with finer grids. Thus, the grids were refined near the walls according to the previous results for different Reynolds numbers to provide a reasonable $y^+$ near the wall (of order of one). A bounded QUICK scheme (CCCT) was also used to provide the superior accuracy of QUICK scheme and reduce the instability of the standard formulation of this scheme. Some of the results of this study are compared with the result of standard $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence model and hybrid discretization scheme in Figures 5.6 to 5.12.

Figures 5.7 to 5.10 compare the dimension-less stream wise velocity component ($\frac{u}{u_{ref}}$) at four locations after the leading edge. The difference between the results of two methods, even at $\frac{y}{D} = 7$, can be observed, while the trend remains consistent. Velocity profile inside the separation bubble after the trailing edge (Figure 5.11) also
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Figure 5.6: Dimensionless u velocity at the top of the boards after the leading edge for the Kho's geometry at Re=8200

Figure 5.7: Dimensionless u velocity at the top of the boards (D=boards height and width =100mm)
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for $Re=8200$, $x/D=0.4$
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Figure 5.8: Dimensionless $u$ velocity at the top of the boards

shows the same behaviour. From the velocity profiles inside the separation bubbles, it is predicted that combination of $k-\varepsilon$ model and the hybrid scheme will result in shorter streamwise length of separation bubbles. This phenomena is related to the hybrid scheme.

Figure 5.11 shows the $\frac{u}{u_{ref}}$ profile along the board’s centre line, after the trailing edge. The dimension-less wall shear stress distribution in the channel is presented in Figure 5.12. From Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the length of the separation bubbles at the up- and down-streams are computed to be about 75 and 24 percent shorter using the combination of $k-\varepsilon$ model and the hybrid scheme than those from the other combination. This phenomena is related to the hybrid scheme. It was concluded that because of having some grids in the laminar sublayer for $Re=8200$, the high Reynolds number models cannot predict the wall shear stress accurately. In fact combining the standard $k-\varepsilon$ model and the hybrid scheme resulted in 155 percent larger asymptotic
values for the wall shear stress than the other combination. Using the analogy between the momentum and heat/mass transfer, one can see that the high Reynolds number models will over predict the convective heat/mass transfer coefficients. This is one of the reasons behind some unsuccessful attempts in earlier numerical studies.

Using the low Re $k-\varepsilon$ turbulence model with QUICK scheme and an array of 265x60 points, computations were performed for three different Reynolds numbers (8200, 13600, and 19100), based on the mean velocity and hydraulic diameter. The values of local $\text{Nu}_x$ versus dimension-less distance from the leading edge are presented in Figures 5.13 to 5.15 together with the measured values reported by Kho et al.[29]. The experimental trends are well born out by the computed values which are within 10 to 15 percent of measured values. Langrish et al.[30,31] have also employed the analogy between the heat/mass and momentum transfer and solved the Navier-Stokes equations using the standard high Re $k-\varepsilon$ model without the contribution of the
for Re=8200 and x/D=21 (1D after trailing edge)

---

Figure 5.10: Dimensionless u velocity 1D (=100mm) after the trailing edge

---

Figure 5.11: Dimensionless u velocity along the centre line after the trailing edge
5.2 Numerical computations of surface coefficients over a commercial stack plank geometry (Li’s case)

Li[52] experimentally investigated the effect of side gaps on the drying process of western hemlock lumber in a laboratory kiln. In her set up, each row of lumber contained seven 105x105 mm boards. The thickness of sticker was \( s = 19 \) mm which provided a blockage ratio of 84.7%.

Numerical simulations were carried out for Li’s set up using the low Re \( k - \varepsilon \) energy equation. Their results could not reach the desired accuracy.
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For $Re=8200$

- Results of low Re $k$--$e$ model
+ Experimental results of Kho et al.

Figure 5.13: Local $Nu$ number after the leading edge for the Kho's geometry at $Re=8200$

Results of low Re $k$--$e$ model for $Re=13600$

+ Experimental results of Kho et al.
- Present study

Figure 5.14: Local $Nu$ number after the leading edge for the Kho's geometry at $Re=13600$
5.2.1 Preliminary computations

Computations were first performed for the case with no side gaps to determine the locations of inlet and outlet boundaries. For $l_u > 45s$ and $l_d > 40s$ the grid independence of the flow field features (lengths of separation bubbles after leading and trailing edges) was observed. Then the effect of average side gap of 1.5 mm, due to
1.1 mm average shrinkage of boards during drying, and 0.4 mm standard deviation of board width, was investigated. A proper grid refinement adjacent to the leading and trailing edges of each board was performed in order to better resolve the flow and heat/mass transfer around the edges and inside the gaps. Over refinement in gap area caused an instability in the numerical procedure due to very small values of turbulence parameters initiated from small velocity components and their perturbations near the vertical walls. A typical grid array around the gap is shown in Figure 5.16.

### 5.2.2 Effect of irregularities due to shrinkage and sawing

The results of local Nu number versus dimension-less horizontal distance for this case are compared in Figure 5.17 with the results of the case without side gaps. A sharp increase in $Nu_x$ is observed after each gap. After that, an asymptotic behaviour is seen apart from the slight increase in the last 2-3 points of each board. The maximum
value of local Nu number on the first board occurs at $\frac{x}{L} = 0.96$ for the case with side gaps of 1.5 mm and at $\frac{x}{L} = 1.03$ for the case of no side gaps.

The effect of irregularity in board heights due to sawing was taken into account by considering the second board to be taller than the others. The height difference was taken equal to the standard deviation of the average board height (0.4mm). Figure 5.18 compares this case, shown by (-) sign, with the case without such irregularity, represented by (.) sign. Comparison of these curves shows that their main differences are on the second, third, and fourth boards and at the end of the first board. At the end of the first board, flow gradually "senses" the stagnation effect of the vertical surface of the second taller board causing a decrease in the flow velocity as well as the Nu number. On the second board a decrease in the curve of the taller board is observed. Then on the start of the third board, a sharp decrease in curve appears. This is due to separation from the trailing edge of the second board which is taller.
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For Re=4400 using low Re k-ε model and CCCT scheme

- vertical gap=1.5 mm & boards with the same height
+ vertical gap=1.5 mm & boards heights based on average values of Li’s tests
,, vertical gap=1.5 mm & second board is 0.4mm higher than the others

Figure 5.18: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the Li’s geometry with different boards heights at Re=4400

than the next board. At the beginning of the third board the main flow is away from the board surface and gradually reattaches to its surface resulting in the asymptotic increasing trend. Also, another case shown in this figure by (+) sign, was considered based on the average height of the boards during the drying period (average of the dry and wet board thickness).

5.2.3 Effect of different gap sizes

Further computations were carried out for the boards with the same height but with different side gaps of g=11.5, 21.5, 31.5, 36.5, 41.5 and 51.5 mm. Local Nu number distributions on horizontal walls for these cases and the one for g=1.5 mm are compared in Figure 5.19. The results are the same for the first board in the stack. Except for the first two points at the beginning of each board, the results for various
For \( Re = 4400 \)

- \( \text{gap=1.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=11.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=16.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=21.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=31.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=36.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=41.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)
- \( \text{gap=51.5mm, } T_i=327.4, T_w=295.6 \)

Figure 5.19: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the Li's geometry with different vertical side gaps at \( Re = 4400 \)

Gap sizes up to \( g = 36.5mm \) are the same. A sudden increase in local \( Nu \) is observed by changing the gap size from \( g = 36.5 \) to \( 41.5mm \). For the larger gap sizes, the \( Nu \) distribution does not change.

Local Nu number on front vertical walls of the boards for different gap sizes are plotted in Figures 5.20 to 5.26. For the first board, the gap size has no effect. At the center of the board (\( \frac{y}{l} = 0 \)) Nu is considerable (about 18) due to stagnation flow in this area and stays more or less the same in most of the wall. Close to the edge, it suddenly enhances as a result of entrance.

For the other boards, the trend is somewhat similar when \( g < 41.5mm \) with this difference that at the center of the board Nu is almost zero. Increasing the gap size, enhances the slope of Nu and its value till a sudden increase is observed after \( g = 36.5mm \). For larger gap sizes a considerable Nu value is seen after the center of
the board which is decreased till $\theta = 0.3$ and then follows the increasing trend. The Nu values are larger for the second board and almost the same after the third one.
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Figure 5.20: Local Nu number on front wall of the first board for the Li’s geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.21: Local Nu number on front wall of the second board for the Li’s geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.22: Local Nu number on front wall of the third board for the Li’s geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.23: Local Nu number on front wall of the fourth board for the Li’s geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400
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Figure 5.24: Local Nu number on front wall of the fifth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.25: Local Nu number on front wall of the sixth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.26: Local Nu number on front wall of the seventh board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400
Figure 5.27: Local Nu number on rear wall of the first board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.28: Local Nu number on rear wall of the second board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.29: Local Nu number on rear wall of the third board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.30: Local Nu number on rear wall of the fourth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400
Figure 5.31: Local Nu number on rear wall of the fifth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.32: Local Nu number on rear wall of the sixth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400

Figure 5.33: Local Nu number on rear wall of the seventh board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=4400
Figures 5.27 to 5.33 show the local Nu on rear walls of the boards. As a result of the large recirculation after the last board, the behaviour of Nu on rear wall of the seventh board is different than the others. Here, Nu is considerable around the board center and decreases with height to one third of its initial value till very close to the edge ($\frac{y}{D} = 0.98$) that suddenly gains some of its loss due to main stream influence. A sudden increase in local Nu is observed when the gap size is changed from 31.5 mm to 36.5 mm. For larger gap sizes, an slight increase in Nu around $\frac{y}{D} = 0.1$ to 0.2 happens due to interaction of small vortices at the back with the main one. A second smaller increase in Nu is distinguished when the gap size is increased from 36.5 mm to 41.5 mm. Further enhancements of the gap size do not change the Nu distribution significantly.

For the other boards, the gap size has a more considerable effect on Nu distributions. For $g < 41.5\text{mm}$, Nu is very small at board center and increases to a local maximum followed by a local minimum and a sudden increase around the edge to an absolute maximum value. By enhancing the gap size, the location of local maximum and minimum moves toward the center of the board accompanied by an increase in average Nu. Here like the horizontal walls, altering the gap size from 36.5 to 41.5 mm causes a sudden increase in local Nu. The average Nu remains the same by changing the gap size to 51.5 mm while the location of local maximum moves towards the center and for some boards a second local maximum appears close to the edge.

Also the comparison of total heat transfer to boards is presented in Table 5.2. Total heat transfer from air to the boards slowly increases with increasing the gap sizes up to $g=36.5\text{mm}$ (the case of $g = 36.5\text{mm}$ shows 10.7 percent increase relative to $g = 1.5\text{mm}$ case). This is due to heat transfer increase from the vertical edges of the boards. Here the gain in heat transfer due to enhancing the gap drops from 1040 W/m at $g = 11.5\text{mm}$ to 840 at $g = 21.5\text{mm}$. A sudden increase of 15.6 percent
in the total heat transfer mostly due to a similar increase in the local Nu number
distribution is observed by going from the gap size of $g = 36.5$ to $g = 41.5mm$
resulting in a jump in $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ to 10080 W/m. Any further increase in the gap size did
not affect the distribution of the local Nu number on horizontal walls while a smaller
enhancement was observed in the total heat transfer and $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ due to changes in Nu on
vertical walls. On the other hand, one can therefore suggest that the gap size after
which no significant increase in the total heat transfer, Nusselt number and $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ was
observed may be taken as the optimum gap for drying of a stack of wood planks,
namely for $Re=4400$, $g_{opt} = 41.5$ mm.

Velocity vectors in the gap area for the case of $g=41.5$ mm are shown in Figure 5.34. Above conclusions may be justified by the following reasoning. Study of the
flow field inside the gap area shows that the size of vortex inside the gap increases
with the gap size after $g=1.5$ mm. This enhances the heat transfer from the vertical edges of the boards. Gradually, smaller vortices develop in the corner regions by further increases in gap sizes. It is thought that the presence of these vortices and their interactions may be responsible for the sudden increase in the local Nu number distributions on horizontal walls and other changes of Nu on vertical faces.

**Drying time comparisons**

To investigate the influence of the gap size on total heat/mass transfer, the following calculations were carried out.

Let $V_l$ be the total volume of lumber to be dried, $q_l$ be the heat/mass to be transferred per unit volume of lumber. Assuming the average rate of heat/mass transfer per each stack array as $\dot{Q}$ and $n_s$, the number of stacks per kiln, the total time of kiln
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working, \( t \), will be:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\alpha}{Qn_{st}} = qV_i \\
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
\begin{align*}
n_{st} = \frac{V_{\text{kiin-eff}}}{V_{\text{stack}}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

and \( V_{\text{kiin-eff}} \) and \( V_{\text{stack}} \) are effective volume of kiln and stack volume, respectively. Therefore:

\[
\begin{align*}
t = \frac{qV_iV_{\text{stack}}}{QV_{\text{kiin-eff}}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

For a specific kiln used for drying a certain amount of lumber, the dependency of \( t \) will become:

\[
\begin{align*}
t \propto \frac{V_{\text{stack}}}{Q} \\
\end{align*}
\]

If the parameters of the stack set up, except the gap size, remain unchanged, then:

\[
\begin{align*}
t \propto \frac{l_{\text{stack}}}{Q} \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( l_{\text{stack}} \) is the length of each stack. Letting the distance between two adjacent stacks be 100 mm, \( l_{\text{stack}} \) can be calculated by:

\[
(\text{\( l_{\text{stack}} \))}_{g=1.5} = (7 \times 103.5) + (6 \times 1.5) + 100 = 833.5 \text{ mm} 
\]

Now the difference in \( t \) using different gap sizes can be compared with the \( g = 1.5 \text{ mm} \) case. Table 5.3 compares the calculated differences in time \( t \) with respect to \( g = 1.5 \text{ mm} \), using the above method. The Table shows that increasing the gap size up to \( g = 36.5 \text{ mm} \) increases the total drying time up to 13.1%. But using the optimum gap size of 41.5 mm only causes 1% increases in the total drying time of a given amount of lumber. The cost of enhancement in the total drying time is due to reloading the
Table 5.3: Comparison of the results of total time of drying for different cases at \( Re_{D_h} = 4400 \)

5.2.4 Effect of Re number

Similar computations were also carried out for \( Re = 8800 \) and 13200 (\( u_{centre} = 5.08 \) and 7.62 m/s, respectively). Since the local Nu distribution does not change significantly after the fourth board, only four boards in the stream-wise direction were considered. The results for horizontal walls are presented in Figures 5.35 and 5.36. The trend in the beginning of the first board is slightly different from the \( Re = 4400 \) case by having two local maximums inside the separation zone on top of the first board instead of one observed for \( Re = 4400 \). In these high Re number cases, the changes in the total heat transfer from the boards become more sensitive to changes in the gap size.
This is due to higher air velocities observed in the main duct and their propagation effects resulting from higher degree of turbulence. Here, even before sudden change in the local Nu number starts (at $g = 21.5$ and $16.5$mm for $Re=8800$ and $13200$, respectively), the local Nu number on horizontal walls is enhanced by increasing the gap size. At $Re=8800$ and $13200$, the sudden change phenomena which started at $g = 21.5$ mm and $16.5$ mm, continues up to $g = 26.5$mm and $21.5$ mm, respectively.

Figures 5.37 to 5.40 show the local Nu on front walls of the first, second, third and last boards at $Re=8800$, respectively. The same distributions for $Re=13200$ are plotted in Figures 5.41 to 5.44. Nu numbers at each location increase with $Re$ number. On the first board, unlike the $Re=4400$ case, Nu has a larger value at the center of the board followed by a small drop. Only a small increase in Nu distribution happens if $Re$ is changed from 8800 to 13200 keeping the gap size 21.5mm. The absolute
maximum at the edge ($\frac{h}{D} = 1$) is almost the same at all Re numbers.

Nu distributions on rear walls of the boards are shown for Re=8800 in Figures 5.45 to 5.48 and for Re=13200 in Figures 5.49 to 5.52. At $g = 21.5$mm, increasing the Re number cause an increase in Nu distribution. However, Re number does not affect the trend and locations of local maximum for inside the gaps. On the back of the last board, the trend is totally different from Re=4400 case. It starts with a small value (12-13) followed by an increase to a local maximum. The location of this maximum moves upward by increasing the Re number showing a larger recirculation zone at the back.
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Figure 5.37: Local Nu number on front wall of the first board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.38: Local Nu number on front wall of the second board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.39: Local Nu number on front wall of the third board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.40: Local Nu number on front wall of the last board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800
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Figure 5.41: Local Nu number on front wall of the first board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.42: Local Nu number on front wall of the second board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.43: Local Nu number on front wall of the third board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.44: Local Nu number on front wall of the last board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200
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Figure 5.45: Local Nu number on rear wall of the first board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.46: Local Nu number on rear wall of the second board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.47: Local Nu number on rear wall of the third board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800

Figure 5.48: Local Nu number on rear wall of the fourth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=8800
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Figure 5.49: Local Nu number on rear wall of the first board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.50: Local Nu number on rear wall of the second board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.51: Local Nu number on rear wall of the third board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200

Figure 5.52: Local Nu number on rear wall of the fourth board for the Li's geometry with different side gaps at Re=13200
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 compare the results of total heat transfer and drying time as well as $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ at different gap sizes for Re=8800 and 13200, respectively. For Re=8800, we saw that Nu number distributions do not change significantly for $g > 26.5$ mm. Here also the maximum $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ happens at this gap size. Total drying time at this condition is estimated to be 2.5% less than the without extra gap case ($g = 1.5$ mm). This is an important finding that at higher Re numbers the extra gap size can reduce the total drying time. Based on the above discussions $g = 26.5$ mm can be considered as the optimum gap size for Re=8800. Another important finding is that for Re=8800 and $g_{opt} = 26.5$ mm, the total heat transfer is more than double the Re=4400 case at its optimum gap size of 41.5 mm.

At Re=13200, the sudden increase in Nu distributions, total heat transfer and $\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ is first observed at $g = 16.5$ mm accompanied by a sudden drop in total drying time. But the gains are more considerable at $g = 21.5$ mm making it the optimum gap choice. Such a gap reduces the total drying time 1.8 percent compared to $g = 1.5$ mm and triples the total heat transfer compared to the optimum choice at Re=4400.

Table 5.4: Comparison of the results of total heat transfer to 7 boards for different cases at $Re_{Dh}=8800$ (heat transfer rates are for unit length of lumber)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gap size g (mm)</th>
<th>total heat transfer $\dot{Q}(W)$</th>
<th>$\frac{\dot{Q} - \dot{Q}<em>{1.5}}{\dot{Q}</em>{1.5}} \times 100$ %</th>
<th>$\frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g}$ (W/m)</th>
<th>$\frac{t - t_{1.5}}{t_{1.5}} \times 100$ %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>686.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>741.4</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2770</td>
<td>+5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>830.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>17780</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>865.0</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>6940</td>
<td>-3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>894.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>5880</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>gap size ( g ) (mm)</th>
<th>total heat transfer, ( Q(W) )</th>
<th>( \frac{Q-Q_{1.5}}{Q_{1.5}} \times 100 % )</th>
<th>( \frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta g W} )</th>
<th>( e^{-t_{1.5}} \times 100 % )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1046.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>1086.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>+3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1145.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11840</td>
<td>+1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>1218.8</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>14700</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: Comparison of the results of total heat transfer to 7 boards for different cases at \( Re_{Da} = 13200 \) (heat transfer rates are for unit length of lumber)

5.2.5 Effect of inlet and wall temperature/moisture content

It was emphasized in Chapters 2 and 3 that using the mean temperature/moisture content instead of the inlet variables leads to incorrect distributions of surface coefficients. To show such a claim better, the distribution of mean temperature for \( g=21.5 \) mm at \( Re=8800 \) is plotted against the dimensionless length across the stack in Figure 5.53. The temperature difference between the air and board surface is 31.8°K at the inlet and 16.7°K at the stack exit. If the inlet conditions were used instead of the mean values, the surface coefficient would have been predicted 47 percent less at the exit and the closeness between the asymptotic values of surface coefficients for the third to seventh boards would have not be observed. This advantage is one of the contributions of the present work. Now the next question is whether the changes in the board surface and inlet air temperature have any effect on the surface coefficients.

The effect of the inlet and wall temperature/moisture content was studied by a series of similar computations with different combinations at \( Re=4400 \). First, the wall temperature and air inlet temperature were interchanged in order to observe the effect of heat/mass transfer direction and subsequent changes in the stream-wise...
distribution of mean temperature on local and total heat transfer and optimum gap size. The results of the local Nu number are presented in Figure 5.54. Neither of these parameters showed any change.

Then for the numerical procedure, the temperature of different boards in a row were set differently based on the total heat transfer to each board. The computations were carried out for the optimum gap size (g=41.5 mm) and the case just before the optimum size (g=36.5 mm). The results are shown in Figure 5.55.

It can be seen that the wall temperature/moisture content does not have any significant effect on the local Nu and the optimum gap size. This is due to having air Prandtl numbers of about 0.7 and its slight changes with temperature in the kiln temperature range. Based on experimentally suggested equations for internal gas flows[71], usually Nu changes with $Pr^n$ (n=-0.34 to -0.19). Therefore, one can conclude that the local Nu/Sh number distribution for step wise wall temperatures/moisture content can be used for the unsteady case when the wall conditions...
Figure 5.54: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the Li's geometry with two different inlet and wall temperatures at Re=4400

Figure 5.55: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the Li's geometry with different inlet and wall temperatures at Re=4400
Further study of the local Nu number distributions for the cases before and after the jump phenomena shows that they have similar patterns after the second board while they are almost the same in the first board. Figures 5.56 and 5.57 show that for different Re numbers the local Nu distributions before and after the jump can be related by a multiplication factor (ratio of asymptotic values of local Nu numbers). Figure 5.58 shows that the same relation can be established between the Nu distributions of two Re numbers just before the jump at each Re. Figure 5.59 also demonstrates such a relation between the distributions of optimum gap size cases at two Re numbers of 4400 and 8800.
Figure 5.57: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the Li's geometry with gap=21.5 and 26.5 mm at Re=8800

Figure 5.58: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number just before optimum gap size (g=36.5 at Re=4400 and g=21.5 mm at Re=8800)
Figure 5.59: Comparison of the distribution of local Nu number for the optimum gap size (g=41.5 mm at Re=4400 and g=26.5 mm at Re=8800)
Chapter 6

One dimensional numerical simulation of drying process

6.1 Introduction

With the model developed in chapter 4 and the surface coefficients obtained in chapter 5, we are able to predict the temperature and moisture content in lumber drying more accurately. The governing equations developed in the previous section are two dimensional, unsteady, parabolic and non-linear because of the varying coefficients. They can only be solved numerically. As it was mentioned earlier, since wood drying is a relatively slow process, the coefficients $D_x$, $D_T$, $\lambda_{eff}$, $\lambda_X$, $(\rho C_p)_{eff}$ and other properties of different phases generally do not change very rapidly with time. Therefore, the coefficients are evaluated using values from previous time step. This makes the linearization of the system of equation and its discretization possible. In order to have better accuracy, at the beginning of any change in the drying air conditions, smaller values of time steps, $\Delta t$, are used. Later, $\Delta t$ can be increased up to a cer-
tain level which guarantees the stability and physically meaningful results. In the mass transport equation, terms are linearized with respect to moisture content and will be solved for moisture content in each time step. In the energy equation, the linearization is carried out with respect to the temperature.

As mentioned earlier, wood drying can generally be treated as a two dimensional problem. However, when the changes in the thickness direction are large compared with those in the other directions, a one dimensional analysis will provide a good approximation. The further approximation for drying a stack is to investigate the drying of an individual board with average properties of the stack. This is a useful tool when the changes in the average moisture content of the stack is the important parameter of study. In such a case, the effect of changes in different parameters of the model on the trend of results can be investigated faster due to less computational resources and CPU time required.

### 6.2 One dimensional modelling

The moisture and heat transport are considered through a one dimensional model in the \( y \)-direction. For discretization of the heat and mass balance equations, the forward difference scheme is applied for the time derivative term in a time step. The fully implicit method is implemented for space derivative terms of the parameter to be solved (\( T \) in energy balance and \( X \) in mass balance). The space derivatives of the other parameter (\( T \) in mass balance and \( X \) in energy balance) is considered explicitly. Non-uniform grids are used with clustering near the surface when gradients of variables are larger.

The computational domain consists of half of the board thickness. Therefore, there are three types of nodes in one dimensional analysis, namely: internal, surface
Figure 6.1: Schematic view of different node types in one dimensional case and their control volumes and axis of symmetry. Figure 6.1 shows these points schematically.

A control volume surrounding an internal node is shown in Figure 6.2. The finite volume approach derives the differencing equations by considering the mass/energy storage and net flux of mass/heat transfer over such a finite volume. In the grid system, the scalar variables are referred to the grid points while the fluxes are calculated at the faces of these scalar cells. The fluxes of heat and mass transfer at the boundaries of each control volume are considered based on the gradients between two adjacent points. This provides a second order accurate space derivative representation (like central differencing). For accuracy of fluxes at the faces of the control volumes, Patankar[53] suggested the usage of the harmonic average instead of the weighted average since it better represents the physical reality across the discontinuities that
may occur within the material. Therefore:

\[
\frac{\Delta y_j + \Delta y_{j+1}}{\Phi_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}} = \frac{\Delta y_{j+1}}{\Phi_{(i,j+1)}} + \frac{\Delta y_j}{\Phi_{(i,j)}}.
\] (6.1)

where \( \Phi \) is one of the coefficients of \( D_X \), \( D_T \), \( \lambda_{eff} \), \( \lambda_X \), and \( (\rho C_p)_{eff} \).

### 6.2.1 Internal nodes

The discretized form of the mass balance for an internal node is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_d \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j)}^n}{\Delta t} \Delta y_j &= D_{X(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j+1)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_j} \\
-D_{X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_{j-1}} + D_{T(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T^*_{(i,j+1)} - T^*_{(i,j)}}{\delta y_j} - D_{T(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T^*_{(i,j)} - T^*_{(i,j-1)}}{\delta y_{j-1}}
\end{align*}
\] (6.2)

where:

\[
\delta y_j = 0.5(\Delta y_j + \Delta y_{j+1}) \quad ,
\] (6.3)
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\[ T_{(i,j)}^* = 0.5(T_{(i,j)}^k + T_{(i,j)}^n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

Here \( T_{(i,j)}^k \) is the latest value obtained for \( T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} \) from the last outer iteration.

Similarly, the discretization of the energy balance for an internal control volume yields:

\[ \frac{(\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}(i,j)}}{\Delta t} T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^n \Delta y_j = \lambda_{\text{eff}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j+1)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_j} \]
\[ -\lambda_{\text{eff}(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_{j-1}} + \lambda_{X(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)+1}^* - X_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j} \]
\[ -\lambda_{X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}} \] \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

with a similar definition for \( X_{(i,j)}^* \) and \( X_{(i,j)}^k \):

\[ X_{(i,j)}^* = 0.5(X_{(i,j)}^k + X_{(i,j)}^n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

The equations for heat and mass balance for an internal node can be rewritten as:

\[ a_{X,j} X_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1} + b_{X,j} X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} + c_{X,j} X_{(i,j+1)}^{n+1} = d_{X,j} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.7)

\[ a_{T,j} T_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1} + b_T T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} + c_{T,j} T_{(i,j+1)}^{n+1} = d_{T,j} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.8)

where:

\[ a_{X,j} = -\Delta t \frac{D_{X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

\[ b_{X,j} = \rho d \Delta y_j + \Delta t \left( \frac{D_{X(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} + \frac{D_{X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

\[ c_{X,j} = -\Delta t \frac{D_{X(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)
\begin{equation}
d_{x,j} = \rho d \Delta y_j X_{(i,j)}^n + \Delta t [D_{T(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j+1)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j} - D_{T(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^* - T_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}}] \ . \quad (6.12)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
a_{T,j} = -\Delta t \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} \ . \quad (6.13)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
b_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \Delta y_j + \Delta t \left( \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} + \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} \right) \ . \quad (6.14)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
c_{T,j} = -\Delta t \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \ . \quad (6.15)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
d_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \Delta y_j T_{(i,j)}^n + \Delta t \left[ \lambda x_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j+1)}^* - X_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j} 
\right.
- \lambda x_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}} \] \ . \quad (6.16)
\end{equation}

\subsection{Surface node}

The discretized form of the mass balance for a surface node is:

\begin{equation}
\rho d \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j)}^n}{\Delta t} \Delta y_j = -D_{x(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_{j-1}} 
- D_{T(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^* - T_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}} - h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho v_{(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air}) \ . \quad (6.17)
\end{equation}

Similarly, the discretized energy balance for a surface node yields:

\begin{equation}
(\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^n}{\Delta t} \Delta y_j = -\lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j-1)}^{n+1}}{\delta y_{j-1}} 
- \lambda x_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}} - h_{v(i,j)} \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho v_{(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air}) 
- h (T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{air}) \ . \quad (6.18)
\end{equation}
where $T_{db-air}$ is the dry bulb temperature of drying air; $h_m$ and $h$ are convective mass and heat transfer coefficients; and $h_{u(i,j)}$, the enthalpy of water vapor can be related to temperature of the surface at different time steps as:

$$h_{u(i,j)}^{n+1} = h_{u(i,j)}^n + C_{p-u(i,j)}(T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^n)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

Here, the $C_{p-u(i,j)}$ is a function of $T_{(i,j)}^n$. The rearrangement of equations like the format for internal nodes yields $c_{X,j} = 0$, $c_{T,j} = 0$ and:

$$a_{X,j} = -\Delta t \frac{D_X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_{j-1}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.20)

$$b_{X,j} = \rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} + \Delta t \frac{D_X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_{j-1}} + h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_{u(i,j)}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.21)

$$d_{X,j} = \rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} X_{(i,j)}^n - \Delta t D_T(i,j-\frac{1}{2}) \frac{T_{(i,j)}^n - T_{(i,j-1)}^n}{\delta y_{j-1}} + h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_{u(i,j)} X_{eq-air}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.22)

$$a_{T,j} = -\Delta t \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.23)

$$b_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} + \Delta t \frac{\lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} + h_m \Delta t \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_{u(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{eq-air}) C_{p-u(i,j)} + h \Delta t$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.24)

$$d_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} T_{(i,j)}^n - \Delta t \lambda_X(i,j-\frac{1}{2}) \frac{X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}}$$

$$+ h_m \Delta t \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_{u(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} (C_{p-u(i,j)} T_{(i,j)}^n - h_{u(i,j)}^n) + h \Delta t T_{db-air}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6.25)
6.2.3 Node on axis of symmetry

The discretization of the mass balance for the control volume surrounding a node on axis of symmetry yields:

\[
\rho_d \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j)}^n \Delta y_j}{\Delta t} = -D\frac{X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^n \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} - D\frac{T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^n \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.26}
\]

Also the balance of energy for such a control volume results in:

\[
(\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}(i,j)} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^n \Delta y_j}{\Delta t} = -\lambda_{\text{eff}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^n \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} - \lambda X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j+1)}^* - X_{(i,j)}^* \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.27}
\]

After rearranging the above equations in the format of Eqns. 6.7 and 6.8, it is observed that \( a_{x,j} = 0, a_{T,j} = 0 \) and

\[
c_{x,j} = -\Delta t \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.28}
\]

\[
b_{x,j} = \rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} + \Delta t \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.29}
\]

\[
dx_{j} = \rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} X_{(i,j)} - \Delta t D T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^* - T_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^n \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.30}
\]

\[
c_{T,j} = -\Delta t \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.31}
\]

\[
b_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}(i,j)} \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} + \Delta t \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.32}
\]

\[
d_{T,j} = (\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}(i,j)} \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} X_{(i,j)}^* - \Delta t \lambda X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j+1)}^* - X_{(i,j)}^* \Delta y_j}{\delta y_j} \tag{6.33}
\]
6.2.4 1D solution procedure

Figure 6.3 shows the flow chart of the program written for the one dimensional problem. The set of discretized mass transport and heat transfer equations are solved separately. The TDMA (Three Diagonal Matrix Algorithm) is used for each set. The solution of both sets is continued in an outer loop until required convergence is attained. First the old values of all parameters are used for the first outer iteration. At the end of each outer iteration the values of \( T^* \)'s and \( X^* \)'s are updated based on the last obtained values for \( T^{n+1} \)'s and \( X^{n+1} \)'s. This will cause less oscillations and CPU time. The convergence criterion is based on two values:

a) the maximum of difference between newly obtained and last iteration values at each point, and

b) summation of all the above differences at all nodes.

When changes in moisture content at any node during a time step is more than a certain limit, the time step, \( \Delta t \), is halved after solving the field and the calculations are repeated for the whole domain using the new \( \Delta t \). This usually happens when the moisture content of a point is greater than \( X_{FSP} \) in the last time step and suddenly drops below \( X_{FSP} \) during the time interval.

6.2.5 Benchmark case

The combined experimental and numerical work of Stanish et. al.[19] was considered as the benchmark case for the present model. Stanish et. al. studied the drying of \( 5 \times 15 \) cm Southern Pine specimen assuming a one dimensional model with a fully developed air flow between parallel plates. There are a few reasons for selecting [19] as a benchmark case in the present work. First, a fully developed flow has a well known relationship for its surface coefficients (see Rohsenow and Hartnett[71]). The
Figure 6.3: Flow chart of the Fortran program for one dimensional modelling
second reason for choosing this case is that almost all the well performed models mentioned in the review article of Kamke and Vanek[37] are based on the model of Stanish et. al.[19]. Although the model suggested in [19] has some similarities in approach to the present model, there are a few major differences. Since [19] took into account the differences in total gas phase (water vapor and air) pressure inside the wood and subsequently the contribution of air in the wood, they had to solve the air density variations inside the wood in addition to moisture content and temperature fields. This resulted in a complicated set of three coupled differential equations to be solved simultaneously. This is a very difficult task in two dimensions. Another major difference is the usage of constant values for the bound water diffusion coefficient. Simplified relationships used for physical properties of water phases, the usage of the multiplier factor \((1 - \varepsilon)\) in calculating the flux of bound water, and their expression of the surface boundary condition in terms of air/water vapor pressure instead of moisture content constitute other main differences between the work of Stanish et. al. and the current model.

In one of the drying tests performed by Stanish et. al., the velocity, dry- and wet-bulb temperatures of the drying air were 7 m/s, 75°C(348°K) and 55°C(328°K), respectively. Based on the mentioned air velocity, they assumed the heat transfer coefficient \((h)\) to be 58\(W/m^2/°K\) using the formulation of Rohsenow and Hartnett[71] for flow between parallel plates. The dry wood density of the specimen was 420\(Kg/m^3\). The other coefficients used in their model are:

\[
K_g^d = 5.0 \times 10^{-15} m^2, \text{ the permeability of dry wood for gas.}
\]

\[
K_{ts} = 5.0 \times 10^{-16} m^2,
\]

\[
\alpha = 0.05,
\]

\[
D_b = 3.0 \times 10^{-13} Kg/m^3/s,
\]
For the present simulations a total grid array of 40 with expansion factor of 1.1 has been used. The unknowns of the present model were considered with trial and error until a good fit with experimental data for average moisture content versus time was attained. In addition to a closer fit, one of the criteria for such a good fit was the slope of the numerical results in the most of drying time especially the final stages. Fitting the simulation results to the data yielded the following set of model parameters:

\[ S_T = 8000(\text{°C}), \]
\[ K_{ls} = 1.5 \times 10^{-16} m^2, \]
\[ \alpha = 0.014, \]
\[ D_{\mu} = 0.4 K g/m^3/s, \]
\[ S_{min} = 0.02555. \]

Figure 6.4 shows the comparison between time dependent distribution of average moisture content of the present work and experimental and numerical data of Stanish et al.[19]. As can be seen, the present model performs better than the Stanish's model. Figure 6.5 shows the moisture content profile at different times. The simulation model predicts that the wood surface dries very rapidly. When free water exists at some parts of the board, a change in the trend of moisture content profile around the Fiber Saturation Point \((FSP \simeq 0.24 - 0.28)\) can be observed. Around this area the curvature of the moisture content profile tends to be upward, unlike the rest of the curve. This is where free water movement cease to exist due to \((S < S_{min})\) and bound water diffusion starts to increase.

The variation of temperature at the board center line is plotted in Figure 6.6 from which it can be seen that the temperature difference between locations inside the
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Figure 6.4: Time dependent average moisture content of a single board (Stanish test 1).  \( h = 58 \text{W/m}^2/{}^\circ \text{K} \)

Figure 6.5: Time dependent local moisture content of a single board (Stanish test 1).  \( h = 58 \text{W/m}^2/{}^\circ \text{K} \)
Results of one dimensional analysis of board center temperature

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.6}
\caption{Time dependent temperature at the board center line (Stanish test 1). \( h = 58 \text{W/m}^2/\text{°K} \)}
\end{figure}

board becomes less than a few degrees after 5 hours of drying.

\section*{6.2.6 Further model verification}

One of the aspects of the model verification is to compare experimental data of drying under different conditions using the model unknown values obtained from the base data. Experimental and numerical data from drying of a different pine specimen performed by Stanish \textit{et. al.} are compared with the results of the present model in Figure 6.7. All model parameters were the same as the ones listed above, except the surface coefficients \((h = 87 \text{W/m}^2/\text{°K})\) due to change of the air velocity. The results of the present model are in reasonably good agreement with experiments particularly in later stages of the drying period. In addition, one can say that the overall performance of the present model is also better than those of the literature.
6.2.7 Sensitivity study of the model unknown parameters

Expressions of the mathematical model discretized here are very complex in respect to the parameters to be determined for specific species. A sensitivity analysis provides a better understanding of the effects of these parameters and will help to optimize the unknowns and assess the reliability of the model. For the sensitivity analysis, the selected parameter was varied at different values while the other parameters were kept unchanged. Differences in the average moisture content and center temperature due to the variation of the parameter were observed.

Effect of $K_{ls}$ and $S_{min}$

$K_{ls}$ and $S_{min}$ appear in the calculation of the flux of free water. $K_{ls}$ is the permeability of solid when the voids are completely filled by liquid (fully saturated).
$S_{\text{min}}$ is the minimum saturation required for free water migration. Below $S_{\text{min}}$, the permeability, $K$, and therefore $J_f$ is set to zero. Stanish [19] defined the effective permeability of free water, $K_l$, as:

$$K_l = K_s \left( 1 - \cos \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{S - S_{\text{min}}}{1 - S_{\text{min}}} \right] \right). \quad (6.34)$$

From this formulation, it is understood that $J_f \propto K_l$. But the dependency of $J_f$ on $S_{\text{min}}$ is yet to be examined. First, we define:

$$\zeta = S_{\text{min}}, \quad (6.35)$$

$$\gamma = \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{S - S_{\text{min}}}{1 - S_{\text{min}}}. \quad (6.36)$$

For simplicity we assume the second term on the left hand side of Eq. 6.36 is defined as:

$$f(\zeta) = 1 - \cos(\gamma). \quad (6.37)$$

The implementation of the Maclaurin expansion of $f(\zeta)$ yields:

$$f(\zeta) = f(\zeta_0) + (\zeta - \zeta_0)f'(\zeta_0). \quad (6.38)$$

where, since $(\zeta - \zeta_0) < 1$, the higher order derivative terms are neglected. Now using the chain rule we write:

$$f'(\zeta) = \frac{\partial f}{\partial \gamma} \frac{\partial \gamma}{\partial \zeta}. \quad (6.39)$$

Using Eqs. 6.35-6.37 and 6.39 in Eq. 6.38, we obtain:

$$1 - \cos \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{S - S_{\text{min}}}{1 - S_{\text{min}}} \right] = 1 - \cos \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{S - S_{\text{min}}}{1 - S_{\text{min}}} \right]$$

$$+ \frac{\pi}{2} (S_{\text{min}} - S_{\text{min-0}}) \frac{S - 1 - 2S_{\text{min-0}}}{(1 - S_{\text{min-0}})^2} \sin \left[ \frac{\pi}{2} \cdot \frac{S - S_{\text{min-0}}}{1 - S_{\text{min-0}}} \right]. \quad (6.40)$$
Since \( \gamma \) is small, we assume \( \sin(\gamma) \simeq \gamma \). Using Eq. 6.40 in Eq. 6.34, \( K_{i} \) is obtained as:

\[
K_{i} = K_{i0}[1 + \frac{\pi^2}{4}(S_{\text{min}} - S_{\text{min-0}})(S - \frac{1}{2}S_{\text{min-0}})(S - S_{\text{min-0}})}{1 - S_{\text{min-0}}^3}] .
\]

Using the values of \( S_{\text{min-0}} = 0.02555 \), \( X_{\text{max}} \approx 1.5 \) and \( X_{\text{FSP}} \approx 0.28 \), then for a moisture content of \( X = 0.45 \), we obtain \( S \approx 0.1557 \). Now if we set \( S_{\text{min}} = 0.038325 \) (1.5 times the initial value), then:

\[
K_{i} = K_{i0}[1 - 0.004] ,
\]

which means 0.4\% reduction in the permeability. If we assume that the moisture content and saturation at that point are \( X = 0.3715 \) and \( S = 0.07 \), \( K_{i} \) will be reduced by 0.15\%. Therefore, changes in \( S_{\text{min}} \) do not cause significant changes in the effective permeability. Figure 6.8 shows the the effect of changes in \( S_{\text{min}} \) on the moisture content. These changes shown in Figure 6.8 seem much more than we expected it to be related to \( K_{i} \). The reason for this is the following: if \( S_{\text{min}} = 0.038325 \) it means that for \( X < 0.3268 \) we impose \( J_{f} = 0 \) while when \( S_{\text{min-0}} = 0.02555 \), for \( X < 0.3111 \) this is imposed in the modelling. Therefore, the real effect of \( S_{\text{min}} \) is in setting the \( X_{\text{min}} \) for which \( J_{f} \) has a non-zero value and its effect on \( K_{i} \) is negligible. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the effect of \( \pm 50\% \) change in \( S_{\text{min}} \) on average moisture content, \( X_{av} \), and board center temperature. This effect, as can be seen in Figure 6.8, consists of a major shift in the time dependent \( X_{av} \) curve. The change in the slope of \( X_{av} \) is quite considerable between 2 and 30 hours after the start of drying while at the final and initial stages, its difference is less. This is due to having local moisture contents above limits required for \( (S > S_{\text{min-0}}) \) condition at the beginning and below the values for \( (S < S_{\text{min-new}}) \) condition after 30 hours. The effect on board center temperature is almost nil.

Figure 6.10 and 6.11 plot the effect of \( K_{is} \). The changes in \( K_{is} \) cause the same trend of shifting \( X_{av} \) as was seen for \( S_{\text{min}} \) in the opposite direction. The increase in
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- - 50% increase in $s_{\text{min}}$
- - base case
- - 50% decrease in $s_{\text{min}}$

Figure 6.8: Sensitivity of time dependent average moisture content to $s_{\text{min}}$

Results of one dimensional analysis of board center temperature

- - 50% increase in $S_{\text{min}}$
- - base case
- - 50% decrease in $S_{\text{min}}$

Figure 6.9: Sensitivity of time dependent board center temperature to $S_{\text{min}}$
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- ., %50 increase in K(\(ls\))
- ., base case
- ., %50 decrease in K(\(ls\))

Figure 6.10: Sensitivity of time dependent average moisture content to \(K_{ls}\)

\(K_{ls}\) shifts the \(X_{av}\) curve upward but reduces its curvature in the midway. The slow changes in the slope decay as time passes by and free water phase vanishes in the most of the board thickness. Here, like the \(S_{min}\) case, the center temperature is not affected, and the effect of 50% increase in \(K_{ls}\) is less than a 50% decrease in it.

Effect of \(D_\mu\) and \(S_T\)

In Chapter 4 the following equation was proposed for bound water diffusion coefficient:

\[
D_b = D_\mu \exp\left[40\left(\frac{\rho_b}{\rho_d} - X_{FSP}\right) - \frac{S_T}{T}\right].
\] (6.43)

As mentioned earlier, such a relationship performs better both above and below \(FSP\) and mathematically closer to behavior of wood structure. We expect that any change in \(D_\mu\) will change \(D_b\) linearly, but the effect of \(S_T\) is more complicated. As can be observed in Figure 6.12, \(D_\mu\) has a considerable effect on time dependent \(X_{av}\). 50%
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Figure 6.11: Sensitivity of time dependent board center temperature to $K_{ls}$

Figure 6.12: Sensitivity of time dependent average moisture content to $D_{\mu}$
Figure 6.13: Sensitivity of time dependent board center temperature to $D_\mu$.

Decrease in $D_\mu$ decreases the change in $X_{av}$ with time (drying rate), and shifts its curve upward more than twice as much as a +50% change moves it downward. Also, the decrease in $D_\mu$ causes considerable decrease in the curvature of the $X_{av}$ plot.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show that ±50% changes in $D_\mu$ have almost no effect in the initial stages of drying when bound water is not the dominant phase. From Figure 6.13, it can be noted that a -50% change in $D_\mu$ causes up to 2°C rise in board center temperature after 2 to 3 hours of drying. Then its effect drops and is less than 0.5°C after 7 hours of drying. The difference with respect to the base case stays almost the same after 30 hours.

Figures 6.14 and 6.15 represent the effect of ±50% changes in $S_T$ on $X_{av}$ and board center temperature. Figures 6.16 and 6.17 present similar curves for ±10% changes in $S_T$. Any increase in $S_T$ will decrease $D_\mu$ due to the nature of $\exp(\frac{-S_T}{T})$ term. As can be seen from Figures 6.14 and 6.16, such an effect will lower the drying
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- - - , %50 increase in $S(t)$
- - - , base case
- - - - - - - - - - , %50 decrease in $S(t)$

Figure 6.14: Effect of ±50% change in $S_T$ on time dependent average moisture content rate as well as the curvature of $X_{av}$ versus time. In the extreme case of +50% change, the bound water diffusion is weakened to such a level that causes a sort of instable solution observed (see Figures 6.14 and 6.15) in the form of small oscillations about the expected solution. -50% change also dries out the board very fast as shown in Figure 6.14. This also causes slower changes in center temperature during initial stages, and a final higher temperature closer to the air temperature. This means a smaller initial effective conductivity at lower temperatures and a larger conductivity at higher final temperatures. The effect of ±10% changes in $S_T$ plotted in Figure 6.17 show better such a trend, due to a stable solution while the effect of +10% change is considerably less than that of the -10%. 
Results of one dimensional analysis of board center temperature

Figure 6.15: Effect of ±50% change in \( S_T \) on time dependent board center temperature

Results of one dimensional analysis of average moisture content

Figure 6.16: Effect of ±10% change in \( S_T \) on time dependent average moisture content
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Figure 6.17: Effect of ±10% change in $S_T$ on time dependent board center temperature

Effect of $\alpha$

$\alpha$ is the only unknown of the model related to water vapor phase. The effect of changes in $\alpha$ is shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. Effect of $\alpha$ is negligible up to 3 hours of drying due to small amount of water vapor exist and move inside the board. With temperature rising everywhere as time increases, more moisture evaporates. This means that with 50% higher values for $\alpha$, more water vaporizes and moves resulting in much faster rate of drying as can be seen in Figure 6.18. Also the temperature at board center rises by 1°C in Figure 6.19 due to -50% change in $\alpha$. At final stages of drying, most moisture inside the wood consists of water vapor. Thus the effect of $\alpha$ on the slope of time dependent $X_{av}$ at final stages of drying has a major role in minimizing the model parameters.
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- - , %50 increase in Alfa
- , base case
- - - , %50 decrease in Alfa

Figure 6.18: Sensitivity of time dependent average moisture content to $\alpha$
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- - , %50 increase in Alfa
- , base case
- - - , %50 decrease in Alfa

Figure 6.19: Sensitivity of time dependent board center temperature to $\alpha$
Chapter 7

Two dimensional simulation of kiln drying

A two dimensional model is developed for drying of a stack. In the present numerical model (similar to the experiments of Li[52]), the stack considered here consists of 42 boards stacked in 6 rows (see Figure 5.1). The kiln used in experiments provides uniform inlet air flow for the stack, making possible to consider the fluid flow and Nu distributions the same for all rows. Thus, only one row is considered in the simulations. For each board of the row, the average characteristics ($\rho_d$ and initial moisture content) of the boards in the related column is considered. Here, the mass and heat transport equations are linearized with respect to moisture content and temperature, respectively. Similar to our one dimensional model, the coefficients are evaluated using the values of the last time step. The computational domain is chosen as half of each board thickness due to symmetry. There are nine types of nodes as shown in Figure 7.1 schematically.

During the discretization of the mass balance equation, two methods can be implemented for space derivatives: $ADI$ (Alternating Direction Implicit) and Fully
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Figure 7.1: Schematic view of different node types in two dimensional case and their control volumes

Figure 7.2: Configuration of internal node control volume and the surrounding nodes
Implicit. ADI is an approximation to the Crank-Nicolson method. In this technique, the total time step is divided into two equal half time steps. In each half time step, the forward difference approach is applied for time derivative terms. In the first half time step, the space derivative terms are considered explicitly in one direction (e.g. $x-$direction), and implicitly in the other (e.g. $y-$direction). Solving such a set of discretized equations results in the moisture content values at time $n + \frac{1}{2}, X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}$'s. The similar procedure is used for the second half time step, except that in this case the explicit procedure is applied in the $y-$direction to the $X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}$'s and the implicit procedure is used in the $x-$direction to $X^{n+1}$'s. The set of mass transfer equations for each direction in each half time step is solved using the TDMA algorithm. Since solving the one dimensionalized equations in each half time step is very straightforward and easy, the ADI method is much faster than iterative methods used in two dimensional analysis.

The fully implicit method requires only one time step. The time derivative is discretized using forward scheme and for the space derivatives the fully implicit scheme is applied. Different degrees of implicitness can be used in evaluating the space derivatives, but the fully implicit case is less prone to instability in non-linear transfer equations.

For the heat transfer equation, the fully implicit method is applied due to growing instability observed in the temperature field when other methods, such as ADI, are implemented. For the present work the Chebichev acceleration technique of the SOR (Successive Over Relaxation) method[72] has been modified further to achieve the stability and faster convergence of the results. Figure 7.3 illustrates the structure of the Fortran program written for the two dimensional model.

The discretized form of the equations for internal and some boundary nodes are presented next. Due to similarities and to save space, some details are omitted.
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Figure 7.3: Flow chart of the Fortran program for two dimensional modelling
7.1 Discretization for internal nodes

The discretized form of the mass balance for an internal node in the first half time step, using the ADI method, is:

\[
\rho_d \Delta y_j \Delta x_i \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^n}{\Delta t} = \\
\Delta x_i [D_{X(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j+1)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta y_j} - D_{X(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j-1)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta y_{j-1}}] \\
+ \Delta x_i [D_{T(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j+1)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j} - D_{T(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^* - T_{(i,j-1)}^*}{\delta y_{j-1}}] \\
+ \Delta y_j [D_{X(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{X_{(i+1,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta x_i} - D_{X(i-\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i-1,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta x_{i-1}}] \\
+ \Delta y_j [D_{T(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T_{(i+1,j)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta x_i} - D_{T(i-\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^* - T_{(i-1,j)}^*}{\delta x_{i-1}}] ,
\]

where:

\[
\delta x_i = 0.5(\Delta x_i + \Delta x_{i+1}) ,
\]

\[
T_{(i,j)}^* = T_{(i,j)}^n .
\]
The discretization of the energy balance for an internal control volume using the fully implicit method yields:

\[
(J_{in+1} \Delta x_j \Delta y_i \frac{T^{n+1}_{(i,j)}}{\Delta t}) = \Delta x_i [\lambda_{eff(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}] \frac{T^{n+1}_{(i,j+1)} - T^{n+1}_{(i,j)}}{\delta y_j} - \lambda_{eff(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T^{n+1}_{(i,j)} - T^{n+1}_{(i,j-1)}}{\delta y_{j-1}}
\]

\[
+ \Delta x_i [\lambda X^{*}_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}] \frac{X^{*}_{(i,j+1)} - X^{*}_{(i,j)}}{\delta y_j} - \lambda X^{*}_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X^{*}_{(i,j)} - X^{*}_{(i,j-1)}}{\delta y_{j-1}}
\]

\[
+ \Delta y_j [\lambda_{eff(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}] \frac{T^{n+1}_{(i+1,j)} - T^{n+1}_{(i,j)}}{\delta x_i} - \lambda_{eff(i-\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T^{n+1}_{(i,j)} - T^{n+1}_{(i-1,j)}}{\delta x_{i-1}}
\]

\[
+ \Delta y_j [\lambda X^{*}_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}] \frac{X^{*}_{(i+1,j)} - X^{*}_{(i,j)}}{\delta x_i} - \lambda X^{*}_{(i-\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{X^{*}_{(i,j)} - X^{*}_{(i-1,j)}}{\delta x_{i-1}}
\]

(7.5)

where \( X^{*}_{(i,j)} = X^{n}_{(i,j)} \). During the computations, it was observed that this type of selection of \( X^{*} \) causes faster convergence and changing it to \( X^{n+1} \) did not show any change in the results since moisture content changes very slowly with time.

Rerarranging the discretized mass equation in each half time step in a similar format for the one dimensional case of TDMA algorithm results in:

\[
a_{X,i} X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})} + b_{X,i} X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}_{(i,j)} + c_{X,i} X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} = d_{X,i}
\]

(7.6)

\[
a_{X,i} X^{n+1}_{(i,j-1)} + b_{X,i} X^{n+1}_{(i,j)} + c_{X,i} X^{n+1}_{(i,j+1)} = d_{X,i}
\]

(7.7)

where

\[
a_{X,i} = -\Delta x_i \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{D X_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}}
\]

(7.8)

\[
b_{X,i} = \Delta x_i [\rho_{d} \Delta y_{j} + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j}} + \frac{D X_{(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j-1}} \right)]
\]

(7.9)

\[
c_{X,i} = -\Delta x_i \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_{j}}
\]

(7.10)
\[ \frac{dX_{i,j}}{dt} = \rho_d \Delta x_i \Delta y_j X^n_{i,j} \]
\[ + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \Delta x_i \left[ DT_{i,j} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta y_j \]
\[ + \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \left[ DX_{i,j} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta x_i \]
\[ + \Delta y_j \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left[ DT_{i,j} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta x_i \]
\[ = \left( T^n_{i,j+1} - T^n_{i,j} \right) \delta x_i \]
\[ + \left( T^n_{i,j} - T^n_{i,j-1} \right) \delta y_j ] . \] (7.11)

And

\[ a_{X,i} = -\Delta y_j \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{DX_{i,j}}{\delta x_i} \] (7.12)
\[ b_{X,i} = \Delta y_j \left[ \rho_d \Delta x_i + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left( DX_{i,j+\frac{1}{2}} - \frac{DX_{i,j}}{\delta x_i} \right) \right] \] (7.13)
\[ c_{X,i} = -\Delta y_j \frac{\Delta t}{2} \frac{DX_{i,j+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta x_i} \] (7.14)
\[ d_{X,i} = \rho_d \Delta x_i \Delta y_j X^{n+\frac{1}{2}}_{i,j} \]
\[ + \frac{\Delta t}{2} \Delta x_i \left[ DT_{i,j+\frac{1}{2}} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta y_j \]
\[ + \Delta x_i \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left[ DX_{i,j+\frac{1}{2}} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta y_j \]
\[ + \Delta y_j \frac{\Delta t}{2} \left[ DT_{i,j} - T^n_{i,j} \right] \delta x_i \] (7.15)

In order to solve the heat transfer equation by SOR method, this equation is rewritten in the following format:

\[ a_{i,j} T^{n+1}_{i+1,j} + b_{i,j} T^{n+1}_{i,j} + c_{i,j} T^{n+1}_{i,j+1} + d_{i,j} T^{n+1}_{i,j-1} + e_{i,j} T^{n+1}_{i-1,j} = f_{i,j} \] (7.16)

where:

\[ a_{i,j} = -\Delta t \Delta y_j \frac{\lambda_{eff}(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}{\delta x_i} \] (7.17)
\begin{align*}
  b_{i,j} &= -\Delta t \Delta y_j \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i-\frac{1}{2},j)}{\delta x_{i-1}}, \\
  c_{i,j} &= -\Delta t \Delta x_i \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_j}, \\
  d_{i,j} &= -\Delta t \Delta x_i \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_{j-1}}.
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
  e_{i,j} &= (\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}}(i,j) \Delta x_i \Delta y_j + \Delta t \Delta y_j \left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}{\delta x_i} + \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i-\frac{1}{2},j)}{\delta x_{i-1}} \right) \nonumber \\
  &\quad + \Delta t \Delta x_i \left( \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_j} + \frac{\lambda_{\text{eff}}(i,j-\frac{1}{2})}{\delta y_{j-1}} \right). 
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
  f_{i,j} &= (\rho C_p)_{\text{eff}}(i,j) \Delta x_i \Delta y_j T^n_{i,j} \\
  &\quad + \Delta t \Delta x_i \left[ \lambda x_{i+\frac{1}{2}} \frac{X^*(i,j+1) - X^*(i,j)}{\delta y_j} - \lambda x_{i-\frac{1}{2}} \frac{X^*(i,j) - X^*(i,j-1)}{\delta y_{j-1}} \right] \nonumber \\
  &\quad + \Delta t \Delta y_j \left[ \lambda x_{i+\frac{1}{2}} \frac{X^*(i+1,j) - X^*(i,j)}{\delta x_i} - \lambda x_{i-\frac{1}{2}} \frac{X^*(i,j) - X^*(i-1,j)}{\delta x_{i-1}} \right].
\end{align*}

### 7.2 Treatment of boundary nodes

Since most boundary nodes are dealt with in a similar way, the discretized equations for type 1 of Figure 7.1 is discussed here. This node is located on the front vertical surface and the right hand side of axis of symmetry. Implementing the ADI method to the mass balance during the first half time step for a control volume surrounding this point yields:

\begin{align*}
  \rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} \frac{X^n_{(i,j)} - X^n_{(i,j)}}{\Delta t} &= -h_m \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v(i,j) (X^n_{(i,j)} - X_{\text{eq-air}}) \\
  &\quad + \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} [D x_{(i+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X^n_{(i+\frac{1}{2})} - X^n_{(i,j)}}{\delta y_j} + D T_{(i+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T^*_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} - T_{(i,j)}}{\delta y_j}] \\
  &\quad + \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} [D x_{(i+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X^n_{(i+1,j)} - X^n_{(i,j)}}{\delta x_i} + D T_{(i+\frac{1}{2})} \frac{T^*_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} - T_{(i,j)}}{\delta x_i}].
\end{align*}
The discretized form of mass balance for the second half time step is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho_d \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} &= -h_m \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v(i,j) (X_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - X_{eq-air}) \\
+ \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} [D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}] + DT_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}^{n+1} - DT_{(i,j)}^{n} \\
+ \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} [D X_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}^{n+1} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+1}] + DT_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}^{n+1} - DT_{(i,j)}^{n}]. 
\end{align*}
\] (7.24)

The balance of energy for the same control volume, using the fully implicit method, can be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\rho C_p)_{eff(i,j)} \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} \frac{T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^{n}}{\Delta t} &= \\
- h_m \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} h_v(i,j) \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v(i,j) (X_{(i,j)}^{*} - X_{eq-air}) - h \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} (T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{db-air}) \\
+ \frac{\Delta x_i}{2} [\lambda_{eff(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} T_{(i,j+1)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^{n+1}] + \lambda X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} (X_{(i,j+1)}^{*} - X_{(i,j)}^{*}) \\
+ \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} [\lambda_{eff(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} T_{(i+1,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^{n+1}] + \lambda X_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} (X_{(i+1,j)}^{*} - X_{(i,j)}^{*}). 
\end{align*}
\] (7.25)

Here, like the one dimensional case we use the following relationship for \( h_v(i,j) \), the enthalpy of water vapor:

\[
h_v^{n+1} = h_v^{n} + C_{p-u(i,j)} (T_{(i,j)}^{n+1} - T_{(i,j)}^{n}). 
\] (7.26)

The rearrangement of the mass balance equations in the TDMA format for internal node yields \( a_{X,j} = 0, a_{X,i} = 0 \) and:

\[
b_{X,j} = \Delta x_i [\rho_d \Delta y_j + \Delta t \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j}] , 
\] (7.27)

\[
c_{X,j} = -\Delta x_i \Delta t \frac{D X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}{\delta y_j} , 
\] (7.28)
\[dx,j = \rho_d \Delta x_i \Delta y_j X_{(i,j)}^n + \Delta t \Delta x_i DT_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}\frac{T_{(i,j+1)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j}
- h_m \Delta y_j \Delta t \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v_{(i,j)}(X_{(i,j)}^n - X_{eq-air})
+ \Delta y_j \Delta t [DX_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{X_{(i+1,j)}^n - X_{(i,j)}^n}{\delta x_i} + DT_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T_{(i+1,j)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta x_i}], \quad (7.29)\]

and:

\[b_{X,i} = \Delta y_j [\rho_d \Delta x_i + \Delta t (\frac{DX_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}}{\delta x_i})] + h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v_{(i,j)}] \quad , \quad (7.30)\]

\[c_{X,i} = -\Delta y_j \Delta t \frac{DX_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}}{\delta x_i} \quad , \quad (7.31)\]

\[d_{X,i} = \rho_d \Delta x_i \Delta y_j X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}
+ \Delta t \Delta x_i [DT_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T_{(i,j+1)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta y_j} + DX_{(i,\frac{1}{2})} \frac{X_{(i+1,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}} - X_{(i,j)}^{n+\frac{1}{2}}}{\delta y_j}]
+ \Delta y_j \Delta t [DT_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)} \frac{T_{(i+1,j)}^* - T_{(i,j)}^*}{\delta x_i} + h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v_{(i,j)} X_{eq-air}] \quad . \quad (7.32)\]

Writing the balance of energy in the format used for SOR solver results in
\[b_{(i,j)} = 0, \quad d_{(i,j)} = 0, \quad \text{and:}\]

\[a_{(i,j)} = -\Delta t \Delta y_j \frac{\lambda_{eff_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}}}{\delta x_i} \quad , \quad (7.33)\]

\[c_{(i,j)} = -\Delta t \Delta x_i \frac{\lambda_{eff_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}}{\delta y_j} \quad , \quad (7.34)\]

\[e_{(i,j)} = (\rho C_p)_{eff_{(i,j)}} \Delta x_i \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} + h \Delta t \Delta y_j
+ \Delta t \Delta y_j C_{p-u_{(i,j)}} h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v_{(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air})
+ \Delta t (\Delta y_j \frac{\lambda_{eff_{(i+\frac{1}{2},j)}}}{\delta x_i} + \Delta x_i \frac{\lambda_{eff_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})}}}{\delta y_j}) \quad , \quad (7.35)\]

\[f_{(i,j)} = (\rho C_p)_{eff_{(i,j)}} \Delta x_i \frac{\Delta y_j}{2} T_{(i,j)}^n + h \Delta t \Delta y_j T_{db-air}
- \Delta t \Delta y_j h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_v_{(i,j)} (X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air}) \cdot \left(h_{u_{(i,j)}}^n - C_{p-u T_{(i,j)}^n}\right)
+ \Delta t (\Delta x_i \lambda X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} XD_{(i,j)}^* - X_{(i,j)}^* + \Delta y_j \lambda X_{(i,j+\frac{1}{2})} XD_{(i+1,j)}^* - X_{(i,j)}^*) \quad . \quad (7.36)\]
7.3 Changes in drying air condition inside the stack due to heat and mass transfer

Due to heat transfer from air to the boards, the air temperature decreases streamwise inside the stack. Also the migration of moisture from boards increases the absolute humidity, $\omega$, of air along the main flow direction. These two mechanisms cause an increase in air relative humidity, $R_h$, and decrease of $X_{eq-air}$. This might lead to saturation of drying air with water (air relative humidity becomes 100%). In order to consider the above facts, the heat and mass balance for a control volume extended between the stack inlet and any position in the stack should be written. Such a control volume is shown in Figure 7.4. $\Delta Q$ and $\Delta \dot{m}_v$ are heat and mass transferred between planks and drying air up to station $x$, respectively. Also $\dot{m}_t$, $\dot{m}_v$ and $\dot{m}_{air}$ represent the total mass flux of moist air, water vapor exist in air and dry air, respectively. Therefore:

$$\dot{m}_t = \dot{m}_v + \dot{m}_{air} \tag{7.37}$$

$\omega$ is defined as:

$$\omega = \frac{\dot{m}_v}{\dot{m}_{air}} = \frac{\dot{m}_t - \dot{m}_{air}}{\dot{m}_{air}} \tag{7.38}$$

The balance of mass and energy for the mentioned control volume yields:

$$\Delta \dot{m}_v = \int_0^x d\dot{m}_v = \int_0^x h_m \epsilon_{(i,j)} \rho_{v(i,j)} [X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air}] \cdot dl \tag{7.39}$$

$$\Delta \dot{Q} = \int_0^x d\dot{Q} = \int_0^x h[T_{(i,j)} - T_{db-air}] \cdot dl + \int_0^x h_v \epsilon_{(i,j)} h_m \rho_{v(i,j)} [X_{(i,j)}^* - X_{eq-air}] \cdot dl \tag{7.40}$$

where $dl$ is the length of control volume exposed to drying air. The above integrations can be calculated using computational techniques. The air dry-bulb temperature at
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The relative humidity of moist air, $R_h$, at any location is related to $P_{atm}$, the atmospheric pressure, as [73]:

$$R_h = \frac{\omega P_{atm}}{P_{sv(T_{db})}(0.62198 + \omega)} \quad (7.42)$$

where $P_{sv(T_{db})}$ is the saturated vapor pressure of water vapor at dry-bulb temperature. Knowing $R_h$ and $T_{db}$, the $X_{eq-air}$ can be calculated using the relationships mentioned in Chapter 4. When we obtain $R_h > 1$ (saturation), its value is considered 1 and the corrected $\omega$, $\Delta m_v$, $\Delta \hat{Q}$, $T_{db}$ and $X_{eq-air}$ are obtained by back substitution and trial and error.
7.4 Solution procedure for the two dimensional case

The discretized equations for heat and mass transfer are solved separately and the solution process is continued through an outer iteration until convergence (see the flow chart of the program in Figure 7.3). The drying air conditions are updated at the end of each time step. The program has two different versions for solving the mass transfer equation using the ADI or Fully Implicit methods. As was mentioned earlier, the ADI version uses the TDMA algorithm for solving the moisture content field in each half time step. The SOR algorithm with Chebyshev acceleration technique is adopted and modified to solve the equations discretized using fully implicit method. The program uses this solver for temperature field as well as for fully implicit version of the mass transfer.

7.4.1 Chebyshev acceleration version of SOR method

For the SOR method, we define the residue of the equation as:

\[\xi(i,j) = a(i,j)T_{i+1,j}^{n+1} + b(i,j)T_{i-1,j}^{n+1} + c(i,j)T_{i,j+1}^{n+1} + d(i,j)T_{i,j-1}^{n+1} + e(i,j)T_{i,j}^{n+1} - f(i,j).\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.43)

The formulation for the new parameter, e.g. \(T_{(i,j)}^{new}\), in this iterative method is:

\[T_{(i,j)}^{new} = T_{(i,j)}^{old} - \Omega \frac{\xi(i,j)}{\epsilon(i,j)}.\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.44)

The convergence criterion for terminating the iteration is related to maximum of the norm of the residual. The optimal choice for \(\Omega\) is given by (see [72]):

\[\Omega_{optimal} = \frac{2}{1 + \sqrt{1 - \rho_{JACobi}^2}}.\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.45)
$\rho_{Jacobi}$, the spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration, for a rectangular uniform $J \times L$ grid, is:

$$\rho_{Jacobi} = \frac{\cos \frac{\pi}{J} + (\Delta x_J) \cos \frac{\pi}{L}}{1 + (\Delta y_J)^2}.$$  \hfill (7.46)

Usually the asymptotic rate of convergence in SOR is not attained until the $J^{th}$ iterations. The error often grows by a factor of 20 before convergence is achieved. The $\Omega$ defined above is the optimum asymptotic relaxation parameter, but it is not necessarily a good initial choice. In SOR with Chebyshev acceleration, odd-even ordering is used and $\Omega$ is changed at each half sweep according to the following formulation:

$$\Omega^0 = 1,$$

$$\Omega^\frac{1}{2} = \frac{1}{1 - 0.5 \rho_{Jacobi}^2},$$

$$\Omega^{k+\frac{1}{2}} = \frac{1}{1 - 0.25 \rho_{Jacobi}^2 \Omega^k}, \quad k = \frac{1}{2}, 1, ..., \infty,$$

$$\Omega^\infty \to \Omega_{optimal}.$$  \hfill (7.47)

By this type of formulation, the norm of error for $T_{(i,j)}$ always decreases with each iteration. The other modification is the changing the start location of sweeping from one corner to the opposite corner of the domain after a certain number of iterations. This was done to reduce the difference between values at different points when a one dimensional case is solved using the two dimensional approach. In such a case, in the direction with no change, all the calculated values should be the same. Without this modification, there is a tendency for the small errors to grow and cause instability.
7.5 Process of obtaining the model unknowns

In modelling of the conventional kiln drying of western hemlock, certain unknown parameters are required to achieve the desired performance for different gap sizes and drying air conditions (temperature, relative humidity and velocity). Several sets of experimental data of Li[52] have been considered for adjustments of the model parameters. Two of these are runs number 7 and 10 of [52], which have the specifications of Re=4400, g=1.5 mm and Re=8800, g=21.5 mm. Table 7.1 shows the time schedule of wet- and dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity and equilibrium moisture content of drying air at the inlet of kiln used in the present study as well as Li’s tests. In this schedule, the third stage is the longest one. This stage is continued until a preset stack average moisture content, here 13 percent, is achieved. The final stage of the drying schedule is the conditioning followed after a transition stage. During the conditioning process a moist air with a larger equilibrium moisture content than the preset one and close to the desired $X_{eq}$ for the final product is sent through the stack. The main purpose of this process is to increase the moisture content of the board surface already over dried.

For the stack array with g=1.5 mm since the effect of side gaps is not significant,
a one dimensional analysis for seven individual boards of a row, similar to the process
of Chapter 6 was performed. In this case, first the average Nu number of each board
was obtained using the results of Chapter 5. The effect of heat/mass transfer from
the front wall of the first board and the rear wall of the last board were taken into
account. This was carried out by adding the percentage of the total heat transfer
from each board through these faces, to the average surface coefficients of the related
board. Then the model unknowns were changed, starting with values obtained for
pine, until a close fit between the computed time dependent average moisture content
and experimental data was achieved.

Later, the information obtained through the one dimensional analysis for the
unknown parameters of the model are used as initial guesses for the two dimensional
analysis. Here the grid array of $76 \times 40$ for each board was used for all simulations. The
grids were uniform in the $x$ direction. In the $y-$ direction, grids have an expansion
factor of 1.1 allowing smaller control volume sizes closer to horizontal faces of the
boards. The convergence criterion for temperature field at each board, solved by the
SOR method, was set as:

$$S_{err} < 10^{-12} \sum_{i,j} |\xi(i,j)|_{\text{initial}} .$$

(7.48)

where:

$$S_{err} = \sum_{i,j} |\xi(i,j)| .$$

(7.49)

$S_{err}$ is the summation of all the errors at different points which was defined already
in Section 7.4.

The computations were carried out for several sets of parameters until the best fit
between results and experiments was attained. The final set of coefficients used for
the two dimensional simulation of the drying process of hemlock in the present work
are:
Figure 7.5: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for g=1.5 mm at Re=4400

\[ S_T = 6500(\degree C), \]
\[ K_{ls} = 1.1 \times 10^{-16}m^2, \]
\[ \alpha = 0.0075, \]
\[ D_\mu = 0.0041 K g/m^3/s, \]
\[ S_{min} = 0.028. \]

Results for the average moisture content in these two cases are compared with the experimental data in Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The experimental trend is well produced, considering the dispersion of the data, shown completely in Figure 7.5 as an example. The moisture content is reasonably predicted by the model, particularly during the final conditioning process. This is a major contribution of the present work.

The average temperature at the center of boards is plotted against Li's test findings for Re=4400 and g=1.5 in Figure 7.7. Li reported that the difference between
temperature at the center of different boards is small in most of the drying time. Therefore, the average value is a good parameter to study the performance of the model in predicting the temperature across the stack. As it is observed in this Figure, the results are in good agreement with experiments.

### 7.6 Validation of the model

Validation of the model is carried out by comparing the numerical results with the experimental data of Li for $Re=4400$, $g=21.5\, mm$ and $Re=8800$, $g=1.5\, mm$. The numerical simulation results for the time dependent stack average moisture content are plotted along with the experimental data in Figures 7.8 and 7.9. As can be seen, the numerical model predicts the drying process in both cases.

Li performed different cuts in vertical, horizontal and central locations of the
Figure 7.7: Average temperature at the center of the boards of the Li's geometry for \( g=1.5 \) mm at \( Re=4400 \)

Figure 7.8: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for \( g=21.5 \) mm at \( Re=4400 \)
final product to investigate the distribution of local moisture contents at different locations of each board. In Figures 7.10 and 7.11, the data for the fourth boards of the row are compared with our numerical results for the drying conditions of Re=4400. g=21.5 mm. The computed final average moisture content of the fourth board is 15.6% compared to the reported 16.7% of Li. Keeping this fact and the dispersion of experimental data in mind, the trend and values of the experimental data for moisture content of different cuts are well predicted. Thus, it can be concluded that the present model has shown a good performance in predicting the local and average moisture contents as well as the temperature field.
Average moisture content at different horizontal locations for the 4th board $Re=4400$ & gap=21.5mm

![Figure 7.10: Distribution of local moisture content in horizontal direction of the forth board of the Li’s geometry for g=21.5 mm at Re=4400](image)

Average moisture content at different vertical locations for the 4th board $Re=4400$ & gap=21.5mm

![Figure 7.11: Distribution of local moisture content in vertical direction of the forth board of the Li’s geometry for g=21.5 mm at Re=4400](image)
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Figure 7.12: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for different gaps at Re=4400

7.7 Effects of the optimum gap size on drying curves

Program runs were performed for optimum gap sizes of $g=41.5$ mm and $26.5$ mm at Re=4400 and 8800, respectively. In one set of computations, the same initial conditions of boards ($\rho_s$ and initial moisture contents) for the case of $g=21.5$ mm were used. Plotted in Figures 7.12 and 7.13 are the comparisons of these computations for time dependent stack average moisture content with those of the case of $g=21.5$ mm. The conditioning time period is the same in all cases (21.85 hours). It can be understood that using the optimum gap size decreases the drying time 21.9 and 6.2 percent compared with the case of $g=21.5$ mm at Re=4400 and 8800, respectively.

Similar computations were repeated using the initial conditions of the case of $g=1.5$ mm at each Re number. Figures 7.14 and 7.15 compares the drying curves...
Figure 7.13: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for different gap sizes at Re=8800

of such runs for optimum gap sizes with the case of g=1.5 mm at two different Re numbers of 4400 and 8800. According to these Figures, the optimum gap size reduces the drying time 27.0 and 11.6 percent in comparison with no side gap cases at Re=4400 and 8800, respectively.

Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show the distribution of moisture content across the fourth board at different times for Re=4400 when gap sizes are $g = 1.5\, mm$ and $g_{opt} = 41.5\, mm$. As can be seen in these Figures, the distribution of moisture content around the surfaces of the final product is more uniform when the stack array has the optimum gap size. This will result in a lower possibility of some defects due to a corresponding reduction in internal stresses. The same conclusion can be drawn for possibility of these defects during the whole period of drying.

Another case which was not investigated by Li is the one with $u_{center} = 7.62\, m/s$ or Re=13200. The initial conditions of the case of g=21.5 mm at Re=8800 was
Figure 7.14: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for different gaps at Re=4400

Figure 7.15: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for different gap sizes at Re=8800
Figure 7.16: Distribution of moisture content across the fourth board of the Li's geometry at different times for Re=4400 and g=1.5mm; a=60hr (X_{max}=0.374, X_{min}=0.05), b=end of 3rd stage (X_{max}=0.17, X_{min}=0.039), c=end of 4th stage (X_{max}=0.169, X_{min}=0.072), d=end of conditioning (X_{max}=0.163, X_{min}=0.12)
Figure 7.17: Distribution of moisture content across the fourth board of the Li's geometry at different times for Re=4400 and g=41.5mm; a=60hr ($X_{\text{max}}=0.349$, $X_{\text{min}}=0.036$), b=end of 3rd stage ($X_{\text{max}}=0.183$, $X_{\text{min}}=0.035$), c=end of 4th stage ($X_{\text{max}}=0.182$, $X_{\text{min}}=0.052$), d=end of conditioning ($X_{\text{max}}=0.174$, $X_{\text{min}}=0.108$)
Figure 7.18: Time dependent stack average moisture content of the Li's geometry for different gap sizes at Re=13200

used for modelling of drying subjected to \( g = 1.5\text{mm} \) and \( g_{\text{opt}} = 21.5\text{mm} \) conditions at Re=13200. The drying curves are compared with each other in Figure 7.18. It demonstrates that the optimum gap size decreases the total drying time 12.8 percent.

### 7.8 Effects of the optimum gap size on uniformity of products

In drying of a stack, the ideal desired condition for dried products is that the products will have a uniform final local moisture content everywhere in the planks. Such an ideal case will result in best quality final products. This means: uniform strain (shrinkage); zero degraded and over dried product; and no need for redrying the under dried boards. One can imagine that in such a case:
a) the average moisture content of all the boards in a row are the same,

b) the standard and average deviation of each board, \( std_i \) and \( ad_i \), as well as its average value of moisture content gradient are zero. The latter parameter can be defined as:

\[
|\nabla X|_{av} = \frac{\sum [(\frac{\partial X}{\partial z})^2 + (\frac{\partial X}{\partial y})^2]^{1/2} \Delta x \cdot \Delta y}{\sum \Delta x \cdot \Delta y}. \tag{7.50}
\]

The above mentioned three non-uniformity parameters are time dependent and can be normalized if we divide them by the average moisture content of the related board. Plotted in Figures 7.19 to 7.24 are the absolute and normalized distributions of the non-uniformity parameters of each board versus the average moisture content of the same board when \( Re = 4400 \) and \( g = 1.5 \text{ mm} \). Also shown in Figure 7.25 is the time dependent standard deviation of boards for this case. All absolute graphs predict a sudden increase in nonuniformity of all the boards during the first stage of drying followed by another increase in the second stage. The maximum happens during the second stage of drying (between 42 to 52 hours) when we have the fastest rate of drying. During the third stage, which is the longest one and when the driest air is used, the non-uniformity drops. At the end of this stage, two groups are distinct. The first and last board are over-dried and their curves are close to each other for moisture contents less than 16%. The same closeness is observed for the plots of the five middle boards when their \( X_{av} \) is less than 26%. Also the last and first boards have the largest maximum non-uniformities. During the transition period between the third stage and the final conditioning stage, air becomes cooler and moister. Here, the average moisture content of boards continues decreasing for about half an hour then increases. The absolute non-uniformity drops suddenly during the final conditioning section when the moisture content enhances. While each of the products has much less non-uniformity than before the conditioning, the difference between the final average moisture contents of boards is quite considerable (3.8% between the maximum and
Figure 7.19: Standard deviation of moisture content for the Li's geometry for $g=1.5\, \text{mm}$ at $Re=4400$ minimum).

The difference between the two groups is more clear in the normalized plots. Here, the maximum occurs during the third stage followed by a local minimum at the end of this stage. The transition period usually enhances the normalized non-uniformity while it drops during the main conditioning process.

Since the absolute standard deviation curve versus $X_{av}$ of the boards represents the non-uniformity better, we continue our discussion with such plots. In Figures 7.26 and 7.27, the mentioned distribution is plotted at $Re=4400$ for two side gaps of $21.5$ and $g_{opt} = 41.5\, \text{mm}$. Also Figure 7.28 present a similar plot when $g_{opt} = 41.5\, \text{mm}$ and initial conditions are the same as those of the case of $g=1.5\, \text{mm}$. These plots show that the optimum gap size provides the closest conditions of the boards to each other both before and after conditioning (less than 1.4% difference between maximum and minimum final $X_{av}$). In order to get a better overall view, the summation of the
Figure 7.20: Average deviation of moisture content for $g=1.5\text{mm}$ at $Re=4400$

Figure 7.21: Average gradient of moisture content for $g=1.5\text{mm}$ at $Re=4400$
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Figure 7.22: Normalized Standard deviation of moisture content at Re=4400

Figure 7.23: Normalized Average deviation of moisture content for g=1.5mm at Re=4400
Normalized average gradient of moisture content for Re=4400 & gap=1.5mm

Figure 7.24: Normalized average gradient of moisture content for g=1.5mm at Re=4400

Standard deviation of moisture content for Re=4400 & gap=1.5mm

Figure 7.25: Time dependent Standard deviation of moisture content for g=1.5mm at Re=4400
standard deviations of all boards can be plotted against the $X_{av}$ of the whole stack. Such curves are presented in Figure 7.29 and 7.30. In the first figure, only the initial conditions of $g=21.5$ and $g=41.5$ are the same. Here, the total standard deviation has a smaller maximum when the optimum gap size is used. However, its value is larger before the conditioning. Conditioning reduces the difference between the standard deviation of the optimum gap case and the $g=1.5 \text{ mm}$ case, and at the end of drying the former has slightly more standard deviation. This is due to having more drying from all surfaces of the boards for the optimum gap size compared to the $g=1.5 \text{ mm}$ case. By looking at this trend one cannot judge that the $g=41.5 \text{ mm}$ case is less uniform at the end since most of the non-uniformity is referred to differences between the boards. If we want to obtain the same final total standard deviation for the $g=41.5 \text{ case}$, the conditioning stage should be 1.4 hours longer. This extra time, if we insist on its requirement, is much less than 50.22 hours difference between the two total drying times.

A series of similar plots are presented in Figures 7.31 to 7.33 for $Re=8800$ at two gap sizes of $g=1.5 \text{ mm}$ and $g_{opt} = 26.5 \text{ mm}$. Plotted in Figures 7.34 to 7.36 are the similar distributions for $Re=13200$ when gap sizes are 1.5 and $g_{opt} = 21.5 \text{ mm}$. From these figures and the ones for $Re=8800$ and $Re=4400$, it can be concluded that the optimum gap size reduces the difference between the final average moisture content of different boards of the row before and after the conditioning. By using the optimum gap size instead of $g=1.5 \text{ mm}$, the difference between the maximum and minimum final $X_{av}$ is reduced from 3.57% to 1.37% and from 3.0% to 1.9% for $Re=8800$ and 13200, respectively. This provides a better distribution of the final average moisture content and reduces the amount of boards over- or under-dried. We observed that the non-uniformity curves for the first and last board when there is no extra gap are close. This shows that reversing the air flow as a remedy is not that much effective
Figure 7.26: Standard deviation of moisture content for the Li's geometry for \( g = 21.5\text{mm} \) at \( Re = 4400 \)

Figure 7.27: Standard deviation of moisture content for \( g = 41.5\text{mm} \) at \( Re = 4400 \) (initial values the same as those of \( g = 21.5\text{mm} \) case)
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Figure 7.28: Standard deviation of moisture content for g=41.5mm at Re=4400 (initial values the same as those of g=1.5mm case)

Figure 7.29: Total standard deviation of moisture content for the Li's geometry at Re=4400
when the length of stack is not too long, and cannot reduce the difference between the middle boards and this group. The alternative should be applying the side gap for all stacks besides reversing the air flow when a couple of stacks are put beside each other.
Figure 7.31: Standard deviation of moisture content for the Li's geometry for \( g=1.5 \text{mm} \) at \( Re=8800 \)

Figure 7.32: Standard deviation of moisture content for \( g=26.5 \text{mm} \) at \( Re=8800 \)
Figure 7.33: Total standard deviation of moisture content at Re=8800

Figure 7.34: Standard deviation of moisture content for g=1.5mm at Re=13200 (initial values the same as those of Run 13 of Li)
Figure 7.35: Standard deviation of moisture content for $g=21.5\text{mm}$ at $Re=13200$ (initial values the same as those of Run 13 of Li)

Figure 7.36: Total standard deviation of moisture content at $Re=13200$ (initial values the same as those of Run 13 of Li)
Chapter 8

Simple diffusion case

It has been observed that heat transfer during wood drying occurs much faster than mass transfer and the wood reaches thermal equilibrium with surrounding air within few hours while drying takes days. Therefore, in spite of the complexity of equations 4.3 and 4.5 (for numerical procedure), the total mass transfer in wood can be modelled as a diffusion process with a diffusion coefficient as a function of the moisture content and temperature. Simpson and Liu\cite{14} determined the surface emission and mass diffusion coefficients of aspen from experimental data of sorption and desorption over a range of moisture content. The method was applied only for an individual wood slab with constant external boundary conditions and not a stack of boards. They proposed the following relationship for mass diffusion coefficient:

\[ D = A_1 \exp\left(\frac{B_1}{T}\right) \exp(B_2X) . \]  

Thus, instead of equation 4.3, we will use the following equation for the total mass flux, \( J \), in equation 4.5:

\[ J = D(X,T) \nabla X . \]
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The assumption of a constant diffusion coefficient, when the drying air temperature is constant, has been used for an individual slab subjected to the external boundary layer air flow, by Simpson[49]. They proposed the following equations for \( D_{av}(\text{cm}^2/\text{s}) \), constant diffusion coefficient, and \( S_{av}(\text{cm}) \), constant surface coefficient:

\[
D_{av} = \frac{-0.165(\frac{E}{2})^2}{0.701(\frac{dX}{dt})_{t(t_{0.5})} + 2.05t_{0.5}} , \tag{8.3}
\]

\[
S_{av} = \frac{0.701D_{av}}{(\frac{E}{2})[\frac{D_{av}a}{(\frac{dX}{dt})_{t(t_{0.5})}} - 0.196]} . \tag{8.4}
\]

where \( E = \frac{X - X_f}{X_f - X_i} \) and \( X_i \) is the initial moisture content and \( X_f \) is the final moisture content if desorption continues for a long time, e.g., equilibrium moisture content of drying air. \( t_{0.5} \) is the time required for half the desorption to occur in seconds (time to reach the \( \frac{X_i + X_f}{2} \)). \( (\frac{dX}{dt})_{t(t_{0.5})} \) is the inverse of the slope of the dimensionless X curve versus time computed at \( t_{0.5} \), and \( a \) is the board thickness in centimeters.

**Present work**

An attempt to apply the above method to the experimental data of Li[52] for time dependent average moisture content of a stack of hemlock during drying resulted in negative coefficients. Further investigations showed that the method cannot be applied to cases with non-constant air conditions.

Then the method was applied to part of the process which had constant air conditions \( (T_{wb} = 54^0C, T_{db} = 82.2^0C \) which resulted in \( X_f = 0.033 \)). These conditions were held between 61.53 and 162.17 hours after drying had started for a stack of planks without side gaps. Having \( X_i = 0.3 \) as the average initial moisture content of boards at the beginning of this period of drying, the \( t_{0.5} \), \( D_{av} \) and \( S_{av} \) were obtained.
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A Fortran program was written for solving the simple one dimensional diffusion case. The program used the implicit Crank-Nicholson method for discretization and the TDMA method for solving the equations. The obtained coefficients, in time steps of 30 seconds, and 21 grids in thickness direction were used in the present calculations of this Fortran program. Figure 8.1 shows the numerical results of average moisture content obtained by this method. They are in good agreement with experimental results. This is an interesting finding since the flow over a stack is an internal flow with separation at the inlet and outlet which provides complicated boundary conditions. These boundary conditions and the flow are quite different from the assumed external flow over an individual board of the original method with constant boundary conditions. This type of application has not appeared in the literature.

Based on the results of Chapter 5, the average heat transfer coefficient for this run is $h \approx 15 \frac{W}{m^2K}$. The average mass transfer coefficient can be calculated by:

$$h_m = \frac{D_{\text{water-air}}h}{\lambda_{\text{air}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.8)

where $D_{\text{water-air}} = 2.9886 \times 10^{-5} \frac{m^2}{s}$ and $\lambda_{\text{air}} = 2.6820 \times 10^{-2} \frac{W}{mK}$. These values result in, $h_m \approx 0.0167 \frac{m}{s}$. The average effective surface coefficient applied to the determination of the moisture content in the model proposed in Chapter 4 and discretized in Eq. 6.17, is:

$$S_{av-\text{eff}} = \frac{h_m \varepsilon_s \rho_s \psi_s}{\rho_d}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.9)
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For $T_{wb}=54$ and $T_{db}=82.2$ deg. C (air EMC=3.3 %)

... Experimental results of Li

--- Present computations based on simple diffusion method

Figure 8.1: Comparison of the distribution of stack average moisture content as calculated by solving the simple diffusion equation with experimental results of Li[40] for Re=4400

The average dry wood density for this run was $\rho_d = 440 \frac{kg}{m^3}$. The surface conditions are close to the drying air conditions, i.e. $T_s \approx 355.15^o K$ and $X_s \approx 0.033$. This results in $\varepsilon_s \approx 0.7067$, $\psi_s \approx 0.2434$ and $\rho_{sv} \approx 0.3150 \frac{kg}{m^3}$. Therefore:

$$S_{av-eff} \approx 1.4540 \times 10^{-4} \left( \frac{cm}{s} \right). \quad (8.10)$$

This implies that the average effective surface coefficient ($S_{av-eff}$) computed from solving the external heat/mass transfer equations in Chapter 5 is approximately 5.6 times larger than $S_{av}$ of the simple diffusion analysis. The reason for the difference in these values could be due to the omission of the complexities of the moisture movement process. Such an assumption could lead to higher diffusion coefficients and lower surface coefficients in order to reach the same accuracy of results. The second reason is because of the definition of the above $S_{av}$, which is based on the constant inlet air conditions in the assumed external flow instead of the mean conditions used.
in the real case of the duct flow. Since the air absorbs moisture from the wood surface, the mean concentration of water in the drying air increases in the stream wise direction. Therefore, the difference between the concentration of the surface and outside air in the external flow is larger than the difference between the surface and air mean concentrations with the same entrance conditions. This results in much lower $S_{aw}$ values for the external flow with the same inlet air conditions and total mass transfer.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

This thesis has focused on various aspects of the transport phenomena occurring during drying of a stack of wood planks. The objective was to provide accurate predictions through numerical simulation models towards an optimum drying process. The new findings of this study are summarized below.

The two-dimensional problem of drying a stack of 105 x 105 western hemlock planks, stated in Chapters 3 to 4, has been solved in Chapters 5 to 8. The effect of side gap on the drying process was studied. The problem consists of two major parts. The first part requires obtaining the surface coefficients on all faces of boards. Surface coefficients indicate the rate of heat and mass transfer between the board surfaces and the drying air. The importance of this section for the external air flow was brought to light in Chapter 5. The second part studies the drying process inside the wood and relates to the first part via wood surfaces. The study involves the behavior of different phases of moisture inside the board. Solution to this part forms the main subject of Chapters 6 to 8.

In Chapter 5 a numerical procedure for finding the local distribution of surface
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coefficients and the turbulent flow field was developed and validated for several air flow rates. This was the first successful attempt for obtaining the surface coefficient distributions on the horizontal faces of boards and the first published work for the same distribution on vertical faces. The procedure used relates the surface coefficients to the mean temperature (or concentration) and not to the inlet conditions which were mistakenly used in the literature. The present work investigated for the first time the effect of side gaps on the surface coefficients on both horizontal and vertical surfaces of different boards of stack at different air flows. Combinations of several parameters were analyzed to observe the gains in the external process due to such gaps. The analysis showed that there is an optimum gap size for each air velocity (Re number). It was also found that the suggested optimum gap size decreases when Re number increases and the rate of this decrease is less for higher Re numbers. The optimum gap size at higher Re numbers can also reduce the total time required for drying a certain amount of lumber after taking into account the loss of kiln loading capacity due to unused space of the gaps. The effect of air temperature and humidity on the distribution of surface coefficients was found to be negligible. Therefore, the optimum gap size can be considered only a function of the Re number and stack array. The other important point was the similarity between the distributions on the horizontal walls at different Re numbers and gap sizes with a multiplication factor of the ratio of their asymptotic values. This will help save time and reduce the number of required studies in selecting cases, and will also help to generalize the external process.

A new relationship for the bound water diffusion coefficient was proposed in Chapter 4 and validated in Chapter 6. This required the introduction of a new unknown parameter, related to the effect of temperature, for the specific wood species. A sensitivity analysis for the model unknown parameters was performed in Chapter 6. It was demonstrated that the effect of this new parameter on the predictions of
moisture content and temperature was much more significant than those of the other unknown parameters. Comparing with another numerical models, it was shown that this relationship for bound water diffusion coefficient incorporates the effects of local temperature and moisture content into the diffusion process better. Other reasons for a better performance are the following. The type of the governing equations and other sub-models used in this work provide a better implementation of the effect of different phases contributions to mass and energy balance at each control volume. They also facilitate the contributions of gradients of moisture content and temperature on each other. Usage of wood porosity in the mass transfer boundary condition at the surfaces brings the surface resistance to mass transfer into consideration.

An algorithm capable of solving the governing coupled two-dimensional mass and heat transfer equations has been developed in Chapter 7. The modifications to SOR iterative solver, developed in this work, increased its accuracy and lowered the chances of oscillatory and non-physical results. The comparison of the numerical results with experiments showed that the model is able to predict the local and average moisture content as well as the temperature field with a good accuracy. The program calculates and saves the transfer parameters at the boundaries of the control volumes as well as at their centers. This makes it possible to implement the effects of anisotropy to the program in the future works. The other advantage of the program is that it considers and calculates the changes in the drying air temperature and humidity across the stack. This is due to heat and mass transfer between the planks and the drying air which lowers its drying capability downstream. Considering such effects, makes the program capable of predicting the effect of reversing air flow in the stack in future investigations. Several parameters were calculated to study the non-uniformity of the planks during drying. These include: standard and average deviation as well as the average gradient of the moisture content of each board. It was proposed that
the above parameters (or their normalized values with average moisture content) can be plotted against the average moisture content of each board to judge about the uniformity occurring during the drying process. The plots distinguished two groups of boards when planks are laid in one stack and any row contains seven boards without side gap. The first and last board are over-dried at the end. Based on the trends of the parameters, the standard deviation (Std) has been chosen as the parameter to predict the uniformity. Distributions of Std showed that when the optimum gap size is used, the difference between the maximum and minimum final average moisture content becomes less than halved compared to the case with no gap.

A successful one dimensional diffusion analysis was presented in Chapter 8 to study an aspect of the drying process. The average diffusion and surface coefficients were determined from the experimental data of stack average moisture content based on a recently proposed method. This method was originally proposed for a single board and this new type of application for a stack has not appeared in the literature. The study showed that this method is capable of predicting the drying process when there is no side gap, and the temperature and humidity of the drying air are kept constant for a long period, and change stepwise. Several sets of experimental data are needed to obtain the average coefficients for different drying air conditions (temperature, humidity and velocity) and initial wood parameters (dry wood density and moisture content). Therefore, such a simple one-dimensional model is inadequate for studying the effects of the side gaps and air velocity, and a comprehensive method, such as prescribed in previous chapters of this thesis, is necessary. However, such a simple method can be useful if the coefficients are extracted for many different combinations of air condition and wood from experiments and when an approximation for the distribution of average moisture content of the stack with time is needed.
9.1 Future work

The effect of the geometrical parameters of the stack array on the distribution of surface coefficients at different Re numbers can be studied more thoroughly. The dimension-less numbers such as the gap-thickness ratio, \( g/t \) (\( t \) is the board thickness); the gap-sticker ratio, \( g/s \) (\( s \) is the sticker thickness); baord aspect ratio, \( W/t \) (\( W \) is the board width), can be examined.

Extensive experiments can be arranged to measure the time dependent local moisture content and strain in different directions at various locations of the boards such as: surface, center, etc. Comparisons of moisture content data with numerical results will improve the accuracy of the model unknowns and performance of the model. The strain data should be linked to moisture content data to establish new theories for their relationships. Lack of such strong and validated theories has slowed down the very much demanded analysis of stress and strain during drying.
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Appendix A

Dry wood densities

The raw data of expriments of Li[52] have been used to obtain the dry wood density of each individual board. Then the average density of the boards in a column is used for each board in a row, namely boards 1 to 7. Tables A.1 to A.4 provide the dry wood densities of each board in a row for four runs of Li with different Re numbers and side gap sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_d [kg/m^3]$</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>408</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Wood dry density used for boards of a row in Run No.7 of Li $Re_{D_h}=4400$, $g=1.5$ mm
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Table A.2: Wood dry density used for boards of a row in Run No.14 of Li, $Re_{Dh} = 4400$, $g = 21.5$ mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_d[kg/m^3]$</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3: Wood dry density used for boards of a row in Run No.10 of Li, $Re_{Dh} = 8800$, $g = 1.5$ mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_d[kg/m^3]$</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4: Wood dry density used for boards of a row in Run No.13 of Li, $Re_{Dh} = 8800$, $g = 21.5$ mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_d[kg/m^3]$</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>447</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Computer program for two-dimensional drying

The following program is written for the two-dimensional drying of western hemlock. For the surface coefficients on horizontal and vertical faces of the boards, equations were obtained by curve fitting the best equation to the numerical results of Chapter 5. This has been performed using a commercial software called "Table Curve 2D".

For the physical properties of liquid water and water vapor, polynomials have been curve fitted to the steam tables of [74] to provide accuracy of better than 0.3 percent.

For one dimensional drying, the ADI formulation in the first half time step is only used and some changes, like doubling the time step, has been made in order to solve for points number 9,8,7 of Figure 7.1, instead of the whole domain.
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DOUBLE PRECISION PSV, PV, SL, DTSAL, DTSAX, SAL, ROW, RNUL, XFS, ROSV
DOUBLE PRECISION amaxertv, amaxerrv, sumtv, sumxv, sumyv, smin, skl, alfa
DOUBLE PRECISION dmu, res, vrt, swin, tdsin, wsi, wwi, wwi2, win
DOUBLE PRECISION time, dt, rmax, rjac, SUM, SHAR, FIVNEW
DOUBLE PRECISION sumx, sumy, amaxerr, amaxert, sav, PSVT, MR, WINNEW
DOUBLE PRECISION ROTINT, TMINT, TMVIN, AMAIRIN
DOUBLE PRECISION T1(0:80,0:80,7), X1(0:80,0:80,7), T(0:80,0:80,7)
DOUBLE PRECISION XH(0:80,0:80,7)
DOUBLE PRECISION XX(80), YY(80), RX(80), RY(80), DX(80), DY(80)
DOUBLE PRECISION VX(80,80,3), VT(80,80,3), H1(80,80,3), DH(80,80,3), SiU(80,80,4), DU(80,80,4), SiRO(80,80,4), EPS(80,80,4), T1P(0:80,0:80,7), X1P(0:80,0:80,7)
DOUBLE PRECISION AMBDA(80,80), BX(80,7), ROMV(80,7), XEP(80,7), TM(80,7), AVX(7)
DOUBLE PRECISION A(80), B(80), C(80), D(80), E(80), F(80), G(80), H(80)
DOUBLE PRECISION BQY(80,7,2), QTIN(7), AMVIN(7), AMTIN(7), BQX(80,7)
DOUBLE PRECISION XHOM, TMINT, TXINT, TMVINT, AMAIRINT, AMAIRIN
DOUBLE PRECISION TAD, TSTD
DOUBLE PRECISION ADMA(80,80), BX(80,7), ROMV(80,7), XEP(80,7)
DOUBLE PRECISION SMIN = 0.028DO, SKL = 1.1D-18, ALFA = 0.0075DO, DMU = 0.0041DO
INTEGER NINT, NTIM, N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, N10, N11, N12
PARAMETER (AMAXERTV = 1.3, AMAXERRV = 5.7, SUMTV = 1.D-2, SUMXV = 1.D-2, SUMYV = 1.D-2, ALFA = 0.0075DO, DMU = 0.0041DO)
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NY1 = 78
NX1 = 78
NY = 78
NX = 78

C ASSIGNING THE INLET AIR CONDITIONS
VTIN = 0.0307412D0
TWIN = 48.99D0 + 273.15D0
TDIN = 327.4D0

C = ASSIGNING THE INITIAL VALUES FOR RUN 10 OF LI, RE=8800, G=1.5 MM
DO 45 K = 1,7
  IF(K.EQ.1) THEN
    DO 20 I = 1, NX1
    BX(I,K) = 0.D0
    TM(I,K) = TDIN
    DO 20 J = 1, NY1
    CX(I,J,K) = 0.4363548243D0
    T(I,J,K) = 293.15D0
    20 CONTINUE
  END IF
  IF(K.EQ.2) THEN
    DO 22 I = 1, NX1
    BX(I,K) = 0.D0
    TM(I,K) = TDIN
    DO 22 J = 1, NY1
    CX(I,J,K) = 0.5077487338D0
    T(I,J,K) = 293.15D0
    22 CONTINUE
  END IF
  IF(K.EQ.3) THEN
    DO 24 I = 1, NX1
    BX(I,K) = 0.D0
    TM(I,K) = TDIN
    DO 24 J = 1, NY1
    CX(I,J,K) = 0.481341388D0
    T(I,J,K) = 293.15D0
    24 CONTINUE
  END IF
  IF(K.EQ.4) THEN
    DO 26 I = 1, NX1
    BX(I,K) = 0.D0
    TM(I,K) = TDIN
    DO 26 J = 1, NY1
    CX(I,J,K) = 0.4756910137D0
    T(I,J,K) = 293.15D0
    26 CONTINUE
  END IF
  IF(K.EQ.5) THEN
    DO 28 I = 1, NX1
    BX(I,K) = 0.D0
    TM(I,K) = TDIN
  END IF

C
DO 28 J=1,NY1
CX(I,J,K)=0.426539893D0
TY(I,J,K)=293.15D0
28 CONTINUE
END IF
IF(K.EQ.4)THEN
DO 30 I=1,NX1
BQX(I,K)=0.D0
BX(I,K)=0.D0
TM(I,K)=TDIN
DO 30 J=1,NY1
CX(I,J,K)=4.034329438D0
TY(I,J,K)=293.15D0
30 CONTINUE
END IF
IF(K.EQ.7)THEN
DO 32 I=1,NX1
BQX(I,K)=0.D0
BX(I,K)=0.D0
TM(I,K)=TDIN
DO 32 J=1,NY1
CX(I,J,K)=4.034329438D0
TY(I,J,K)=293.15D0
32 CONTINUE
END IF
55 CONTINUE
DO 52 K=1,7
DO 50 I=1,NX1
BQY(J,K,1)=0.D0
BQY(J,K,2)=0.D0
BY(J,K,1)=0.D0
BY(J,K,2)=0.D0
DO 50 J=1,NY1
RO(I,J,4)=ROS
50 CONTINUE
52 CONTINUE
56 FORMAT(80(F15.9))
57 FORMAT(15,F14.4,80(F14.10))
58 FORMAT(15,1X,80(F10.3))
NTIM=0
TIME=0.0D0
DT=0.1D0/1.0D0
CALL GRIDY(YY,DY,RY,NY)
C ********** ASSIGNING THE INLET AIR CONDITIONS **********
100 NTIM=NTIM+1
IF(TIME.LE.20.0D0)DT=1.0D0*DT
IF(TIME.LT.2000.0D0.AND.TIME.GT.20.0D0)DT=20.0D0*DT
IF(TIME.LT.2000.0D0.AND.TIME.GT.2000.0D0)DT=1.0D0*DT
IF(TIME.LE.2000.0D0.AND.DT.GE.300.0D0)DT=300.0D0
IF(TIME.GT.2.0D0.AND.DT.GE.0.1D0*TIME)DT=0.1D0*TIME
IF(TIME.GT.9000.0D0)DT=1.0D0*DT
IF(TIME.LT.43200.0D0.AND.TIME+DTastics.DT+43200.0D0)DT=43200.0D0-DT
IF(TIME.LT.43200.0D0.AND.DT.GE.100.0D0)DT=100.0D0
IF(TIME.LE.43200.0D0.AND.TIME.GT.31000.0D0.AND.DT.GT.60.0D0)DT=60.0D0
IF(TIME.LT.461220.0D0.AND.DT.GE.60.0D0)DT=60.0D0
IF(TIME.LT.461220.0D0.AND.TIME+DT.GT.461220.0D0)
&DT=461220.0D0-DT
IF(TIME.LE.461220.0D0.AND.DT.GE.461220.0D0)
&DT=461220.0D0-DT
IF(TIME.LE.461220.0D0.AND.DT.GE.461220.0D0)
& TIME+DT.GE.461220.0D0)
&DT=461220.0D0
IF(TIME.LE.300.0D0.AND.DT.GE.50.0D0)DT=50.0D0
IF(TIME.LE.150.0D0)DT=150.0D0
TIME=DT+TIME
C ********** ASSIGNING THE INLET AIR CONDITIONS **********
IF(TIME.GE.43200.0D0.AND.TIME.LE.216000.0D0)THEN
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TWIN = 48.92 DO + 273.15 DO + (53.97 DO - 48.92 DO) / (216000.0 DO - 43200.0 DO)
& (TIME - 43200.0 DO)

TDIN = 54.02 DO + 273.15 DO + (81.96 DO - 54.02 DO) / (216000.0 DO - 43200.0 DO)
& (TIME - 43200.0 DO)

END IF

IF (TIME.GE.216000.0 DO. AND. TIME.LT.461220.0 DO) THEN
TWIN = 53.97 DO + 273.15 DO
TDIN = 81.96 DO + 273.15 DO
END IF

IF (TIME.GT.461220.0 DO. AND. TIME.LT.469620.0 DO) THEN
TWIN = 53.97 DO + 273.15 DO + (60.98 DO - 53.97 DO) / (352540.0 DO - 544140.0 DO)
& (TIME - 481220.0 DO)
TDIN = 81.96 DO + 273.15 DO + (65.13 DO - 81.96 DO) / (352540.0 DO - 544140.0 DO)
& (TIME - 481220.0 DO)
END IF

IF (TIME.GE.469620.0 DO) THEN
TWIN = 80.98 DO + 273.15 DO
TDIN = 85.13 DO + 273.15 DO
END IF

W S S = 0.62198 DO * PS V (TWIN) / (101325.0 DO - PS V (TWIN))
WW 1 = (315.137015 DO - 2.381 DO * TWIN) * W SS + TWIN - TDIN
WW 2 = 3151.37015 DO - 1.805 DO * TDIN - 4.186 DO * TWIN
WIN = WW1 / WW2

W SD = 0.82198 DO * PS V (TDIN) / (101325.0 DO - PS V (TDIN))
EMU = WIN / WSD
FIN = EMU / (1.0 DO - EMU) * PS V (TDIN) / 101325.0 DO
P ATM = 101325.0 DO
PSVT D = PS V (TDIN)
MR = 18.01528 DO / 28.964 DO
FIN NEW = WIN * PATM / PSVT D / (MR + WIN)
FIN = (FIN NEW + FIN) / 2.0 DO

5 PV IN = FIN * PSVT D

ROT IN = MR * PATM * (1.0 DO + WIN) * 28.9654 DO / (831.41 DO * TD IN)
& (MR + WIN)

CVIN = WIN / (1.0 DO + WIN)

AMIN = AM IN * CVIN
TM IN = AMIN * CVIN

TM V IN = AM IN * TDMIN

WIN NEW = TMIN / AM AIR IN
FIN NEW = WIN * PATM / PSVT D / (MR + WIN)

IF (ABS(WIN NEW - WIN) + WIN NEW GT. 0.0 DO . AND.
& ABS(FIN NEW - FIN) + FIN NEW GT. 0.0 DO) THEN

WIN = WIN NEW
FIN = FIN NEW
GO TO 5
END IF

4 CONTINUE

C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF (IFFLAG.NE.1) THEN
DO 25 K = 1, 7
AM IN (K) = ROVIN * VTIN
AM TIN (K) = AM IN (K) / CVIN
TIN (K) = TDIN

DO 25 1 = 1, 80
RO MV (1, K) = ROVIN
TM (1, K) = TDIN
FII (1, K) = FIN
25 CONTINUE

END IF
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C----------------------------------------------------------------------

C CALLING THE CORRECT MESH GENERATION FOR EACH BOARD AT EACH TIME STEP
IF (K.EQ.1) THEN
CALL GRIDX1 (XX, DX, RX, NX)
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END IF

IF (K .NE. 1) THEN
   CALL GRIDXX(XX,DX,RX,NX)
END IF

C ********** ASSIGNING THE VALUES FOR SURFACE COEFFICIENTS
CALL BQXYCAL(BX,BY,BQX,BQY,K,NX,NY,XX,YY)

185 NITOUT = 0

[Detailed code continues with assignments and calculations, similar to the original text]
CALL ard(ab,bb,cc,dd,ef,gf,i1,imax,jmax,jsac,k,nmax)
CALL CALXGRADXT(GXT,GXX,T1,X1,NX,NY,K)
CALL CALYGRADXT(GYT,GYY,T1,X1,NX,NY,K)
PRINT *,nmax,nmax
C........................................................
CALL TVCAL(TV,T,T,NX,NY,K)
C ******** START MASS EQUATION *********
NITNX=0
260 NITNX=NITNX+1
C........................................................
C *** SETTING THE COEFFICIENTS FOR ADI METHOD
DO 3000 1=1,NX
A(1)=0.0D0
B(NY)=0.0D0
C(NY)=0.0D0
C ** ASSIGNING ZERO TO ALL VALUES
B(1)=0.0D0
C(1)=0.0D0
D(1)=0.0D0
N(1)=0.0D0
H(1)=0.0D0
A(NY)=0.0D0
B(NY)=0.0D0
D(NY)=0.0D0
N(NY)=0.0D0
H(NY)=0.0D0
C --- FOR BOUNDARY POINTS NO. 2 & 8
IF( I.EQ.NX)THEN
J=1
C(J)=SVXY(I,J)
D(J)=SVXX(I,J)**(CX(I,J)-CX(I-1,J)-SVTY(I,J)**(TV(I,J+1.K)-TV(I,J.K))**2)
& *(XOM.TOM)*EPS(I,J)**2
XOM=CX(I,J.K)
TOM=T(I,J.K)
SAMO=DX(I)*DY(I)-SAI(XOM.TOM)*ROSV(TOM)**EPS(I,J)**2
& *(XOM-XEQ(I,J))
IF(NFIFLAG(I,J)).EQ.1)SAMO=0.0D0
B(1)=1.0D0*C(1)+DX(I)**EPS
D(1)=D(1)+CX(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(I)**EPS+SAMO
J=N
D(J)=SVXX(I,J)**(CX(I,J)-CX(I.J.K)+SVTY(I,J-1)**(TV(I,J.K)-TV(I,J-1,K)**2)
& *(TV(I,J.K)-TV(I,J-1.K)+SVTX(I,J)**(TV(I,J.I)-TV(I,J.I.K))**2)
XHOM=CX(NX,NY,K)
THOM=T(NX,NY,K)
SAMO=DX(I)*DY(I)-DAI(XHOM,THOM)**EPS
& ROSV(THOM)**EPS*(XHOM-XEQ(I,J))**2
IF(NFIFLAG(I,J)).EQ.1)SAMO=0.0D0
SHAH=DX(I)*DY(I)-DAI(XHOM,THOM)**EPS
& ROSV(THOM)**EPS*(THOM-XEQ(K))**2
IF(NFIFLAG(I,J)).EQ.1)SHAH=0.0D0
B(NY)=1.0D0*A(NY)+DX(I)*DY(NY)**EPS+SHAH
D(J)=D(J)+DX(I)*DY(I)**EPS+SHAH**EPS(K)-SAMO
END IF
C --- FOR BOUNDARY POINTS NO. 7 & 8
IF( I.LT.NX.AND.LGT.1)THEN
J=1
C(J)=SVXY(I,J)
D(J)=0.5D0*SVXX(I,J)**(CX(I,J)-CX(I-1,J)+SVTY(I,J)**(TV(I,J+1,K)-TV(I,J.K))**2)
& +0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)**(TV(I,J.I)-TV(I,J.I.K))**2
XOM=CX(I,J.K)
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\[ \text{T0M} = \text{T}(I,1,K) \]

\[ \text{B}(I) = -1.0D0*\text{C}(I)+\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(I)*\text{ROS} \]

\[ \text{D}(I) = \text{D}(I)+\text{CX}(I,K)*\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(I)*\text{ROS} \]

\[ \text{J}=\text{NY} \]

\[ \text{D}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXX}(I,J)*\text{CX}(I,J,K)+\text{SVTY}(I,J-1)*\text{CX}(I,J,K) \]

\[ &+ (\text{TV}(I,J,K)-\text{TV}(I,J-1,K)) *0.50D0*\text{SVTX}(I,J)*\text{TV}(I,J,K) \]

\[ &+ \text{TV}(I,J,K)+0.50D0*\text{SVXX}(I,J)*\text{CX}(I,J-1,K)+\text{CX}(I,J,K) \]

\[ &+ 0.50D0*\text{SVTX}(I,J)*\text{TV}(I,J,K) \]

\[ \text{A}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXY}(I,J-1)*\text{CX}(I,J,K)+\text{SVTY}(I,J)*\text{CX}(I,J,K) \]

\[ \text{XHOM} = \text{CX}(\text{NY},K) \]

\[ \text{THOM} = \text{T}(\text{NY},K) \]

\[ \text{SAH} = \text{DX}(I)*\text{BX}(I,K)*\text{DT}*(\text{XHOM}+\text{THOM})*\text{ROS}*(\text{THOM})*\text{EPS}(I,J)*2 \]

\[ \text{IF}(\text{NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1}) \text{SAH} = 0.0D0 \]

\[ \text{B}(\text{NY}) = -1.0D0*\text{A}(\text{NY})+\text{DY}(\text{NY})*\text{DX}(I)*\text{ROS}+\text{SHAH} \]

\[ \text{D}(J) = \text{D}(J)+\text{CX}(I,J,K)*\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(J)*\text{ROS}+\text{SHAH}+\text{XEQ}(I,K) \]

\[ \text{END IF} \]

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{FOR BOUNDARY POINTS NO. 1 & 5} \]

\[ \text{IF}((\text{EQ.1}) \text{THEN} \]

\[ \text{J} = 1 \]

\[ \text{C} = 0.50D0*\text{SVXY}(I,J) \]

\[ \text{D}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXX}(I,J)*\text{CX}(I,J,K)+\text{SVTY}(I,J)*\text{CX}(I,J,K) \]

\[ &+ \text{SVTX}(I,J)*\text{TV}(I,J,K) \]

\[ \text{XOM} = \text{CX}(I,K) \]

\[ \text{TOM} = \text{T}(I,K) \]

\[ \text{SAM0} = \text{DY}(I)*\text{BY}(I,J,K)*\text{DT}*(\text{XOM}+\text{TOM})*\text{ROS}*(\text{TOM})*\text{EPS}(I,J)*2 \]

\[ \text{&} \quad *(\text{XOM}+\text{XEQ}(I,K)) \]

\[ \text{IF}(\text{NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1}) \text{SAM0} = 0.0D0 \]

\[ \text{B}(1) = -1.0D0*\text{C}(1)+\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(I)*\text{ROS} \]

\[ \text{D}(1) = \text{D}(1)+\text{CX}(I,K)*\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(I)*\text{ROS} \]

\[ \text{SAM0} = \text{DX}(I)*\text{BX}(I,K)*\text{DT}*(\text{XHOM}+\text{THOM})*\text{ROS}*(\text{THOM})*\text{EPS}(I,J)*2 \]

\[ \text{IF}(\text{NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1}) \text{SAM0} = 0.0D0 \]

\[ \text{B}(\text{NY}) = -1.0D0*\text{A}(\text{NY})+\text{DY}(\text{NY})*\text{DX}(I)*\text{ROS}+\text{SHAH} \]

\[ \text{D}(J) = \text{D}(J)+\text{CX}(I,J,K)*\text{DX}(I)*\text{DY}(J)*\text{ROS}+\text{SHAH}+\text{XEQ}(I,K) \]

\[ \text{END IF} \]

\[ \text{C} \quad \text{FOR GENERAL SURFACE POINT NO. 4} \]

\[ \text{IF}((\text{EQ.NX}) \text{THEN} \]

\[ \text{A}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXY}(I,J) \]

\[ \text{C}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXY}(I,J) \]

\[ \text{D}(J) = 0.50D0*\text{SVXX}(I,J)-0.50D0*\text{SVTY}(I,J) \]

\[ \text{END IF} \]
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& \( (TV(I,J,k)-TV(I+1,J,k)+5VX(I,J,k)\) + 5VY(I,J,k) + 0.5D*SVTY(I,J,k) + \( TV(I,J,k)-TV(I-1,J,k)) \)

\( XO = CX(I,J,k) \)
\( TO = TV(I,J,k) \)
\( SAM = DY(I,J,k)*DT*SAI(XO,TO)*ROS*EPS(I,J)*\)

IF(NFIFLAG(I,J).EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0
B(J)=D(J)+CX(I,J,k)*DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS-SAM
END IF

C-----------------------------------------------FOR GENERAL INTERNAL POINT NO. 3

IF(I.LT.NX.AND.I.GT.1)THEN
A(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
C(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
D(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
B(J)=D(J)+CX(I,J,k)*DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS
END IF

C-----------------------------------------------FOR GENERAL SURFACE POINT NO. 3

IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
A(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
C(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
D(J)=0.5D*SVXY(I,J)
B(J)=D(J)+CX(I,J,k)*DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS
END IF

E(J)=B(J)-A(J)*H(J-1)
G(J)=C(J)/E(J)
H(J)=(D(J)-A(J)-G(J)*H(J))/E(J)

DO 2920 J=NY-1,1,-1
XH(I,J,k)=G(J)-H(J)*XH(I,J+1,k)
IF(XH(I,J,k).GT.XMAX)XH(I,J,k)=XMAX
IF(XH(I,J,k).LT.-0.03D0)XH(I,J,k)=-0.03D0
2920 CONTINUE

CALL CALXGRADX(T1,XH,NX,NY,K)
CALL CALYGRADX(T1,XH,NX,NY,K)

C-----------------------------------------------
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C **** START MASS EQUATION IN 2nd HALF TIME*******

C *** SETTING THE COEFFICIENTS
DO 1000 J=NY,1,-1
A(J)=0.0D0
C(J)=0.0D0
R(NX)=0.0D0

C ASSIGNING ZERO VALUES FOR STARTING THE COMPUTATIONS
B(1)=0.0D0
D(1)=0.0D0
E(1)=0.0D0
G(1)=0.0D0
H(1)=0.0D0
A(NX)=0.0D0
B(NX)=0.0D0
D(NX)=0.0D0
E(NX)=0.0D0
G(NX)=0.0D0

C FOR CORNER POINTS NO. 1 & 2
IF(J.EQ.NY)THEN
m=1
C(m)=SVXX(IJ)
D(m)=SVXY(IJ-1)*((XH(I,J,k)-XH(I,J,k-1)))+SVTX(IJ)
& *(TV(I+1,J,k)*TV(I,J,k))+SVTY(IJ-1)*TV(I,J,k)*TV(I+1,J,k))
X1M=XH(I,J,k)
X0M=XH(I,J,k)
XM0=CM(I,J,k)
TM0=T(I,J,k)
3AH=DY(J)*BY(J,K)*DT*SAI(XM0,TM0)*
& ROSV(TM0)*EPS(IJ)**2
IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1)SHAH=0.0D0
5AM0=DX(I)*SX(I,K)*DT*SAI(XM0,TM0)*ROS(TM0)*EPS(IJ)**2*
& (XM0-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1)SAM0=0.0D0
B(1)=1.0D0*C(D1)+DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS+SHAH
D(1)=D(1)+XH(I,J,k)*DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS+SHAH*EPS(IJ)*SAM0
X=NX
XHOM=XH(NX,J,k)
XM0=CM(I,J,k)
TM0=T(I,J,k)
A(NX)=SVXX(I-1,J)
D(1)=SVXY(I-1,J)*((XH(I,J,k)-XH(I,J,k-1)))+SVTX(I-1,J)
& *(TV(I,J,k)*TV(I,J,k))+SVTY(IJ-1)*TV(I,J,k)*TV(I,J,k))
3AH=DY(J)*BY(J,K)*DT*SAI(XM0,TM0)*
& ROSV(TM0)*EPS(IJ)**2
IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1)SHAH=0.0D0
5AM0=DX(I)*SX(I,K)*DT*SAI(XM0,TM0)*ROS(TM0)*EPS(IJ)**2*
& (XM0-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1)SAM0=0.0D0
B(NX)=1.0D0*A(NX)+DX(NX)*DY(J)*ROS+SHAH
D(1)=D(1)+XH(I,J,k)*DX(I)*DY(J)*ROS+SHAH*EPS(IJ)*SAM0
ENDIF
C FOR CORNER POINTS NO. 3 & 4
IF(J.LT.NY.AND.J.GT.1)THEN
m=1
C(m)=SVXX(IJ)
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\[ D(I) = 0.5D^0 * SVX(I,J-1) * (XH(I,J,k) - XH(I,J-1,k)) - SVT(I,J,k) \\
& (TV(I+1,J,k) - TV(I,J,k)) + 0.5D^0 * SVX(I,J,J+1) * (XH(I,J+1,k) - XH(I,J,k)) \\
& (TV(I,J,k) - TV(I,J,k)) - 0.5D^0 * SVY(I,J) * (TV(I,J+1,k) - TV(I,J,k)) \]

\[ XM = X(I,J,k) \]
\[ XM = XH(I,J,k) \]
\[ XM0 = CX(I,J,k) \]
\[ TM0 = T(I,J,k) \]

\[ SHAH = D(Y(I,J)) * B(I,J,K,1) * DT * SA(XM0,TM0) * ROSV(TM0) * EPS(I,J)**2 \]
\[ IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.3) SHAH = 0.0D0 \]

\[ B(I) = -1.0D0 * C(I) + DX(I) * DY(I) * ROS + SHAH \]
\[ D(I) = D(I) + XH(I,J,k) * DX(I) * DY(I) * ROS + SHAH * XEQ(I,K) \]

\[ C = NX \]
\[ XM0 = XH(NX,J,K) \]
\[ XM0 = CX(I,J,K) \]
\[ TM0 = T(I,J,k) \]

\[ SHAH = D(Y(I,J)) * B(I,J,K,2) * DT * SA(XM0,TM0) * ROSV(TM0) * EPS(I,J)**2 \]
\[ IF(NFILAG(I,K).EQ.1) SHAH = 0.0D0 \]

\[ B(NX) = 1.0D0 * A(NX) + DX(NX) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH \]
\[ D(I) = D(I) + XH(I,J,k) * DX(I) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH * XEQ(I,K) \]

\[ C = N \]
\[ C(I) = SVXX(I,J) \]

\[ D(I) = 1.0D0 * SVTX(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) - SVXX(I,J) \]
\[ & (XH(I,J,k) - XH(I,J,k)) + 0.5D^0 * SVTX(I,J,1) * TV(I,J,k) \]
\[ & (TV(I,J,k) - TV(I,J,k)) - 0.5D^0 * SVY(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) \]

\[ XM = X(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM = XH(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM0 = CX(I,J,K) \]
\[ TM0 = T(I,J,K) \]

\[ SHAH = D(Y(I,J)) * B(I,J,K,1) * DT * SA(XM0,TM0) * ROSV(TM0) * EPS(I,J)**2 \]
\[ IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1) SHAH = 0.0D0 \]

\[ B(NX) = 1.0D0 * A(NX) + DX(NX) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH \]
\[ D(I) = D(I) + XH(I,J,k) * DX(I) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH * XEQ(I,K) \]

\[ C = N \]
\[ C(I) = SVXX(I,J) \]

\[ D(I) = 1.0D0 * SVTX(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) - SVXX(I,J) \]
\[ & (XH(I,J,k) - XH(I,J,k)) + 0.5D^0 * SVTX(I,J,1) * TV(I,J,k) \]
\[ & (TV(I,J,k) - TV(I,J,k)) - 0.5D^0 * SVY(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) \]

\[ XM = X(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM = XH(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM0 = CX(I,J,K) \]
\[ TM0 = T(I,J,K) \]

\[ SHAH = D(Y(I,J)) * B(I,J,K,2) * DT * SA(XM0,TM0) * ROSV(TM0) * EPS(I,J)**2 \]
\[ IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1) SHAH = 0.0D0 \]

\[ B(NX) = 1.0D0 * A(NX) + DX(NX) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH \]
\[ D(I) = D(I) + XH(I,J,k) * DX(I) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH * XEQ(I,K) \]

\[ C = N \]
\[ C(I) = SVXX(I,J) \]

\[ D(I) = 1.0D0 * SVTX(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) - SVXX(I,J) \]
\[ & (XH(I,J,k) - XH(I,J,k)) + 0.5D^0 * SVTX(I,J,1) * TV(I,J,k) \]
\[ & (TV(I,J,k) - TV(I,J,k)) - 0.5D^0 * SVY(I,J) * TV(I,J,k) \]

\[ XM = X(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM = XH(I,J,K) \]
\[ XM0 = CX(I,J,K) \]
\[ TM0 = T(I,J,K) \]

\[ SHAH = D(Y(I,J)) * B(I,J,K,1) * DT * SA(XM0,TM0) * ROSV(TM0) * EPS(I,J)**2 \]
\[ IF(NFIFLAG(I,K).EQ.1) SHAH = 0.0D0 \]

\[ B(NX) = 1.0D0 * A(NX) + DX(NX) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH \]
\[ D(I) = D(I) + XH(I,J,k) * DX(I) * DY(J) * ROS + SHAH * XEQ(I,K) \]

\[ C = N \]
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G(1)=D(1)/B(1)  
H(1)=C(1)/B(1)

DO 900 I=2,N  
A(I)=0.0D0  
B(I)=0.0D0  
C(I)=0.0D0  
D(I)=0.0D0  
E(I)=0.0D0  
G(I)=0.0D0  
H(I)=0.0D0

C FOR GENERAL SURFACE POINT NO. 7

IF(J.EQ.NY)THEN
C(I)=D(0.5D0*SVXX(I,J))  
A(I)=D(0.5D0*SVXX(I-1,J))  
D(I)=3*SVXY(I,J)*XH(I,J,K)*XH(I,J-1,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)  
&+TV(I,J+1,K)+TV(I,J-1,K)+TV(I,J,K)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)
X1M=X(I,J,K)  
T1M=T(I,J,K)  
X0M=XH(I,J,K)  
XM=XM0(I,J,K)  
TM=TM0(I,J,K)
SAM0=DX(I)*BX(I,K)*DT*SA(X0M,T1M)*ROSV(TM0)*EPS(I,J)**2  
&-(X0M-XM0(I,J,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(I,J).EQ.1)SAM0=0.0D0
B(I)=1.0D0*(A(I)+C(I)+DX(I)*DY(I))*ROS  
D(I)=D(I)+XH(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(I)-ROS*SAM0  
END IF

C FOR GENERAL INTERNAL POINT NO. 9

IF(J.LT.NY.AND.J.GT.1)THEN
C(I)=0.5D0*SVXX(I,J)  
A(I)=0.5D0*SVXX(I-1,J)  
D(I)=0.5D0*SVXY(I,J)*XH(I,J,K)*XH(I,J-1,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)  
&+TV(I,J+1,K)+TV(I,J-1,K)+TV(I,J,K)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)
B(I)=1.0D0*(A(I)+C(I))+DX(I)*DY(I)*ROS  
D(I)=D(I)+XH(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(I)*ROS  
END IF

C FOR GENERAL SYMMETRY AXIS POINT NO. 8

IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
C(I)=0.5D0*SVXX(I,J)  
A(I)=0.5D0*SVXX(I-1,J)  
D(I)=0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)+TV(I,J-1,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)  
&+TV(I,J+1,K)+TV(I,J,K)+TV(I,J,K)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)  
&-TV(I,J,K)+0.5D0*SVTX(I,J)*TV(I,J,K)
B(I)=1.0D0*(A(I)+C(I))+DX(I)*DY(I)*ROS  
D(I)=D(I)+XH(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(I)*ROS  
END IF

C

E(I)=B(I)-A(I)*H(I-1)  
H(I)=C(I)/E(I)  
G(I)=(D(I)-A(I)*G(I-1))/E(I)
900 CONTINUE

E(NX)=B(NX)-A(NX)*H(NX-1)  
G(NX)=(D(NX)-A(NX)*G(NX-1))/E(NX)  
X1(NX,K,J)=G(NX)
IF(X(NX,K,J).GT.XMAX)X1(NX,K,J)=XMAX  
IF(X(NX,K,J).LT.0.03D0)X1(NX,K,J)=0.03D0
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DO 920 I = NX-1,1,-1
  X(I,J,K) = G(I)-H(I)-X(I+1,I,J,K)
  IF(X(I,J,K).GT.XMAX)X(I,J,K) = XMAX
  IF(X(I,J,K).LT.0.03D0)X(I,J,K) = 0.03D0
  CONTINUE
1000 CONTINUE

CALL CALXGRADXT(GXT,GXX,T1,X1,NX,NY,K)
CALL CALYGRADXT(GYT,GYY,T1,X1,NX,NY,K)

C .............................................................
C
5020 CALL CALSUM(T1,X1,T1P,X1P,SUM,T,AMAXERT,AMAXERX,NX,NY,K)
IF(AMAXERT.LE.AMAXERTV.AND.SUM.LE.SUMV.AND.AMAXERX.LE.AMAXERXV.AND.SUMX.LE.SUMXV)GO TO 5100
IF(NITOUT.GT.500)THEN
WRITE(1,'(A32,A15,A9,A11)')'CONVERGENCE FOR Ti AND Xi:',TIME,' K=',K
WRITE(2,'(A32,A15,A9,A11)')'NO CONVERGENCE FOR Ti AND Xi:',TIME,' K=',K
GO TO 9000
END IF
GO TO 250
5100 CONTINUE
IF(IFLAG=0)
PRINT *,'.NO. OF OUTER ITERATIONS',NITOUT,' K=',K
C ********** STARTING A NEW BOARD **********
IF(K.LT.7)THEN
GO TO 120
END IF
C ———— BEFORE GOING TO NEXT TIME STEP, UPDATING NEW X & T(N) WITH OLD
C ———— X & T(N+1) EVALUATING THE STACK AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT
5000 XAV=0.0D0
DO 8200 K = 1,7
  AVX(K) = 0.0D0
  DO 8000 I = 1,NX
    IF(LA(I,K) = 0)
      AX = 1.0D0
    ELSE IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.NX)
      AX = 0.5D0
    ELSE
      AX = 0.5D0
    END IF
    DO 8000 J = 1,NY
      IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY)
        AY = 1.0D0
      ELSE
        AY = 0.5D0
      END IF
    XAV = XAV + CX(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(J)*AX*AY
    AVX(K) = AVX(K) + CX(I,J,K)*DX(I)*DY(J)*AX*AY
  8000 CONTINUE
  XAV = XAV/(7.0D0*0.0525D0*0.105D0)
  CONTINUE
  XAV = XAV/(7.0D0*0.0525D0*0.105D0)
8200 CONTINUE

CALL DEVIATION(CX,AVX,DX,DY,NX,NY,AD,STD,TD,TSTD,
& GRADY,GRADX,GRADADMAX,GRADYMAX,GRADXMAX,AVGADY,AVGADXX
& & XGRADY,XGRADXX,CXMIN,CXMAX,JGX,JGY,JGJ,JGJMADMAX,JGJMAX).
& & (XJMAX,XJMIN,XJXMIN,GRADJX,GRADJMAX)
C ———— PREPARATION FOR PRINTING AFTER A CERTAIN NUMBER OF TIME STEPS
NP1TIM = TIME/3600.0D0
NP2TIM = TIME/7200.0D0
NP3TIM = TIME/14400.0D0
NP4TIM = TIME/36000.0D0
NP1TIM = TIME/7200.0D0*NP1TIM
NP2TIM = TIME/7200.0D0*NP2TIM
NP3TIM = TIME/14400.0D0*NP3TIM
NP4TIM = TIME/36000.0D0*NP4TIM
NM1TIM = TIME-TIME/TIME/3600.0D0
NM2TIM = TIME-TIME/7200.0D0
NM3TIM = TIME-TIME/14400.0D0
NM4TIM = TIME-TIME/36000.0D0
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IF (MOD(NTIM,15).EQ.1.AND.TIME.LT.30.0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (MOD(NTIM,10).EQ.1.AND.TIME.GE.30.0.AND.TIME.LE.500.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (MOD(NTIM,18).EQ.1.AND.TIME.GT.500.0.AND.TIME.LE.7200.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (MOD(NTIM,15).EQ.1.AND.TIME.GT.8000.0.AND.TIME.LT.18200.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (NTIM-NM1TIM .EQ .1.AND.TIME.GE.7200.0.AND.TIME.LT.14400.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (NTIM-NM2TIM .EQ .1.AND.TIME.GE.14400.0.AND.TIME.LT.37800.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (NTIM-NM4TIM .EQ .1.AND.TIME.GE.216000.0 A N D .TIME.LT.544140.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (NTIM-NM5TIM .EQ .1.AND.TIME.GE.216000.0 A N D .TIME.LT.544140.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (NTIM-NM4TIM .EQ .1.AND.TIME.GE.544140.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (TIME.GE.544140.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (TIME.GE.631200.0D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
   GO TO 660
ELSE
   IPRINT = 2
END IF

IF (TIME.GE.631200.0D0.AND.XAV.GE.0.150D0) THEN
   IPRINT = 1
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GO TO 660
ELSE
    IPRINT=2
ENDIF

C**** PRINTING THE TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE CONTENT FIELDS ***
660 IF(IPRINT.EQ.1) THEN
    K=1
    WRITE(1,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 1686 I=1,NX
    DO 1686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(1,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    1686 CONTINUE

    K=2
    WRITE(2,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 2686 I=1,NX
    DO 2686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(2,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    2686 CONTINUE

    K=3
    WRITE(3,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 3686 I=1,NX
    DO 3686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(3,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    3686 CONTINUE

    K=4
    WRITE(4,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 4686 I=1,NX
    DO 4686 J=1,NY
    4686 CONTINUE

    K=5
    WRITE(5,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 5686 I=1,NX
    DO 5686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(5,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    5686 CONTINUE

    K=6
    WRITE(6,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 6686 I=1,NX
    DO 6686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(6,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    6686 CONTINUE

    K=7
    WRITE(7,*) 'Zone T=TIME,TIME,'(S)',i='.
    & NY, i=i, NX
    DO 7686 I=1,NX
    DO 7686 J=1,NY
    WRITE(7,6600) I,J,XX(I),YY(J),T1(I,J,K),X1(I,J,K), & XGRAD(I,J,K)
    7686 CONTINUE

ENDIF

6600 FORMAT(2(I3),(F7.4,F7.4),F8.1,F8.5,F9.3)

C**** PRINTING FOR DEVIATION PARAMETERS
IF(MOD(NTIM,15).EQ.1.AND.DT.LE.50.0D0) THEN
    IPRINT=1
    GO TO 9660
ELSE
    IPRINT=2
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```
END IF
IF (MOD(N_TIM, 10).EQ.1.AND.DT.LE.100.0D0.AND.DT.GT.50.0D0)
   & THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (MOD(N_TIM, 6).EQ.1.AND.DT.LE.150.0D0.AND.DT.GT.100.0D0)
   & THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (MOD(N_TIM, 4).EQ.1.AND.DT.LE.300.0D0.AND.DT.GT.150.0D0)
   & THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (TIME.BQ.544140.0D0)
   THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (TIME.EQ.544140.0D0)
   THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (TIME.EQ.631200.0D0)
   THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

IF (TIME.GE.631200.0D0.AND.XAV.GE.0.1SD0)
   THEN
   JPRINT=1
   GO TO 9660
ELSE
   JPRINT=2
END IF

6657 FORMAT(I6,F9.1,3(F8.5),28(F8.5),42(F10.4),35(F8.5),5(7F7.4,7F7.4),84(13))
9660 IF(JPRINT.EQ.1)THEN
      WRITE(8,6657)N_TIM,TIME,XAV,TAD,TSTD,(AVX(K),K=1,7),(STD(K),K=1,7)
&,(AD(K),K=1,7),(ADMAX(K),K=1,7),(XGRADAV(K),K=1,7),
&,(XGRADMAX(K),K=1,7),(AVGRADXX(K),K=1,7),(GRADXXMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(AVGRADYY(K),K=1,7),(GRADYYMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CXMAX(K),K=1,7),(CXMIN(K),K=1,7),
&,(CJGRADMAX(K),CJGRADMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CXIGX(K),CXIGX(K),K=1,7),(CXIGY(K),CXIGY(K),K=1,7),
&,(CXIGX(K),CXIGX(K),K=1,7),(CXIGY(K),CXIGY(K),K=1,7),
&,(CXIGX(K),CXIGX(K),K=1,7),(CXIGY(K),CXIGY(K),K=1,7),
&,(CXMACH(K),CXMACH(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),
&,(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7),(CMAX(K),CMAX(K),K=1,7)
      END IF
```
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C & (JXMIN(K),K=1,7)
END IF
PRINT *, "TIME=", TIME
C ******** GOING TO THE NEXT TIME STEP ***************
C IF (TIME.LT.542860.0D0) GO TO 100
PRINT *, "NTIME=", NTIM
9000 CONTINUE
CLOSE(1)
CLOSE(2)
CLOSE(3)
CLOSE(4)
CLOSE(5)
CLOSE(6)
CLOSE(7)
CLOSE(8)
STOP
END

C================================================================================================
C================================================================================================
C CALCULATING THE AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENTS OF DIFFERENT CUTS
SUBROUTINE CALMCUT(CMH,CMV,CMSIDE,CMTOP,CMCENT,CX,DX,DY,NX,NY)
DOUBLE PRECISION CMH(5,7),CMV(3,7),CMSIDE(7),CMTOP(7),CMCENT(7),
                  CX(0:80.0:80,7),DX(80),DY(80),AX,AY,S1V,S2V,S3V,
                & S1DYDX,S2DYDX,S3DYDX,S3DYDX,S3DYDX
INTEGER NX,NY,1,J,K,NH,NF,NS
DO 100 K = 1,7
  S1V=0.0D0
  S2V=0.0D0
  S3V=0.0D0
  S1DYDX=0.0D0
  S2DYDX=0.0D0
  S3DYDX=0.0D0
  DO 10 I=1,NX
    AX=I.0D0
    IF (I.EQ.1 .OR. I.EQ.NX) AX=0.5D0
    S3V=S3V+AX*DX(1)*(0.5D0*DY(1)*CX(1,K)+DY(2)*CX(2,K)
                +DY(3)*CX(3,K)+DY(4)/3.0D0*CX(4,K))
    S3DYDX=S3DYDX+AX*DY(1)*(0.5D0*DY(1)+DY(2)+DY(3)+DY(4)/3.0D0)
  10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J=1,13
  S2V=S2V+AX*DY(J)*DX(1)*CX(J,K)
  S2DYDX=S2DYDX+AX*DY(J)*DX(1)
  10 CONTINUE
S3V=S3V+AX*DY(13)*DX(1)*CX(14,K)
S3DYDX=S3DYDX+AX*DY(13)*DX(1)
  20 CONTINUE
S1V=S1V+0.5D0*AX*DY(NY)*DX(1)*CX(1,NY,K)
S1DYDX=S1DYDX+0.5D0*AX*DY(NY)*DX(1)
  40 CONTINUE
CMV(1,K)=S1V/S1DYDX
CMTOP(K)=CMV(1,K)
CMV(2,K)=S2V/S2DYDX
CMV(3,K)=S3V/S3DYDX

DO 10 NH=1,5
  CMH(NH,K)=0.0D0
  IF(NH.EQ.1) THEN
    NS=1
  END IF
  IF(NH.EQ.3) THEN
    NS=16
  END IF
END
```
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NF=31
END IF
IF(NH.EQ.3)THEN
  NS=31
  NF=46
END IF
IF(NH.EQ.4)THEN
  NS=46
  NF=61
END IF
IF(NH.EQ.5)THEN
  NS=61
  NF=76
END IF
SH=0.0D0
SHDYDX=0.0D0
DO 60 I=NS,NF
  AX=1.0D0
  IF(I.EQ.NS.OR.I.EQ.NF)AX=0.5D0
  DO 50 J=1,NY
    AY=1.0D0
    IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY)AY=0.5D0
    SH=SH+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)*CX(I,J,K)
    SHDYDX=SHDYDX+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)
  50 CONTINUE
  DO 60 CONTINUE
CM(NH,K)=SH*SHDYDX
60 CONTINUE
SC=0.0D0
SCDYDX=0.0D0
SS=0.0D0
SSDYDX=0.0D0
DO 95 J=1,12
  AY=1.0D0
  IF(J.EQ.1)AY=0.5D0
  DO 80 I=1,16
    AX=1.0D0
    IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.16)AX=0.5D0
    SS=SS+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)*CX(I,J,K)
    SSSDYDX=SSDYDX+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)
  80 CONTINUE
  DO 95 CONTINUE
CM(NH,K)=SS/SSSDYDX
95 CONTINUE
SC=0.0D0
SCDYDX=0.0D0
DO 95 J=1,12
  AY=1.0D0
  IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.12)AY=0.5D0
  DO 80 I=1,61
    AX=1.0D0
    IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.61)AX=0.5D0
    SC=SC+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)*CX(I,J,K)
    SCDYDX=SCDYDX+AX*AY*DY(J)*DX(I)
  80 CONTINUE
  DO 95 CONTINUE
CM(NH,K)=SC/SCDYDX
95 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
```

---

**C**

C***CALCULATING THE COMPONENTS OF GRADIENTS OF MOISTURE CONTENT

SUBROUTINE CALGRADX(NH,GRADXX,GRADXXMAX,AVGRADXX,IGX,JGX,CX,DX,DY & NX,NY)

DOUBLE PRECISION GRADXX(80,80,7),CX(0:80,0:80,7),DX(80),DY(80)
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4. GMAX,GRADXXMAX(7),AVGRADXX(7),AX,AY
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K,JGX(7),JGY(7)
DO 50 K=1,7
   GRADXXMAX(K)=0.0D0
   AVGRADXX(K)=0.0D0
DO 50 J=NY,1,-1
   AY=1.0D0
   IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY)AY=0.5D0
DO 40 I=1,NX-1
   AX=1.0D0
   IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.NX)AX=0.5D0
DO 40 J=NY,1,-1
   AY=1.0D0
   IF(J.EQ.1.AND.(J.GT.3))AY=0.5D0
40 CONTINUE
I=NX
   AX=0.5D0
   GRADXX(NX,J,K)=GRADXX(NX-1,J,K)
   GMAX=ABS(GRADXX(I,J,K))
   AVGRADXX(K)=AVGRADXX(K)+AX*AY*DX(I)*DY(J)*GRADXX(I,J,K)
   IF(GMAX.GT.GRADXXMAX(K)) THEN
   GRADXXMAX(K)=GMAX
   IGX(K)=I
   JGX(K)=J
   END IF
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUBROUTINE CALGRADYX(GRADYX,GRADYXMAX,AVGRADYX,IGY,JGX,CX,DX,DY)
DOUBLE PRECISION GRADYX(0:80,0:80,7),CX(0:80,0:80,7),DX(80),DY(80)
& GMAX,GRADYXMAX(7),AVGRADYX(7),AX,AY
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K,IGY,JGY(7),IGX(7)
DO 50 K=1,7
   GRADYXMAX(K)=0.0D0
   AVGRADYX(K)=0.0D0
DO 50 J=NY,1,-1
   AY=1.0D0
   IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY)AY=0.5D0
DO 40 I=1,NX
   AX=1.0D0
   IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.NX)AX=0.5D0
DO 40 J=NY,1,-1
   AY=1.0D0
   IF(J.EQ.1.AND.(J.GT.3))AY=0.5D0
40 CONTINUE
J=NY
   AY=0.5D0
   GRADYX(I,NY,K)=GRADYX(1,NY-1,K)
   AVGRADYX(K)=AVGRADYX(K)+AX*AY*DX(I)*DY(J)*GRADYX(I,J,K)
   GMAX=ABS(GRADYX(I,J,K))
   IF(GMAX.GT.GRADYXMAX(K)) THEN
   GRADYXMAX(K)=GMAX
   IGY(K)=I
   JGY(K)=J
   END IF
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ******CALCULATING THE DEVIATION PARAMETERS
SUBROUTINE DEVIATION(CX,AXVX,DX,DXVX,NX,NY,AD1,ST1,TAD,TSTD1,
& GRADXX,GRADYX,XGRAD,ADMAX,GRADXXMAX,GRADYXMAX,AVGRADXX,
& AVGRADYX,XGRADVX,XCMAX,IGX,JGX,IGY,JGY,JST1,JAMAX,JASM1,
& IXMAX,JXMAX,IXMAX,JXMAX,JXVX,JXAMAX,JXAM1,GRADXXMAX)
DOUBLE PRECISION CX(0:80,0:80,7),AXVX(7),DXVX(80),DY(80),TAD,TSTD1,
& AD1(7),ST1(7),GRADXX(0:80,0:80,7),ADMAX(7),GRADXXMAX(0:80,0:80,7)
& XGRAD(0:80,0:80,7),GRADYXMAX(7),AVGRADXX(7),AXVX,AYVX,CXXMAX(7)
& GRADXXMAX(7),AVGRADXX(7),XGRADAVX(7),XGRADMAX(7),CXVX(7),CXXMAX(7),
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& \texttt{DDD1,DDD2,DDD3

INTEGER NX,NY,JK,JGy,JGY,JGX,JGx,JAdmax,JGradmax
& JAdmax,JXmax,JXMin,JYmax,JYMin,JGradmax
& JGradmax

TAd=0.0D0
TSTD=0.0D0
CALL CALGRADX(XGRADXX,GRADXX,AVGRADX,XGX,XGx,DY,NX,NY)
CALL CALGRADY(XGRADYX,GRADYX,AVGRADY,YGy,YGY,JGx,JGX,DY,NX,NY)

DO 200 K=1,7
   \texttt{AD(K)=0.0D0}
   \texttt{TStD(K)=0.0D0}
   \texttt{ADmax(K)=0.0D0}
   \texttt{CXmax(K)=0.0D0}
   \texttt{CXmin(K)=1.5D0}
   \texttt{XGradmax(K)=0.0D0}

DO 90 1=1,NX
   \texttt{AX=1.0D0}
   IF(I.EQ.1.OR.I.EQ.NX)AX=0.5D0
   DO 90 J=NY,1,-1
      \texttt{AY=1.0D0}
      IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY)AY=0.5D0
      \texttt{XGrad(I,J,K)=DSQRT(GradYY(I,J,K)**2+GradXX(I,J,K)**2)}
      \texttt{XGradX(I,J,K)=XGrad(I,J,K)**2*DX(I)*DY(J)*AX*AY}
      \texttt{XGradY(I,J,K)=XGrad(I,J,K)**2*DX(I)*DY(J)*AX*AY}
      \texttt{AD(K)=AD(K)+XGradX(I,J,K)+XGradY(I,J,K)}
      \texttt{TStD(K)=TStD(K)+XGradX(I,J,K)+XGradY(I,J,K)}
      IF(AD(K).GT.ADmax(K))THEN
         \texttt{ADmax(K)=AD(K)}
         \texttt{IAmax(K)=I}
         \texttt{JAmax(K)=J}
      END IF
      IF(CX(I,J,K).GT.CXmax(K))THEN
         \texttt{CXmax(K)=CX(I,J,K)}
         \texttt{ICXmax(K)=I}
      END IF
      IF(CX(I,J,K).LT.CXmin(K))THEN
         \texttt{CXmin(K)=CX(I,J,K)}
         \texttt{ICXmin(K)=I}
      END IF
      IF(XGrad(I,J,K).GT.XGradmax(K))THEN
         \texttt{XGradmax(K)=XGrad(I,J,K)}
         \texttt{IXGradmax(K)=I}
         \texttt{JXGradmax(K)=J}
      END IF
   CONTINUE
   \texttt{AD(K)=AD(K)/(0.0525D0*0.105D0)}
   \texttt{TAd=TAd+AD(K)}
   \texttt{TStD=TStD+TStD(K)}
   \texttt{XGradmax(K)=XGradmax(K)/(0.0525D0*0.105D0)}
200 CONTINUE

TAd=TAd/7.0D0
TStD=TStD/7.0D0
RETURN
END

C **THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE T AND X VALUES
C ** AT LAST AND CURRENT OUTER ITERATIONS + SUBSTITUTE THE TK AND XK'X
C ** WITH TI AND XI VALUES: XK & TK VALUES ARE THE LAST ITERATION VALUES

SUBROUTINE CALSUM(T1,X1,TK,SK,SUMX,SUMXAX,MAXERR,MAXERT,NX,NY,K)

DOUBLE PRECISION X1(0.80,0.80,7),T1(0.80,0.80,7),
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& XK(0:80,0:80,7), TK(0:80,0:80,7), AMAXERT, AMAXERX, SUMX, SUMT, ERT, ERX

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, K, LOCX I, LOCX J, LOCT I, LOCT J
AMAXERT = 0.0D0
AMAXERX = 0.0D0
SUMX = 0.0D0
SUMT = 0.0D0
ERX = 0.0D0
ERT = 0.0D0

DO 10 I = 1, NX
DO 10 J = 1, NY
ERT = ABS(TK(I, J, K) - TK(I, J, K))
ERX = ABS(XK(I, J, K) - XK(I, J, K))
IF(ERT .GE. AMAXERT) THEN
LOC T I = I
LOC T J = J
AMAXERT = ERT
END IF
IF(ERX .GE. AMAXERX) THEN
LOC X I = I
LOC X J = J
AMAXERX = ERX
END IF
SUMX = SUMX + ERX
SUMT = SUMT + ERT
TK(I, J, K) = TK(I, J, K)
XK(I, J, K) = XK(I, J, K)

C ** BOUNDING THE T I'S
IF(TK(I, J, K) .GT. 317.0D0) TK(I, J, K) = 317.0D0
IF(TK(I, J, K) .LT. 285.0D0) TK(I, J, K) = 285.0D0
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C ** UPDATING THE CONDITIONS OF THE DRYING AIR

SUBROUTINE XTARUPDATENEW2(XH, ROMV, TDIN, TWIN, VTIN, NX, NY, BY, BX
& DX, DY, EPS, AMTIN, AMVIN, TH, HH, BQY, TIN, TM, BQX, FII, IFIFLAG
& NFIFLAG, WIN, IFIFLAG)

DOUBLE PRECISION TDIN, TWIN, VTIN, FIIN, PATM, PVIN
& PV, PSV, CVM, ROVIN, VT, TMS, VMS, DM, DQ, XM, TGM, SAI, ROV,
& SS, SQ, TV, SV, SAM, AMAIRIN, W, BM, SQM, WIN, ROTIN, TMIN, TMVIN
& MR

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, K, NLOOP, NFIFLAG(80,7), IFIFLAG

DOUBLE PRECISION XH(0:80,0:80,7), ROMV(80,7), AMVIN(7), AMTIN(7)
& BY(80, 7, 2), BX(80, 7), TMS(80, 7), HH(80, 80, 3), BQY(80, 7, 2),
& BQX(80, 7), TIN(7), TM(80, 7), DX(80), DY(80), EPS(80, 80), XEQ(80, 7)
& FIIN(80, 7)

PATM = 101325.0D0
PVIN = FIIIN * PSV(TDIN)
MR = 18.01528D0 / 28.948D0

C ************
ROVIN = MR * PATM * ((1.0D0 + WIN) / (8314.41D0 * TDIN))
& \((/(MR+WIN))
CVM = WIN * ROVIN * CVM
ROVIN = ROVIN * CVM
TMVIN = ROVIN * VTIN
AMAIRIN = TMVIN - TMVIN

DO 80, NLOOP = 1, 5
TMS = 0.0D0
TQ = 0.0D0

C ** ASSIGNING ZERO VALUES TO NFIFLAG'S AT START OF EACH ITERATION
DO 7, K = 1, 7
DO 7, I = 1, JX
NFIFLAG(I, K) = 0
7 CONTINUE

C *** STARTING CALCULATIONS FOR A NEW BOARD
DO 70, K = 1, 7

END
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C ASSIGNING THE INLET VALUES FOR K=1
IF(K.EQ.1) THEN.
  TWIN=TW1N
  TIN(K)=TDIN
  AMVIN(K)=TMVIN
  AMTIN(K)=TMIN
  VT=VTIN
END IF

TMS=AMTIN(K)
VMS=AMVIN(K)
C STARTING UPDATING FOR A NEW I
DO 30 I=1,NX
  DM=0.0D0
  DQ=0.0D0
  DQM=0.0D0
C UPDATING FOR THE LEADING EDGE (I=1)
IF(I.EQ.1) THEN
  DO 10 J=1,NY
    XOM=XH(I,J,K)
    TOM=TH(I,J,K)
    SAM=DX(I)*BXY(J,K)*SA(DX(I,J)*TOM)*
      & RO5V(TOM)*EPS(J)))*2*(XOM-XEQ(I,K))
    IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY) THEN
      DM=DM+0.5D0*SA
      DQM=DQM+0.5D0*SA*HH(I,J,1)
      DQ=DQ+BQY(J,K,1)*(TOM-TM(I,K))*DY(J)
      & +0.5D0*SA*HH(I,J,1)
    ELSE
      DM=DM+SAM
      DQM=DQM+SAM*HH(I,J,1)
      DQ=DQ+BQY(J,K,1)*(TOM-TM(I,K))*DY(J)
      & +SAM*HH(I,J,1)
    END IF
  CONTINUE
END IF
C **RESET DM & DQ TO ZERO AFTER USING FOR I=1 & REUSE THEM FOR I=1
IF(I.NE.1) THEN
  DM=0.0D0
  DQ=0.0D0
  DQM=0.0D0
END IF
C **** FOR J=NY ON HORIZONTAL WALL
X0M=XH(I,NY,K)
TOM=TH(I,NY,K)
SAMO=DX(I)*BXY(I,K)*SA(DX(I,K)*TOM)*RO5V(TOM)*EPS(I,NY)*2*
  & (XOM-XEQ(I,K))
SS=0.5D0*SA
SQ=0.5D0*SA*HH(I,NY,1)+0.5D0*BQX(I,K,1)*(TOM-TM(I,K))*DX(I)
SQM=0.5D0*SA*HH(I,NY,1)
IF(I.NE.1) THEN
  DM=SS
  DQ=SQ
  DQM=SQM
END IF
C **** FOR I=N ON VERTICALL WALL AT THE BOARD'S BACK
IF(I.EQ.NX) THEN
  DO 20 J=1,NY
    XOM=XH(I,J,K)
    TOM=TH(I,J,K)
    SAM=DX(I)*BXY(J,K,2)*SA(DX(I,J)*TOM)
      & *RO5V(TOM)*EPS(J)*2*(XOM-XEQ(I,K))
    IF(J.EQ.1.OR.J.EQ.NY) THEN
      DM=DM+0.5D0*SA
      DQM=DQM+0.5D0*SA*HH(I,J,1)
    ELSE
      DM=DM+SAM
      DQM=DQM+SAM*HH(I,J,1)
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DQ = DQ + 0.5D0 * BQY(J,K,2) * (TOM - TM(I,K)) * DY(J) + 0.5D0 * SAM * HH(I,J,1) 

ELSE

DM = DM + SAM
DQM = DQM + SAM * HH(I,J,1)
DQ = DQ + BQY(J,K,2) * (TOM - TM(I,K)) * DY(J) + SAM * HH(I,J,1)

ENDIF

20 CONTINUE

ENDIF

TM S = TMS + DM
VMS = VMS + DM
TQ = TQ + DQ
DV = DM / (ROSM * TMS / (I,K))
VT = VT + DV
ROMV(I,K) = VMS / VT
TM(I,K) = TIN(I) + TQ / (1008.0D0)
TW = TIN(I) + TQ / (MR + W)
C **** THIS IS FOR THE CASE FII(I,K)
IF(FII(I,K) .GT. 1.0D0) THEN
IF(IFLAG .NE. 1) THEN
FII(I,K) = 1.0D0
END IF
CALL CALXEQ(XEQ, TM, FII, NX)
ENDIF
ENDIF

C FOR THE BACK VERTICAL WALL
IF(I .NE. NX) THEN
IF(IFLAG .NE. 1) THEN
TMS = TMS + SS
VMS = VMS + DV
TQ = TQ + SQ
ELSE
TQ = TQ + SQ
ENDIF

ENDIF

IF(K .LE. 8 .AND. I .EQ. NX) THEN
AMVIN(K + 1) = VMS
AMTMIN(K + 1) = TMS
TMIN(K + 1) = TM(I,K)
TM(I,K) = TM(I,K)
ENDIF

C "***" going for next I'
30 CONTINUE

C "***" going for next K'
70 CONTINUE
CALL CALXEQ(XEQ, TM, FII, NX)
C "***" going for next ITERATION LOOP'
80 CONTINUE

RETURN

C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE CALXGRADXT(GXT, GXX, T, CX, NX, NY, K)
DOUBLE PRECISION GXT(80, 80), GXX(80, 80), T(0:80, 0:80, 7)
REAL CX(0:80, 0:80, 7)
INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, K
DO 50 J = I, NY
DO 40 I = 1, NX
GXX(I,J) = CX(I+1, J, K) - CX(I, J, K)
GXT(I,J) = T(I+1, J, K) - T(I, J, K)
40 CONTINUE

50 CONTINUE
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GXX(NX,J)=GXX(NX-1,J)
GXT(NX,J)=GXT(NX-1,J)
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C SUBROUTINE CALYGRADXT(GYT,GYX,T,CX,NX,NY,K)
C IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z)
DOUBLE PRECISION GYT(80,80),GYX(80,80),T(0:80,0:80,7)
& CX(0:80,0:80,7)
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K
DO 50 I=1,NX
DO 40 J=1,NY-1
GYX(I,J)=CX(I,J+1,K)-CX(I,J,K)
GYT(I,J)=T(I,J+1,K)-T(I,J,K)
40 CONTINUE
GYX(I,NY)=GYX(I,NY-1)
GYT(I,NY)=GYT(I,NY-1)
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C CALCULATING THE EQUILIBRUM MOISTURE CONTENT OF AIR
SUBROUTINE CALXEQ(XEQ,TM,FII,NX)
DOUBLE PRECISION XEQ(80,7),FI(I,7),TM(80,7)
& AKI,AK2,W,AKK
INTEGER NX,I,K
DO 50 K=1,7
DO 50 I=1,NX
TT=TM(I,K)
AK1=.459875133D0+0.321554160D0-5.01228D-4*TT**2
AK2=-.172194726D0+4.731747D-3*TT-5.55336D-8*TT**2
W=1.416450192D0-9.0122640D0+0.185320D0*TT**2
AKK=AK1*AK2*FI(I,K)
XEQ(I,K)=.18.0D0/W*(AKI*AKK/(1.0D0+AKI*AKK)+AKK/(1.0D0-AKK))
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C CALCULATING THE INTERNAL ENERGY OF PHASES
SUBROUTINE UHCAL(U,H,D,U,D,H,T,K,NX,NY)
DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,A3,C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,E1,E2,
& F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,G1,G2,G3,G4,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,T
DOUBLE PRECISION U(80,80,4),H(80,80,3),D(80,80,4),D(80,80,3)
& T(0:80,0:80,7)
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K
A1=-8.99194819071S817D-01
A2=1.90849592088809D+03
A3=1.920416958358803D+06
C1=3.911292745066279D-05
C2=4.830177704172579D-02
C3=2.27439942123499D+01
D1=4.041035127382818D-05
D2=-4.955357718019450D-02
D3=2.743992421234984D+01
E1=3.140814867379428D+02
F1=-7.995171243369896D+05
G1=-7.995171243369896D+05
Q1=-7.995171243369896D+05
P1=-7.995171243369896D+05
Q2=-7.995171243369896D+05
P2=-7.995171243369896D+05
Q3=-7.995171243369896D+05
P3=-7.995171243369896D+05
Q4=-7.995171243369896D+05
P4=-7.995171243369896D+05
Q5=-7.995171243369896D+05
P5=-7.995171243369896D+05
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\[
\begin{align*}
G_1 &= 3.33053488154814D-05 \\
G_2 &= -3.72135659210400D-02 \\
G_3 &= 8.98184411227043D+00 \\
G_4 &= 1.1073781180579D+03 \\
G_5 &= -2.378401980811967D-06 \\
P_2 &= 3.414183570:24922D-03 \\
P_3 &= -1.8345275551733410+00 \\
P_4 &= 4.3188430581349050+02 \\
P_5 &= -3.3201885728213480+04 \\
q_1 &= 2.3176636975431D-05 \\
q_2 &= -1.3780621566426D-02 \\
q_3 &= 2.813889900431855D+00 \\
q_4 &= 1.1904894471075310+03 \\
\end{align*}
\]

DO 10 J=1,NX
DO 10 I=1,NY

\[
\begin{align*}
T_P &= T(I,J,K) \\
a(I,J,3) &= C_1 \times T_P \times 4 + C_2 \times T_P \times 3 + C_3 \times T_P \times 2 + C_4 \times T_P + C_5 \\
U(I,J,1) &= A_1 \times T_P \times 2 + A_2 \times T_P + A_3 \\
U(I,J,4) &= 123010.000 - 212.05D0 \times T_P + 2.425D0 \times T_P \times 2 \\
H_1(I,J,3) &= 0_1 \times T_P \times 4 + D_2 \times T_P \times 3 + 0_3 \times T_P \times 2 + D_4 \times T_P + D_5 \\
H_1(I,J,1) &= B_1 \times T_P \times 2 + E_2 \times T_P + E_3 \\
H_1(I,J,2) &= H_1(I,J,3) \\
D_H(I,J,3) &= F_1 \times T_P \times 4 + F_2 \times T_P \times 3 + F_3 \times T_P \times 2 + F_4 \times T_P + F_5 \\
D_H(I,J,1) &= G_1 \times T_P \times 3 + G_2 \times T_P \times 2 + G_3 \times T_P + G_4 \\
D_U(I,J,3) &= P_1 \times T_P \times 4 + P_2 \times T_P \times 3 + P_3 \times T_P \times 2 + P_4 \times T_P + P_5 \\
D_U(I,J,4) &= 1112.00 + 4.85D0 \times (T_P - 273.15D0) \\
\end{align*}
\]

10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

---

C *** CALCULATING THE DENSITY OF MOISTURE IN EACH PHASE *****
C *** AND DRY WOOD HEAT CONDUCTIVITY + CHARACTERISTICS OF BOUND WATER***
C
V = VAPOUR  B = BOUND  F = FREE

SUBROUTINE ROFPCAL(RO, EPS, EPSD, CX, T, NX, NY, ROS, AMBDA, XMAX & U, I,D, DH)

DOUBLE PRECISION X0, CT, XF, XFSR, ROS, ROTW, ROBSF, RF, EPSD, UD, HD, & DUD, DB, XMAX, ROW, ROVS, SAI

DOUBLE PRECISION RO(80,80,4), EPS(80,80), CX(0:80.0:80.7), & T(0:80.0:80.7), AMBDA(80,80), U(80,80,4), H(80,80,3), D(80,80,3) & U, DH(80,80,3)

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, K, NP

EPSD=RO/1500.0DD

DO 10 J=1,NX
DO 10 I=1,NY

RO(I,J,4)=ROS
X0=CX(I,K)
CT=T(I,K)
XF=XFSR(CT)

ROTW=AXI(I,K)*ROS

IF(X0.GT.XF)THEN
RO(I,J,2)=XF*ROS
RO(I,J,3)=ROTW-RO(I,J,2)
ELSE
RO(I,J,3)=0.0
RO(I,J,2)=CX(I,K)*ROS
END IF

EPS(I,J)=EPSD-RO(I,J,3)/ROW(CT)
RO(I,J,1)=ROSV(CT)*SAI(X0,CT)*EPS(I,J)

IF(X0.GT.XF)RO(I,J,2)=ROTW-RO(I,J,2)-RO(I,J,1)
EPS(I,J)=EPSD-RO(I,J,2)/ROW(CT)
RO(I,J,1)=ROSV(CT)*SAI(X0,CT)*EPS(I,J)

IF(X0.LE.XF)THEN
RO(I,J,2)=0.0DD
RO(I,J,1)=ROTW-RO(I,J,1)
END IF

ROBSF=XF*ROS
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\[
RF = RO(I,J,2)/ROBSF
\]
\[
UD = U(I,J,1)-U(I,J,3)
\]
\[
HD = H(I,J,1)-H(I,J,3)
\]
\[
U(I,J,2) = U(I,J,3)-0.4DO*D*(1.0DO-RF+RF*RF/3.0DO)
\]
\[
H(I,J,2) = H(I,J,3)-0.4DO*H*D*(1.0DO-RF+RF*RF/3.0DO)
\]
\[
\Delta U(I,J) = \Delta U(I,J,1)-\Delta U(I,J,3)
\]
\[
\Delta H(I,J) = \Delta H(I,J,1)-\Delta H(I,J,3)
\]
\[
\Delta U(I,J,2) = \Delta U(I,J,3)-0.4DO*D(U*D*(1.0DO-RF+RF*RF/3.0DO)
\]
\[
\Delta H(I,J,2) = \Delta H(I,J,3)-0.4DO*H*D*(1.0DO-RF+RF*RF/3.0DO)
\]
\[
\lambda(I,J) = 0.0DO
\]
\[
DO 5 NP = 1,3
\]
\[
\lambda(I,J) = \lambda(I,J)+RO(I,J,NP)
\]
\[
5 \text{ CONTINUE}
\]
\[
\lambda(I,J) = RO*S/1000.0DO+0.4DO*\lambda(I,J)/RO*S+0.024DO
\]
\[
10 \text{ CONTINUE}
\]
\[
XMAX = EPS*D1000.DO/ROS
\]
\[
RETURN
\]
\[
END
\]

C —— EVALUATING THE VT'S & VX'S COEFFICIENTS AT THE NODES ———
C
\[
V = \text{VAPOUR, B=BOUND, F=FREE, S=SOFT, SOLID}
\]

SUBROUTINE VTXCAL(VX,VT,RON,T,CX,NX,NY,CLM,3MIN,3MAX,ALFA,DUM, & % EPS,ROA)

DO DOUBLE PRECISION CM0,CT1,XF1,XP,F,ROA,AS,DUM,
& \text{XMAX,CLMN,ALFA,DMU,} & SKL,EPS,ROA)

DO 10 I=1,NX

DO 10 J=1,NY

CM0=CM(I,J,K)

CT1=T(I,J,K)

RELT=T(I,J,K)/273.15DO

XF1=XPSP(CT1)

V=1.2148D-4*18.0DO/ALFA/8314.41DO*EPS(I,J)*(CT1**0.75DO)

AS=16.3737D-3*E19.0DO/CM0,C81,1)/(CT1)**3

PSV=102142.821DO/760.0DO*1.0DO

DD=2818.6DO/CT1*1.6988DO*DLOG10(CT1)

& \cdot 5.7546D-3*CT1+1.328D-6*CT1**2

DPSV=PSV*DLOG10(1.0DO)*DD

VX(I,J)=V*DTS(A(CM0,CT1)*PSV+DPSV*SA(CM0,CT1))

& *DTS(A(CM0,CT1)*PSV)

DUX=40.0DO*(RON(I,J,2)/ROA-XF1)/6500.0DO/CT1

PL=PV(CM0,CT1)/101325.0DO

CL1=CT1/298.15DO

DBM=DEXP(DEX)

3BT=1.0DO*(18.0DO+25.1DO*DLOG(CL1)-3.314DO*DLOG(PL))

V(I,J,2)=1000.DO*(DUM*DBM+(S8.314DO*CT1/FV(CM0,CT1))

& *DTS(A(CM0,CT1)*PSV+DPSV*SA(CM0,CT1)))

VX(I,J,2)=1000.DO*(DUM*DBM*3.314DO*CT1/FV(CM0,CT1)

& *DTS(A(CM0,CT1)*PSV)

V(I,J,3)=0.0DO

IF(CM0.LE.XF1)THEN

VX(I,J,3)=0.0DO

GO TO 8
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END

\[ z = \frac{(C_{M0} - X_F1)}{(X_{MAX} - X_F1)} \]

\[ SS = \frac{(S - S_{MIN})}{(1.0D0 - S_{MIN})} \]

\[ A_{KL} = \frac{1.0D0 - \cos(SS)}{\text{RNUL}(C_{T1})} \]

\[ F_X = \frac{AKL}{RNUL(C_{T1})(S^{0.61D0} \cdot (CM0 - X_F1))} \]

\[ IF(S_{LE}.S_{MIN}.AND.CM0.GE.X_F1)THEN \]

\[ VX(1,1,3) = 0.0D0 \]

END IF

\$ \text{CONTINUE} \$

10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


D O U B L E  P R E C I S I O N  F U N C T I O N  P S V ( T )

DOUB LE  PRECISION T

\[ PSV = \frac{102142.6210}{760.0D0 \cdot 10.0D0 \cdot (16.373D0 - 2815.6D0 \cdot T \ \& \ - 1.908D0 \cdot DLOG10(T) + 0.754D0 \cdot T + 0.007D0 \cdot T^{**2})} \]

RETURN
END

C ----------------------------------------------------------

S U B R O U T I N E  G R I D Y ( Y Y , D Y , R Y , N Y )

DOUB LE  PRECISION YY(80),RY(80),DY(80)

I N T E G E R  NY,I,J,NS1

YY(1) = 0.0D0

NS1 = 40

SR1 = 0.92909D0

YS1 = 0.052SD0

\[ S = 1.0D0 \]

\[ S_T = 0.5D0 \]

DO 10 I = 1,NS1-2

\[ S = S \cdot S_R1 \]

\[ S_T = S_T + S \]

10 CONTINUE

\[ S = S \cdot S_R1 \]

\[ S_T = S_T + 0.5D0 \cdot S \]

DY(1) = YS1/ST

DO 30 I = 2,NS1

\[ DY(I) = DY(I-1) \cdot S_R1 \]

30 CONTINUE

NY = NS1

DO 120 I = 1,NY

IF(I.EQ.114)GO TO 114

\[ YY(I) = YY(I-1) \cdot 0.5D0 \cdot (DY(I) + DY(I+1)) \]

114 IF(I.EQ.NY)GO TO 120

\[ YY(I) = YY(I) \cdot (DY(I) + DY(I+1)) \]

120 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C— G R I D  G E N E R A T I O N  F O R  B O A R D S  N O . 1 ———

S U B R O U T I N E  G R I D X 1 ( X X , D X , R X , N X )

DOUB LE  PRECISION XX(80),RX(80),DX(80)

I N T E G E R  NX,I,NS1,NS2,NS3,NS4,NS5,ST

X(I) = 0.0D0

NS1 = 17

SR1 = 1.0D0

X3 = 0.910D0

\[ S = 1.0D0 \]

\[ S_T = 0.5D0 \]

DO 30 I = 1,NS1-1

\[ S = S \cdot S_R1 \]

\[ S_T = S_T + S \]

30 CONTINUE

DX(I) = X31/ST

DO 30 I = 2,NS1

DX(I) = DX(I-1) \cdot S_R1
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30 CONTINUE
NS2=17
XS2=0.02000
SR2=1.0D0/1.05DO
S=1.0DO
ST=1.0DO
DO 50 I=1,NS2
S=S*SR2
ST=ST+3
50 CONTINUE
DX(NS1+1)=((XS2-XS1)/ST
DO 60 I=2,NS2
DX(I+NS1)=DX(I+NS1-1)*SR2
60 CONTINUE
NS3=26
XS3=0.065DO
SR3=1.0DO
S=1.0DO
ST=1.0DO
DO 70 I=1,NS3-1
S=S*SR3
ST=ST+3
70 CONTINUE
DX(NS2+NS1+1)=(XS3-XS2)/ST
DO 80 I=2,NS3
DX(I+NS1+NS2)=DX(I+NS1+NS2-1)*SR3
80 CONTINUE
NS4=6
XS4=0.090DO
SR4=1.0DO/1.5DO
S=1.0DO
ST=1.5DO
DO 90 I=1,NS4
S=S*SR4
ST=ST+3
90 CONTINUE
DX(NS2+NS1+NS3+NS4)=(XS4-XS3)/ST
DO 100 I=2,NS4
DX(I+NS1+NS2+NS3)=(1+NS4-1)*SR4
100 CONTINUE
NS5=10
XS5=0.105DO
SR5=1.0DO/1.2DO
S=1.0DO
ST=1.2DO
NT=NS1+NS2+NS3+NS4+NS5
DO 105 I=1,NS5-2
S=S*SR5
ST=ST+0.5DO*S
DX(NT+1)=(XS5-XS4)/ST
DO 110 I=2,NS5
DX(I+NT)=DX(I+NT-1)*SR5
110 CONTINUE
NX=NT+NS5
C THIS IS A SECTION TO MAKE EQUAL DX'S
C NX=78
D0 111 I=1,NX
DX(I)=0.1035DO/(NX*1)
111 CONTINUE
D0 120 I=1,NX
IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 114
XX(I)=XX(I-1)+0.4DO*(DX(I)+DX(I-1))
114 IF(I.EQ.NX)GO TO 120
RX(I)=DX(I)/(DX(I)+DX(I+1))
120 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C— 3ID GENERATION FOR BOARDS NO. 2-7
SUBROUTINE GRIDXX(XX,DX,RX,NX)
DOUBLE PRECISION XX,DX
DOUBLE PRECISION XX,DX
INTEGER NX,NS1,NS2,NS3,NS4,NT
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```
XX(1)=0.0D0
NS1=19
SR1=1.1D0
XS1=0.025D0
N=1.0D0
ST=0.0D0
DO 10 I=1,NS1
S=SR1
ST=ST+S
10 CONTINUE
DX=X(S)/ST
DO 30 I=2,NS1
DX(I)=DX(I-1)*SR1
30 CONTINUE
NS2=7
XS2=0.065D0
SR2=1.2D0
S=1.0D0
ST=1.0D0
DO 50 I=1,NS2
S=ST+S
50 CONTINUE
DX(NS1+1)=X(NS2-XS1)/ST
DO 70 I=2,NS2
DX(I+NS1)=DX(I+NS1-1)*SR2
70 CONTINUE
NS3=7
XS3=0.095D0
SR3=1.0D0/1.2D0
S=1.0D0
ST=1.0D0
DO 90 I=1,NS3
S=ST+S
90 CONTINUE
DX(NS2+NS1+1)=(X(S3-XS2))/ST
DO 110 I=2,NS3
DX(I+NS1+NS2)=DX(I+NS1+NS2-1)*SR3
110 CONTINUE
NT=NS1+NS2+NS3
DO 130 I=1,NT
S=ST+S
S=ST+0.5D0*S
130 CONTINUE
DX(NT+1)=(X(S4-XS3))/ST
DO 150 I=2,NT
DX(I+NT)=DX(I+NT-1)*SR4
150 CONTINUE
NX=NT+NS4
C THIS IS A SECTION TO MAKE EQUAL DX'S
NX=76
DO 170 I=1,NX
DX(I)=0.1035D0/(NX-1)
170 CONTINUE
DO 190 I=1,NX
IF(I.EQ.1)GO TO 104
XX(I)=XX(I-1)+0.5D0*(DX(I)+DX(I-1))
104 IF(I.EQ.NX)GO TO 110
RX(I)=DX(I)*DX(I)+DX(I+1))
110 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
```

EVALUATING PSAI FUNCTION

```
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION PSAI(CX,T)
DOUBLE PRECISION CX,AS1,AS2
AS1=1.784D0-0.1423D0*T+23.63D-5*T**2
AS2=1.037D0-0.674D-5*T
PSAI=DEXP(AS1*AS2**(91.0D0*CX))
RETURN
```
END
C --------------------------------------EVALUATING DERIVATIVE (DSAI/DX) FUNCTION
C ** EVALUATING DIFFERENTIAL OF PSI TO MOISTURE CONTENT
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DXSAI(CX,T)
DOUBLE PRECISION CX,T,AS1,AS2,SAI,F3,F1
AS1=17.884D0-0.1423D0*T+23.63D-5*T**2
AS2=1.0327D0-67.4D-5*T
SAI=DEXP(AS1*AS2**((92.0D0*CX)))
F1=DL0G(AS2)
DXSAI=SAI*F3*92.0D0*F1
END
C --------------------------------------EVALUATING DERIVATIVE (DSAI/DT) FUNCTION
C ** EVALUATING DIFFERENTIAL OF PSI TO TEMPERATURE
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DTSAI(CX,T)
DOUBLE PRECISION CX,T,AS1,AS2,SAI,D1,D2,F3,F4
AS1=17.884D0-0.1423D0*T+23.63D-5*T**2
AS2=1.0327D0-67.4D-5*T
SAI=DEXP(AS1*AS2**((92.0D0*CX)))
D1=-0.1423D0+23.63D-5*T*D0
D2=0.47.4D-5
F3=AS2**((92.0D0*CX))
F4=AS2**((92.0D0*CX-1.0D0))
DTSAI=SAI*(D1*F3+AS1*92.0D0*CX*DA2*F4)
END
C --------------------------------------EVALUATING THE FIBER SATURATION POINT
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XFS(T)
DOUBLE PRECISION CT
XFS=0.57315D0-0.001D0*CT
RETURN
END
C --------------------------------------EVALUATING THE DENSITY OF SATURATED WATER VAPOR
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION R0S(V,T)
DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,T
A1=4.43283765414865D-09
A2=-4.91358602652107D-06
A3=2.09426969546071D-03
A4=3.886732036460719D-01
A5=2.765816576797198D+01
ROS=A1*T**4+A2*T**3+A3*T**2+A4*T+A5
RETURN
END
C --------------------------------------FUNCTION FOR EVAL. DYNAMIC LIQUID WATER VISCOSITY ROL/MUL(T)
C ** EVALUATING THE VISCOSITY OF LIQUID WATER
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RNUL(T)
DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,T
A1=2.345556359504833D-14
A2=3.334702454809890D-11
A3=1.678630597315793D-08
A4=3.89036171437328D-06
A5=3.605747212883650D-04
RNUL=A1*T**4+A2*T**3+A3*T**2+A4*T+A5
RETURN
END
C --------------------------------------FUNCTION FOR EVAL. DENSITY OF WATER
C ** EVALUATING THE DENSITY OF LIQUID WATER
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ROW(TT)
DOUBLE PRECISION A1,A2,A3,T
A1=3.355903217044745D+03
A2=1.792139538581038D0
A3=7.99543072283635D-02
ROW=A1*T**2+A2*T+A3
RETURN
END
C --------------------------------------SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING THE SURFACE COEFFICIENTS
APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL DRYING

C FOR RUN 10 OF LI, RE=8800, g=1.5 mm
C ** FOR HEAT TRANSFER, B**=MASS TRANSFER,
C ** X(AT END)=HORIZONTAL SURFACE, Y(AT END)=VERTICAL SURFACE
C ** FOR VERTICAL WALLS: 1=LEADING, 2=TRAILING EDGE SURFACE
C ** BQ(A,[I,1]=HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT ON LEADING SURFACE OF 3RD BOARD

SUBROUTINE BQXYCAL(BX,BY,BQX,K,NX,NY,XX,YY)
DOUBLE PRECISION BX(80,7),BQX(80,7),BY(80,7,2),BQY(80,7,2),
& XX(80),yy(80)
DOUBLE PRECISION X,N
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K
C *********************** FOR 1ST BOARD ********
IF(K.EQ.1)THEN
  DO 10 I=1,NX
    X = XX(I)
    IF(X.LE.0.001131)THEN
      BQX(I,K)=407.18498167*D0*DEXP(-21024.48684765*D0*X)+
      & 31.9369819109*D0*DEXP(-
      & 190.893938443*D0*X)
    ELSE
      BQX(I,K)=(-40.8005557348986*D0+X**2509.89360352*D0*
      & X*(-4523.452222239*D0+X**888.283440985*D0))*
      & (1.0+X**(-48.4203199713*D0+X**(-8498.74005587*D0+X**37098.7302986*D0)+
      & X**(-39029.1724143750*D0)))
    END IF
  END IF
C FOR 2ND BOARD
IF(K.EQ.2)THEN
  X=DBSRT(X)
  BQX(I,K)=174.28071027*I36D0+X*(.11471.58791848+X*(-8941796.959027*D0+X**(-8498.74005587*D0+X**37098.7302986*D0)+
  & X**(-39029.1724143750*D0)))
END IF
C FOR 3RD BOARD
IF(K.EQ.3)THEN
  X=DBSRT(X)
  BQX(I,K)=118.4032087188884D0+X*(-8073.84505756+X*(311020.457699*+X**(-88027539.62410394*D0+X**(-74943478.1.264494*D0+X**(-152871.41805.55975*D0+X**(-4557133648.683532*D0)+X**(-2576029369.10578*D0))))))
END IF
C FOR 4TH BOARD
IF(K.EQ.4)THEN
  C PART A
  IF(X.LT.0.098385215D0)THEN
    X=1.0D0/LOG(X)
    BQX(I,K)=5054.77349901411D0+X**(177752.299390421*D0+X**(-253227.57550707*D0)+
    & X**(-1651320343.0546666*D0+X**(-204804160.480916*D0+
    & X**(-4557133648.683532*D0)+X**(-2576029369.10578*D0))}
  END IF
C PART B
  IF(X.GT.0.098385215D0)THEN
    X=DBSRT(X)
    BQX(I,K)=(-40.8005557348986*D0+X**2509.89360352*D0*
    & X*(-4523.452222239*D0+X**888.283440985*D0))*
    & (1.0+X**(-48.4203199713*D0+X**(-8498.74005587*D0+X**37098.7302986*D0)+
    & X**(-39029.1724143750*D0)))
  END IF
END IF
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```
1  x*(3636571573.93142D0+x*(353287359.046554D0+
1  x*782195651.719634D0)))})})})

ELSE

C PART B
BQX(I,K)=23.10952507452315D0+3.941287193985624D0*(DATAN((x-
1  0.1034189926040734D0)/8.566736893523351D0.
1  0.5)+1.570796326769666192D0/
1  3.141592653897932384D0
END IF
IF(X.EQ.0.000)BQX(I,K)=102.46D0
END IF

C ** 5TH BOARD
IF(K.EQ.5)THEN
C PART A
IF(X.LT.0.095693488D0)THEN
x = 1.0D0/LOG(x)
BQX(I,K)=4985.488572281300D0+x*(178889.839011757500+
1  x*(2799483.43775093500+x*(25888303.4440921800+
1  x*(154788201.581793100+x*(825226992.101233900+
1  x*(1727854079.10700900+ x*(3224907363.80380800+
1  x*(3837186928.87938100+x*(2743028550.58129500+
1  x*857313257.957816500))))))
ELSE
C PART B
BQX(I,K)=22.5323180009877300+12.3880704844798700*(DATAN((x-
1  0.1034442848309583D0)/3.578110568795257D0+
1  0.5)+1.570796326769666192D0)/
1  3.141592653897932384D0
END IF
IF(X.EQ.0.000)BQX(I,K)=102.46D0
END IF

C ** 6TH BOARD
IF(K.EQ.6)THEN
C PART A
IF(X.LT.0.086588916D0)THEN
x=1.0D0/DLOG(x)
BQX(I,K)=4985.488572281300D0+x*(178889.839011757500+
1  x*(2799483.43775093500+x*(25888303.4440921800+
1  x*(154788201.581793100+x*(825226992.101233900+
1  x*(1727854079.10700900+ x*(3224907363.80380800+
1  x*(3837186928.87938100+x*(2743028550.58129500+
1  x*857313257.957816500))))))
ELSE
C PART B
BQX(I,K)=22.5323180009877300+12.3880704844798700*(DATAN((x-
1  0.1034442848309583D0)/3.578110568795257D0+
1  0.5)+1.570796326769666192D0)/
1  3.141592653897932384D0
END IF
IF(X.EQ.0.000)BQX(I,K)=102.46D0
END IF

C ** 7TH BOARD
IF(K.EQ.7)THEN
C PART A
IF(X.LT.0.086588916D0)THEN
x=1.0D0/DLOG(x)
BQX(I,K)=4985.488572281300D0+x*(178889.839011757500+
1  x*(2799483.43775093500+x*(25888303.4440921800+
1  x*(154788201.581793100+x*(825226992.101233900+
1  x*(1727854079.10700900+ x*(3224907363.80380800+
1  x*(3837186928.87938100+x*(2743028550.58129500+
1  x*857313257.957816500))))))
ELSE
C PART B
BQX(I,K)=22.5323180009877300+12.3880704844798700*(DATAN((x-
1  0.1034442848309583D0)/3.578110568795257D0+
1  0.5)+1.570796326769666192D0)/
1  3.141592653897932384D0
END IF
IF(X.EQ.0.000)BQX(I,K)=104.46D0
END IF
```
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END IF
RX(I,K)=8.474342479D-4*BQX(I,K)
10 CONTINUE
DO 20 J=1,NY
X=X*Y(J)
IF(K.EQ.1)THEN
  BQY(J,K,1)=(6.2614045*100+X*(103.688850101345D0+
      & X*(-3824.274169130586D0)))/
      (1.0+X*(1.0+X*(1.0+X*(-2258.594918432667D0+
        & X*(-3465.19268992207D0)))))
ELSE
  BQY(J,K,1)=0.0 DO
  BQY(J,K,2)=0.0 DO
END IF
IF(K.EQ.7)THEN
  x=DSQRT(x)
  BQY(J,K,2)=(10.85602451*100+X*(233.4898717610709D0+
      & X*(-3824.274169130586D0)))/
      (1.0+X*(1.0+X*(1.0+X*(-2258.594918432667D0+
        & X*(-3465.19268992207D0)))))
END IF
BY(J,K,1)=8.474342479D-4*BQY(J,K,1)
BY(J,K,2)=0.0 DO
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C calculating the enthalpy at the edge of control volume
SUBROUTINE HXYCAL(HX,RY,H1,DHK,T1R,T,RY,NX,NY,K)
DOUBLE PRECISION HX(80,80,3),RY(80,80,3),H1(80,80,3),DHK(80,80,3)
& T1R(0:80,0:80,7),T(0:80,0:80,7),RX(80),RY(80)
INTEGER NX,NY,I,J,K,np
DO 50 I=1,NX-1
  DO 50 J=1,NY-1
    DO 40 NP=1,3
      HX(I,J,NP)=1.0D0/(RX(1)/(H1(I,J,NP)+DHK(I,J,NP)*
        & (T1R(I,J,K)-T(I,J,K)))+(1.0D0-RX(1))/(H1(I+1,J,NP)+
        & DHK(I+1,J,NP)*(T1R(I+1,J,K)-T(I+1,J,K))))
      HY(I,J,NP)=1.0D0/(RY(J)/(H1(I,J,NP)+DHK(I,J,NP)*
        & (T1R(I,J,K)-T(I,J,K)))+(1.0D0-RY(J))/(H1(I,J+1,NP)+
        & DHK(I,J+1,NP)*(T1R(I,J+1,K)-T(I,J+1,K))))
    40 CONTINUE
  50 CONTINUE
  I=NX
D0 60 J=1,NY-1
  DO 55 NP=1,3
    HY(I,J,NP)=1.0D0/(RY(J)/(H1(I,J,NP)+DHK(I,J,NP)*
      & (T1R(I,J,K)-T(I,J,K)))+(1.0D0-RY(J))/(H1(I,J+1,NP)+
      & DHK(I,J+1,NP)*(T1R(I,J+1,K)-T(I,J+1,K))))
  55 CONTINUE
J=NY
D0 80 I=1,NX-1
  DO 70 NP=1,3
    HY(I,J,NP)=1.0D0/(RY(J)/(H1(I,J,NP)+DHK(I,J,NP)*
      & (T1R(I,J,K)-T(I,J,K)))+(1.0D0-RY(J))/(H1(I+1,J,NP)+
      & DHK(I+1,J,NP)*(T1R(I+1,J,K)-T(I+1,J,K))))
  70 CONTINUE
END
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DO 20 J=2,NY-1
  AA(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
  BB(I,J)=0.0
  CC(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J)
  DD(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)
20  CONTINUE

C POINT NO. 4
  I=NX
  DO 30 J=2,NY-1
    AA(I,J)=VIRC0NDX(I,J)
    BB(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I-1,J)
    CC(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J)
    DD(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)
30  CONTINUE

C POINT NO. 8
  J=1
  DO 40 I=2,NX-1
    AA(I,J)=0.0
    BB(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
    CC(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J)
    DD(I,J)=VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)
40  CONTINUE

C POINT NO. 7
  J=NY
  DO 70 I =2,NX-1
    AA(I,J)=VIRC0NDX(I,J)
    BB(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I-1,J)
    CC(I,J)=0.0
    DD(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)
70  CONTINUE

C POINT NO. 1
  I=1
  AA(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
  BB(I,J)=0.0
  CC(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDY(I,J)
  DD(I,J)=0.0

C POINT NO. 2
  J=1
  I=NX
  AA(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
  BB(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I-1,J)
  CC(I,J)=0.0
  DD(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)

C POINT NO. 5
  J=NY
  I=1
  AA(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
  BB(I,J)=0.0
  CC(I,J)=0.0
  DD(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)

C POINT NO. 6
  J=NY
  I=NX
  AA(I,J)=0.0
  BB(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDX(I,J)
  CC(I,J)=0.0
  DD(I,J)=2.0*VIRC0NDY(I,J-1)

C ** EVALUATING THE E AND F COEFFICIENTS OF THE SOR METHOD

SUBROUTINE CALEPNEW(VIRC0NDX, VIRC0NDY, EE, FF, CT, T1, X1, CXV, RODU, & EPS, BY, BX, XEQ, TM, BQY, BQX, DHX, DX, DY, NX, NY, K, DT, HXVXGX, HYVXGX & SFLAG)

DOUBLE PRECISION VIRC0NDX(80,80), VIRC0NDY(80,80), EE(80,80), & FF(80,80), SAI, ROSV, T1(0:80,0:80,7), XI(0:80,0:80,7), & RODU(80,80), EPS(80,80), BY(80,7,2), BX(80,7), XEQ(80,7), TM(80,7) & E(80,7,2), BQY(80,7,2), BQX(80,7), DHX(80,80,2), DX(80), DY(80), DT, SAM & CT(0:80,0:80,7), HXVXGX(80,80), HYVXGX(80,80) & CXV(0:80,0:80,7)

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, K, NFLAG(80,7)
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DO 10 Im=2,NX-1
DO 10 Jm=2,NY-1
EE(I,J)=RODU(I,J)-VIRCONDX(I,J)+VIRCONDY(I,J)
& -HYVXGX(I,J)+BYVXGX(I,J-1)
10 CONTINUE

C POINT NO.3
Im=1
DO 30 Jm=2,NY-1
SAM=DY(J)*DT*BY(J,K,1)*EPS(I,J)**2*SAI(X1(I,J,K),T1(I,J,K))
& -ROSV(T(I,J,K))*(CXV(I,J,K)-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(K).EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0
EE(I,J)=RODU(I,J)-2.DO*VIRCONDX(I,J)+2.DO*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& -VIRCONDY(I,J-1)+2.DO*DY(J)*DT*BQY(J,K,1)
FP(I,J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)-2.DO*HYVXGX(I,J)
& -HYVXGX(I,J-1)-2.DO*SAM*(H1(I,J,1)-DHK(I,J,1))
& +CT(I,J,K)+2.DO*DY(J)*DT*BQY(J,K,1)*TM(I,K)
30 CONTINUE

C POINT NO.4
Im=NX
DO 70 Jm=2,NY-1
SAM=DX(I)*DT*BX(I,K)*EPS(I,J)**2*SAI(X1(I,J,K),T1(I,J,K))
& -ROSV(T(I,J,K))*(CXV(I,J,K)-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(K).EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0
EE(I,J)=RODU(I,J)-2.DO*VIRCONDX(I,J)+2.DO*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& -VIRCONDY(I,J-1)+2.DO*DY(J)*DT*BQY(J,K,2)
FP(I,J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)+2.DO*HYVXGX(I,J)
& -HYVXGX(I,J-1)-2.DO*SAM*(H1(I,J,1)-DHK(I,J,1))
& +CT(I,J,K)+2.DO*DY(J)*DT*BQY(J,K,2)*TM(I,K)
70 CONTINUE

C POINT NO.7
Jm=NY
DO 70 Im=2,NX-1
SAM=DX(I)*DT*BX(I,K)*EPS(I,J)**2*SAI(X1(I,J,K),T1(I,J,K))
& -ROSV(T(I,J,K))*(CXV(I,J,K)-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(K).EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0
EE(I,J)=RODU(I,J)-VIRCONDX(I,J)-VIRCONDY(I,J)
& -2.DO*HYVXGX(I,J)
40 CONTINUE

C POINT NO.1
Im=1
Jm=1
SAM=DY(J)*DT*BY(J,K,1)*EPS(I,J)**2*SAI(X1(I,J,K),T1(I,J,K))
& -ROSV(T(I,J,K))*(CXV(I,J,K)-XEQ(I,K))
IF(NFIFLAG(K).EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0
EE(I,J)=RODU(I,J)-2.DO*VIRCONDX(I,J)+2.DO*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& -2.DO*VIRCONDY(I,J)+2.DO*DY(J)*DT*BQY(J,K,1)
FP(I,J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)-2.DO*HYVXGX(I,J)
& -2.DO*BYVXGX(I,J-1)-2.DO*SAM*(H1(I,J,1)-DHK(I,J,1))
& +2.DO*DX(I)*DT*BQX(I,K)*TM(I,K)
70 CONTINUE
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C POINT NO. 2
J=1
SAM=DT**(DY(J)+DX(I))**(EPS(L,J)**2)*SAI(X(I,J),T(I,J,K))
& *ROS(Y(T(I,J),K),(CXV(I,J,K),XEQ(I,K))

IF(NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0

EE(J)=RODU(I,J)*2.0D0*VIRCNDX(I,J)+2.0D0*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*VIRCNDY(I,J)+2.0D0*DY(I)*DT**BQY(J,K,2)

FP(J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)+2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,2)-2.0D0*SAI(H(I,J,1),DHK(I,J,1))
& +2.0D0*DT**BQY(J,K,2)**TM(I,K)

C POINT NO. 5
J=NY
I=1
SAM=DT**(DY(J)+DX(I)+BQX(I,K)**EPS(L,J)**2)
& SAI(X(I,J,K),T(I,J,K))**ROS(Y(T(I,J,K),(CXV(I,J,K),XEQ(I,K))

IF(NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0

EE(J)=RODU(I,J)*2.0D0*VIRCNDX(I,J)+2.0D0*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*VIRCNDY(I,J)+2.0D0*DY(I)*DT**BQY(J,K,2)

FP(J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)+2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,2)-2.0D0*SAI(H(I,J,1),DHK(I,J,1))
& +2.0D0*DT**BQY(J,K,2)**TM(I,K)

C POINT NO. 8
J=NY
I=NX
SAM=DT**(DY(J)+DX(I))**(EPS(L,J)**2)
& SAI(X(I,J,K),T(I,J,K))**ROS(Y(T(I,J,K),(CXV(I,J,K),XEQ(I,K))

IF(NFIFLAG(I,K),EQ.1)SAM=0.0D0

EE(J)=RODU(I,J)*2.0D0*VIRCNDX(I,J)+2.0D0*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*VIRCNDY(I,J)+2.0D0*DY(I)*DT**BQY(J,K,2)

FP(J)=RODU(I,J)*CT(I,J,K)+2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,1)
& +2.0D0*HXXVXG(I,J,2)-2.0D0*SAM*DHK(I,J,1)**CT(I,J,K)
& +2.0D0*DT**BQY(J,K,2)**TM(I,K)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE sort(a,b,c,d,e,f,u,imax,imax,jjac,k,nmax)
INTEGER jjac,kmax,jmax,imax
DOUBLE PRECISION a,b,c,d,e,f,u
PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

DO 5 i=0,imax
U(i,0,0)=0.0D0
U(i,imax,imax)=0.0D0
5 CONTINUE

DO 6 j=0,jmax
U(0,0,jmax)=0.0D0
U(imax,j,max)=0.0D0
6 CONTINUE

C=================================================================
C SUBROUTINE sort(a,b,c,d,e,f,u,imax,imax,jjac,k,nmax)
C IMAX=NX+1, JMAX=NY+1
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k,nmax
DOUBLE PRECISION a,b,c,d,e,f,u
PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

DO 5 i=0,imax
U(i,0,0)=0.0D0
U(i,imax,imax)=0.0D0
5 CONTINUE

DO 6 j=0,jmax
U(0,0,jmax)=0.0D0
U(i.max,j.max)=0.0D0
6 CONTINUE

C=================================================================
C SUBROUTINE sort(a,b,c,d,e,f,u,imax,imax,jjac,k,nmax)
C IMAX=NX+1, JMAX=NY+1
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k,nmax
DOUBLE PRECISION a,b,c,d,e,f,u
PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

DO 5 i=0,imax
U(i,0,0)=0.0D0
U(i,imax,imax)=0.0D0
5 CONTINUE

DO 6 j=0,jmax
U(0,0,jmax)=0.0D0
U(i.max,j.max)=0.0D0
6 CONTINUE

C=================================================================
C SUBROUTINE sort(a,b,c,d,e,f,u,imax,imax,jjac,k,nmax)
C IMAX=NX+1, JMAX=NY+1
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k,nmax
DOUBLE PRECISION a,b,c,d,e,f,u
PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
INTEGER jmax,imax,jjac,k
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

PARAMETER (imax=10000,eps=1.0D-13)
DOUBLE PRECISION anorm,anormf,omega,resid,pi

DO 5 i=0,imax
U(i,0,0)=0.0D0
U(i,imax,imax)=0.0D0
5 CONTINUE

DO 6 j=0,jmax
U(0,0,jmax)=0.0D0
U(i.max,j.max)=0.0D0
6 CONTINUE
APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL DRYING

```
do 12 I=1,Imax-1
  do 11 J=1,jmax-1
    anorm=anorm+abs((I,J))
  11 continue
  continue
  omega=1.d0
  go to 20

do 16 n=1,MAXITS
  anorm=0.d0
  law=1
  do 15 ipass=1,2
    law=law
    do 14 ipass=1,2
      resid=norm+abs(resid)
      u(I,J)=u(I,J)-omega*resid/e(I,J)
    14 continue
    law=3-law
    if(n.eq.1.and.ipass.eq.1) then
      omega=1.d0/(1.d0-50.0**((i=2))
    else
      omega=1.d0/(1.d0-250.0**i)omega)
    endif
  15 continue
  MAXS
  if(anorm.ge.EPS*10000.0*anorm)go to 20
  continue
  omega=2.d0/(1.d0+30.0**i)**2)
  do 30 N=NMAX,MAXITS
  anorm=0.d0
  do 24 I=1,Imax-1,1
    do 23 J=1,jmax-1,1
      resid=norm+abs(resid)
      u(I,J)=u(I,J)-omega*resid/e(I,J)
    23 continue
    if(N.LE.4)go to 30
    NMAX=N
    if(anorm.EPS*anorm)return
  24 continue
  WRITE('1**MAINSfits exceeded in sor')
  WRITE('2**MAINSfits exceeded in sor')
  pause 'MAINSfits exceeded in sor'
  return
  c pause 'MAINSfits exceeded in sor'
END
```

SUBROUTINE CALH(H1,HS,DK,T1R,T,NX,MY,K)

DOUBLE PRECISION H1(80,80,3),HS(80,80,3),DK(80,80,3)
  & T1R(0.80,0.80,7),T(0.80,0.80,7)

INTEGER NX,NY,IX,JI,K
DO 50 lx=1,NX-1
  DO 50 Ix=1,NX-1
  50 continue
continue
return
END
```
SUBROUTINE CALLTXXY(VT, VX, DX, DY, DT, NX, NY, SVT, SVX, & SVXX, SVTX, SVXY, SVYY)

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J

DOUBLE PRECISION VT(80,80,3), VX(80,80,3), DX(80), DY(80), DT

DO 10 I = 1, NX
  DO 10 J = 1, NY
    SVT(I,J) = VT(I,J,1) + VT(I,J,2) + VT(I,J,3)
  10 CONTINUE

DO 40 I = 1, NX-1
  DO 40 J = 1, NY
    SVXX(I,J) = 2.0D0* DX(I)* DT*(DX(I)/SVXX(I,J) + DX(I+1)/SVXX(I+1,J))**-1
    SVTX(I,J) = 2.0D0* DX(I)* DT*(DX(I)/SVTX(I,J) + DX(I+1)/SVTX(I+1,J))**-1
  40 CONTINUE

DO 50 I = 1, NX
  DO 50 J = 1, NY-1
    SVXY(I,J) = 2.0D0* DX(I)* DT*(DX(I)/SVXY(I,J) + DX(I+1)/SVXY(I+1,J))**-1
    SVTY(I,J) = 2.0D0* DX(I)* DT*(DX(I)/SVTY(I,J) + DX(I+1)/SVTY(I+1,J))**-1
  50 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SUBROUTINE CALLRODUC(RODU, RODU, RO, DUK, NX, NY, DX, DY)

INTEGER NX, NY, I, J, NP

DOUBLE PRECISION RODU(80,80,4), RODU(80,80), RO(80,80,4), & DUK(80,80,4), DX(80), DY(80)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL DRYING

```
DO 60 I=1,NX
   DO 50 J=1,NY
      RODU(I,J)=0.5DO
  10    DO 40 NP=1,4
         RODUP(I,J,NP)=RO(I,J,NP)*DUK(I,J,NP)*DX(I)*DY(J)
      RODU(I,J)=RODU(I,J)+RODUP(I,J,NP)
  40    CONTINUE
  50    CONTINUE
60    CONTINUE
RETURN
END
```
Appendix C

Computer program for one-dimensional diffusion

The following program uses the implicit Crank-Nicholson method for discretization and the TDMA method for solving the one-dimensional diffusion equation.

```c
/* COPYRIGHT** AHMAD HASHEMI ESPAHANIAN, 1999 */
real mc(100),mcch(100),a(100),b(100),c(100),d(100),dp(100),dd(100),e(100)
& g(100),h(100),avgm(6000),mcin,mcc
al=10.5/2.0
C TIME IN SECONDS
to=0.0
mcin=.1
mcc=.33
C K=NO. OF POINTS
time=600000.0
k=21
C DX=DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO ADJACENT POINTS
dx=x/(k-1)
dt=30.0
rdy=(dx**2);
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='mcbl.out')
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='mavbl.out')
rs=to/2.0
aa=.264E-6
bb=16.8
aal=1.0376552e-6
bb1=.5250836e-6
aa2=.5.17086667e-5
bbl=.8.2266666667e-5
C SSAVERAGE SURFACE COEFFICIENT
ss=2.61165826e-5
C CCC= AVERAGE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
ccc=.74560392e-5
n=1
ncont=0
C CON= EXPANSION FACTOR FOR TIME STEP
con=1.0
```
APPENDIX C. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION

WRITE(1,*); Results of Implicit Crank-Nicolson Method for RUN 7
& of Min. Li's case: dtd, dx, K, Mc(initial)= mcin
& of Mc(AIR)= mcc, Diff coef= ccc, S'= s

WRITE(2,*); dt= dtd, K= K, dx= dx, Mc(initial)= mcin, Mc(AIR)= mcc
& Diff coef= ccc, S'= s

C. MC(J)=MOISTURE CONTENT AT EACH POINT
do 9 j=1,k,1
mc(j)=mcin
20 mc(j)=mcin
continue
10 dt=dt
i=i+dt
n=n+1
ccc=ccc * 1.0001
do 20 j=1,k,1
C IN CASE THAT THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AT EACH POINT IS DIFFERENT
C DP(J)=THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AT EACH POINT
C c dp(j)=aa*exp(bb*mc(j))
c dp(j)=aa1+bbl*mc(j)/(mc(j)-mcin)
c dp(j)=aa2+bbl*mc(j)  c c=2.3774e-5
C c dp(j)=1.518e-5
dp(j)=ccc
20 continue
do 25 j=1,k,1
C EVALUATING THE HARMONIC AVERAGE OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
dd(j)=(1/(dp(j)+1/dp(j+1))
c dd(j)=0.5*(dp(j)+1/dp(j+1))
25 continue
do 30 j=2,k,1
mch(j)=mc(j)*[1-dd(j-1)*r2-dd(j)*r2+dd(j-1)*r2*mc(j-1)+dd(j)*r2*mc(j+1)]
30 continue
mch(1)=mc(1)*[1-dd(1)*r2]+mc(2)*dd(1)*r2
ccc=9.2e-3
ccc=7.7e-4
C IN CASE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT IS CHANGING DUE TO CHANGES IN MOISTURE CONTENT
C dp(j)=aa1/(mch(j)-mcin)+bbl*mch(j)/(mch(j)-mcin)
c dp(j)=aa2+bbl*mch(j)
40 continue
do 45 j=1,k,1
if(j.eq.k) go to 45
C EVALUATING THE TDMA ALGORITHM COEFFICIENTS, A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H AT EACH POINT
A(j)=dd(j-1)*r2
B(j)=1.0+dd(j-1)*r2
G(j)=ed(1)/b(1)
h(1)=mc(1)/b(1)
c(1)=0.0
40 continue
C EVALUATING THE NEW VALUES FOR MOISTURE CONTENTS
do 90 j=k-1,1
mc(j)=h(j)*mc(j+1)+g(j)
90 continue
svmc(mcin+mc(k))/2.
kk=kk-1
APPENDIX C. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION

```fortran
DO 160 I=2,KK
   AVM = AVM + MC(I)
160 CONTINUE
AVM = AVM/(K-1)
C AVM = AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE BOARD
NC = CON * 20.0
NC = NC / NC
CM = NC
C WRITING THE DATA EVERY 20 TIME STEP
IF(P.E.0) GO TO 360
NC = NC + 1
C AVM(NC) = AVERAGE MOISTURE CONTENT OF THE BOARD AT THE TIME STEP
AVM(NC) = AVM
TIM = TIM/60.0
WRITE(1,**) 'TIME=', TIM
WRITE(1,**) 'MC(J) after second half time step'
350 WRITE(1,355)(MC(J), J=1,K)
WRITE(2,355) TIM, AVM(NC)
WRITE(2,356)(AVM(NC), J=1,K)
356 FORMAT(31(F13.9))
360 CONTINUE
C CHECKING THE END OF THE PROGRAM
IF(ABS(AVM-MC).LE.0.00001 AND AVM.MT.MC) GO TO 370
IF(T.LT.TIM) GO TO 10
370 CONTINUE
CLOSE(1)
CLOSE(2)
END
```